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ABSTRACT
Placing Korngold:
Ertelt Wolfgang Korngold's Place
in the
1

Twentieth Century and fn the Great Tradition.
This thesis investigates the way Korngold's reception and
reputation changed during the twentieth century. In 1930 Erich Wolfgang
Korngold and Arnold Schoenberg were composers cited respectively as
second and fourth "most famous" Viennese musicians of their time. They
shared a common starting point within the tradition of high Western art
music since both emerged from the German-Viennese classical musical
world of the later nineteenth century. In the 1920s their musical paths
diverged, and while Schoenberg was regarded by many as retaining a
leading position in music at least until the 1970s, Korngold's position was
much less certain and consistent. While Schoenberg was revered by art
music connoisseurs and musicologists as emblematic of twentieth-century
music, Korngold lost his reputation among this group and only regained

~

~

high profile during the last quarter of the century.
The changing fortunes of Korngold' s reputation forms the material
of this dissertation, which seeks to explain why his reception should have
been so variable by focusing on the attitudes and thinking lying behind
the articles and reviews written about him during this period. This
process reveals the shift in Western musicological thinking which before
.the World Wars sought to evaluate what was valuable in art music

...

according to elitist hierarchy, but which by the end of the twentieth
century determined that value in music might lie more in its function and
context and that the Western tradition continued in a way quite
unforeseen.
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Introduction

PLACING KORNGOLD

Erich Wolfgang Korngold' s Place
in the
Twentieth Century and in the Great Tradition.
Introduction
This thesis investigates the way Komgold's reception and
reputation changed during the twentieth century. In 1930 Erich Wolfgang
"

Komgold and Arnold Schoenberg were composers cited respectively as
second and fourth "most famous" Viennese musicians of their time. 1 They
shared a common starting point within the tradition of high Western art
music since both emerged from the German-Viennese classical musical
world of the later nineteenth century. In the 1920s their musical paths
diverged, and while Schoenberg was regarded by many as retaining a
leading position in music at least until the 1970s, Komgold's position was

>

much less certain and consistent. While Schoenberg was revered by art
music connoisseurs and musicologists as emblematic of twentieth-century
music, Korngold lost his reputation among this group and only regained
high profile during the last quarter of the century.
The changing fortunes of his reputation forms the material of this
dissertation, which seeks to explain why Korngold' s reception should
have been so variable by focusing on the attitudes and thinking lying
behind the articles and reviews written about Korngold during this
period.
1

"Die berUhmtesten Oesterreicher. Das Ergebnis unsres Preisausschreibens". ["The
most famous Austrians. The Result of our Competition"] in Neues Wiener Tagblatt, 15
August 1930. Nr 224. 4. The readers ranked twenty four males, twelve artists and twelve
scientists. The artists featured four composer/ musicians, four writers, one architect, a
sculptor and a poet. Subsequent interpretations of the poll are addressed in Chapter 3.
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Introduction

Reception Theories
Twentieth-century musicologists, in general, favoured a narrative
r

approach to music history based on analysis of works, composers, their
creative influences career and interactions with their peers. As Ruth
Soliepoints out, a Western "impact" history, favoured by Germanic
intellectualism in particular, is merely a chronicle based on exemplars of
the extraordinary, "stars" and geniuses, from a nineteenth-century
European perspective of experiences and attitudes to music history. As
Western Society incorporates others' cultures, the notion of an absolute
"truth" or "reality" expressed by a uniquely enlightened individual,
becomes somewhat difficult to sustain. Society is exposed as a
multiplicity of factors:
some coexisting peaceably, some in mutual conflict, that [go] to make up
that confused mass which used to be apostrophised as the "spirit of the

'[

age" - a spirit whose "intrinsic unity" is nothing but a fabrication on the
part of philosophers of history with their mania for simplification. 2

As "society" represents many interests, no one interpretation of a
f

work can be entirely valid. The process whereby one opinion is elevated
to dominance is a measure of the rank of the people who have invested
their influence in its promotion, evaluation and dissemination. A history
that both chronicles and disassembles social reception of a work or a
composer, over time, seeks to place the art's and the artist's position
within an identified "spirit of the age". Analysis of reception represents a
valid and useful approach to an investigation of the factors generating
artistic value.
Reception theory's premise stems from the ethnomusicological
findings that, in general, social groups maintain their identity through the

2

Ruth Solie. "Sophie Drinker's History" in Disciplining Music: Musicology and Its
Canons. Edited Katherine Bergeron & Philip V. Bohlman. Chicago: Chicago University
Press, 1992. Ch 3. 23-43. 29.
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aesthetic precepts they attach to music. 3
In any historical period patterns of thought and the social and economic
character of society when taken together may constitute its artistic and
intellectual super-structures( ... ) Ideology is ultimately a function of
discourse and, assuming that power is inscribed within a dominant social
formation, its organic intellectuals work to sustain its authority initially at
f

the tropic level. It is at this level that the relationship between the part
and the whole, the dominant and subordinate - the idea of difference - is
established( ... ) Discourse is the power which must be seized in order to
challenge the ideological authority of the dominant social formation. 4

Through analysis of authoritative discourse in relation to Korngold
it is possible to illuminate the ideology of dominant social formation in
;,

terms of attitudes to music in the twentieth century. However, the
argument is not without its dissenters.
Dahlhaus argues that reception historians' proclivity to avoid
making comparative assessments based on an idealised system of merit,
means that a definitive evaluation of a musical work becomes impossible,
or worse unnecessary.5 According to Dahlhaus, the accumulation and
evolution of music's "inner truths", its reception by academics and
audience over time, either validates or eliminates its placement in the
repertory of "real" art. Dahlhaus may be regarded as one of Munslow's
"organic intellectuals" engaged in sustaining the authority of a dominant

·'

social formation. However, appointing absolute and hierarchical merits to
musical works for the purposes of retaining canonic status is perhaps a
unique characteristic of the Romantic era. Any attempt to predict music's
"afterlife",6 its potential over time, presupposes the importance of

I
3

_,

Jim Samson. "Reception" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Ed
Stanley Sadie. London: MacMillan, 2000. Vol 20. 908-11. 909.
4
Alun Munslow. Discourse and Culture: The Creation of America, 1870-1920. London:
Routledge, 1992. 21.
5
,. Carl Dahlhaus. Foundations of Music History. Translated by J.B. Robinson.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967. Ch 10 "Problems in Reception History."
154& 161-2.
6
Carl Dahlhaus, 1967, 155. Quoting Walter Benjamin.
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hierarchical perpetuation, while a concept of non-judgemental adaptation
might be more relevant to later twentieth-century thinking. Dahlhaus'
statement is perhaps characteristic of the 1960s and was countered by the
1980s decline in imperialist thinking as expressed by Small.7 Dahlhaus'
argument remains an important consideration within this context.
Dahlhaus challenges reception theory's estrangement from musical

"

materials.
The main historiographical focus is not the musical work but the

,I

intellectual or social structure( ... ) that supplied a context for the work's
reception. Seen in this light, the history of music reception is a part of
intellectual or social history. True, it takes its material mainly from
documentary evidence of how pieces of music were received. But its
structure, seen from the vantage point of music history, is heteronomous:
it owes its internal coherence as a narrative history to a continuity which
( ... ) remains practically untouched by musical facts. 8

When music and its context both influence each other, discourse analysis
provides the reception theorist with a means to understand both. While
music's meaning and significance seem to reside only in the musical
sound, musical analysis is the key to unlocking aural meaning. While
music's meaning and significance is recognised as residing in the
responses of those who hear it, discourse analysis, in the context of
reception theory, allows us to unlock the mystery.
Traditional music histories have often accounted for "influences" in
this way, recognising a connection between what a composer hears and
what (s)he writes. Reception theory seeks to include but go beyond this,
to explore how reactions to musical experiences influence the value
systems and intellectual constructs that are applied to all music. Analysis
'r

of the reception given to a piece of music over time can illuminate much
about changing values. Musical experiences are reinterpreted by
succeeding generations, inspiring and generating new works and new
musical experiences. When changes do occur to these, reception analysis
7

,{

8

Refer to Chapter Four.
Carl Dahlhaus, 1967, 154.
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has the opportunity to show how they reflect wider processes of change in
society, and to investigate the musical, sociological and historical events
influencing change.
The immediate sign of change in musical values comes when a new
vocabulary is used to describe music. ETA Hoffmann' s review of

'

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony is a famous example, where for the first time
music was professionally evaluated through analysis of its musical
materials couched in poetic allusions to nature.9
Dahlhaus suggests that
The key problem faced by the reception historian would lie in
reconstructing the causes that led some of the conflicting opinions (say as
regards Beethoven's late quartets, Liszt's tone poems or Schoenberg's
atonal piano pieces) to win out in the end, and others to perish. 10

In fact, the reception historian seeks to explain the phenomenon of
winners and losers by investigating what the wider acceptance of some
values rather than others tells us about the changing role and function of
music in society, and the changing significance given it by individuals .

•
Deconstruction and Analysis:

>

Musicologists' Analyses & Critics' Reviews

r-

~

Textual discourse provides evidence of the contextual frame of the
writer and his [sic] world. Analytical deconstruction of a critic's review or
an intellectual article involves the analysis of written language, edited
and, to use Barker and Galasifiski's 11 term, "sanitized" by the social
authority governing the writer and the reader, as well as their times.

'(

,.,

i

I ,
I
,,

9

David Charleton. Ed. Hoffmann 's Musical Writings. Kreisleriana, The Poet and the
Composer: Music Criticism. Tr Martyn Clarke. New York: Cambridge University Press,
1989. "ETA Hoffmann. Beethoven's Instrumental Music". 775-781.
10
Carl Dahlhaus, 1967, 161.
11
Chris Barker and Dariusz Galasifiski. Cultural Studies and Discourse Analysis: A
Dialogue on Language and Identity. London: Sage, 2001. 63.
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Beneath the surface of the texts are assumed hierarchies, tacit
contradictions and socio-cultural ideologies.
Analysis of communication is itself interpretative. Discourse is
simultaneously "constitutive of and constituted by social, and political
f

1

'realities'."

12

To avoid being a chronicle of literary contributions,

discourse analysis focuses upon revealing aesthetic values, current in a
particular authoritative social group. Ideology, the values and attitudes

~

shared by a group, is formed and communicated using specialised
symbolic language identified and understood by its supporters. Its
stability depends on continued reiteration of its symbolic language. The
use of that language in a sceptical manner signals the decay of the
ideology. Disruption of semantic convention signals an undermining of
the ideology, which is then newly perceived as outdated dogma. In this

;,

way written text exposes ideology to public scrutiny both contemporarily
and retrospectively.
As Barker and Galasifiski point out, text is multifunctional.
Through the ideational, the interpersonal and the textual, the writer
broadcasts ideas, thereby giving them an existence, which is dependent

).,

upon a receptive audience in either the newspaper reader or through peer
review. The way the discourse reacts to an existing ideology reveals the
writer's stance.
The textual function of language makes it intelligible to the addressee
precisely as a text that makes sense within itself and within the context of
its appearance.

13

However, some texts are more influential than others: influence may well
depend upon authority. In the case of musical experiences, it is the text
that carries the significant authority and therefore casts a significant
,,

influence. The author is shaped by his personal history and ideological
background, which may or may not agree with those of others who attend
the musical performance. In all likelihood, different authorities will have
different responses to the same event. Both groups in consideration here,
12

~

13

Chris Barker and Dariusz Galasifiski, 2001, 65.
Chris Barker and Dariusz Galasiiiski, 2001, 68.
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however, belong to Munslow' s "dominant social formation" and are
important preservers or modifiers of the ideology. Analysing opinions of
Korngold' s works can therefore reveal that process taking place over time.
It may be argued that by focussing on the remarks of a music critic,
we are giving only an individual judgement of the work and equally, that

•

focussing upon the remarks of a musicologist might only present one
school of thinking. Neither may represent a majority view of those
attending the concert. The primary purpose here is, however, not to
discover majority responses (which are anyway, impossible to discover
long after the event) but to discover how the musical experience was
regarded and evaluated by those influential in the formation of artistic
judgements. Whether the author confirms or negates audience reaction
might not always be apparent, but, in point of fact, significant differences
will emerge between the judgements of these "dominant social
formations" and those of music listening audience. As the critic writes for
those who did as well as those who did not attend the concert he [sic] 14
runs a professional risk if he adopts a view wildly contrary to audience
consensus. The musicologist does not run quite the same risk As
upholder of value and a correct way of thinking, he might believe it his
preserve to differ from public taste. However, these differences, either
apparent or revealed through other sources, contribute to the discussion.

~

Musicologists' Authority
An artist's reputation can be seen _as his reception among

~

Munslow's "organic intellectuals", interested in defining value within the
authority of their dominant social formation. Reputation is therefore
dependent upon conformity to the expectations, be they revolutionary or
conventional, of an institutionalised elite fraternity. Implied within the
processes of maintaining authority is the need to retain collegial loyalty,
14

That only two female biographers and critics are discussed in this thesis is a reflection
of their gender's participation in the professions during the selected time span. The use
of the male gender simply indicates this demographic fact.
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countered by an expected and even demanded impartiality of scholarly
inquisition. There is ample history to show that the learned fraternity
either conforms to or merely articulates contemporary precepts in politics,
aesthetics and in facts. Individuals, who stray from dominant thought
and gain a following through the power of their persuasion,15 risk the
rebuke of their peers and ultimately provide material for Solie' s "impact "
history.
The musicologist and the critic, who might be one and the same
person and in some cases might also be a composer, supervise which
idiom should represent the ideology of the social formation. While the
musicologist's authority might be the paramount determinant of value, he
shares with the critic, the higher ambition to serve the Arts as an organic
entity. The arenas of their influence, being on one hand within a closed
community and on the other among the public, are bound by their shared
professionalism, the common subject of their appraisal, that is, the piece of
music and thence its composer, and a common ambition that their
judgements earn respect. The composer risks gaining or losing his
reputation according to his willingness to serve expectations of critics,
intellectuals and a public upon whom he is entirely dependent.

The Critic as Mediator:
His Journal and his Readership
The critic and his review appear to operate on three levels.
Firstly the critic mediates between the music and the attending and

r

non-attending audience through judgements and evaluations that reveal
his preconditioning, his education and background. In this case, all the
reviewers are educated members of the middle or high-middle class.
Most are Caucasian males. This homogeneity is in itself an indication of at
15

For example Galileo, Schoenberg and perhaps even Korngold.
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least one social value of the twentieth century. These men, professionally
trained and variously respected by their readership, react to the musical
event according to their unique character, which according to
';t

contemporary psychological thinking, represents a meld of their
individuality with their reaction to the aesthetic and political persuasions

•
~

of their society. The critic also mediates between the music and the
audience, but idealistically at arms length from the composer while often
frequenting similar social circles in an estranged but mutual dependency.
His dominant role is to act on behalf of his readership and his publication.

•·

His unique description of the event, the assumption of objectivity, the
points he highlights and the language he uses are intended, at least in

.~

part, to strike a chord with everyone concerned. In this way the critic is a
public servant, who also wields public power within journalism's ambit.

"
,,

'

When he submits his article on the performance he witnessed perhaps the
night before, his opinions are expressed to a readership he assumed are
loyal to or at least interested in, his beliefs, aesthetic judgements and
linguistic style. However, it can also be assumed that his published
opinions would not pointedly contradict those of his employers.

)..

~~

However mediated, the review remains a prima fade report of one
event attended by many individuals. The second stage of mediation
involves the critic's employers, the editor(s) and publisher of the journal
or newspaper. It is their responsibility to communicate daily events in
such a way as to preserve authoritative veracity as their highest principle,
while bearing in mind some pragmatic considerations. Joumals and
newspapers are in business to inform the public. Their economic survival

}

depends upon maintaining circulation within the sectors of society ~ost
}'

r·

likely to endorse or be influenced by editorial philosophy, values and
worldview. While it might not always be possible to assess editorial
contribution to any article, it has to be assumed that authorial stance,
employment and business decisions are embedded in the priorities,
opinions, language, and perhaps even the grammar revealed in the
publication.

9
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The third mediator in the review is the readership who might also
be defined by nationality, literacy, choice of reading material and hence
the ideology of their social status in a way which reflects that of the
reviewer. It can be assumed that the readers are interested in the events
and the music and therefore might see themselves as amateur
"connoisseurs", even if they are not immediately aware of music as an
expression of their social expectations.

}

Conclusion
Given that those writing about Korngold in the twentieth century
represent a dominant social formation in music, his changing fortunes at

,,

the hands of musicologists and critics reveal shifts in opinion and thence
in social trends. The fact that Korngold took his reputation and reception
histories with him when he emigrated, provides a further subtext to his

'{

career in the American music scene. Analyses of those expert opinions
"

will reveal the changing role of European society in West Coast America.
Ideological subtext in views and reviews over time reveal significant

)-

changes in aesthetic appreciation due to contextual differences.

~).

,-

-r
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Chapter One:
The Creation and Low and High Cultures.

Chapter One.
f

:J

The Creation of Low and High Cultures:

·;y

The Formation of the Nineteenth-Century Canon.
Cultural Imperialism and the Great Tradition.
)>

Summary

a),

The twentieth-century correlation between musical taste and social
status began in the tensions present in nineteenth-century European
culture. Powerful forces, social revolutions and economic privatisation
were instrumental in spreading Western classical music across classes, so

:>.>-

that it became accessible in both aesthetic and practical terms to an
increasingly diverse range and number of people. However, certain
sections of musical society reasoned that mass appeal endangered music's
special spiritual qualities and heritage. Commercialism, inherent in the

,;,

processes of popularity, might threaten the immaterial aspects of the
musical experience. If music gained appreciation from the masses for its
simplicity, it risked a correlative reduction in appreciation for the value in
its complexity.
By the end of the century, two contrary forces were at work. One
was continuing to widen the audience for classical music, based on the

•}

canon, while the other was seeking to develop a more elite perspective on
classical music. In the early twentieth century secondary elements - the
entry of popular music into the middle-class world and the emergence of
new challenging ideas into classical music - would extend this opposition
into a significant schism.

'I
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Chapter One:
The Creation and Low and High Cultures.

European Bourgeois Culture
During the nineteenth century, European culture became
'.'

increasingly dominated by the values and tastes of the middle dasses. 16
The bourgeoisie gained its central position at different times in different

:1:J

countries, depending upon the speed of industrialisation and
urbanisation, the development of communications, and the extent to
which a traditional aristocracy was willing to yield power. As the old
) .\

aristocracy dwindled, consumerism, which did not recognise bloodline
hierarchies, empowered those who accumulated wealth through
individual effort. 17 The middle classes valued ownership and
possessions, humanitarian education, respectability and etiquette, thrift
and industriousness and hierarchical relationships connected by loyalty
and service. Groups were to be admired: family, business, corporation,
city and ultimately nation, while individuality was acceptable to the
extent that it served the group's interests and identity.
In this world, music served both as a diversion from daily business

;,

and as an opportunity for business networking and social display.
European arts benefited from the new, predominantly stable and
democratic spread of wealth of the second half of the century,18 to the
extent that, as Weber points out,
f

the concert world as we {in New York, 1975] know it began during the
[Biedermeier] period. The number of concerts proliferated throughout
Europe, and their customs and design took on characteristically modern
forms. With them came a giddying social atmosphere among the middle

,,

class and the aristocracy, eager trips to concert halls, ravenous
16

~.

William Weber. Music and the Middle Class. The Social Structure of Concert Life in
London, Paris and Vienna. New York: Holmes & Meier, 1975. 7. Dave Russell,
Popular Music in England, 1840-1914. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1987.
237. Lawrence Levine. Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in
America. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1988. Roger Price. The
Revolutions of 1848. London: MacMillan Educational, 1988. 14.
17
Colin Heywood. "Society" in Nineteenth Century Europe, 1789-1914. Ed T.C.W.
Blanning. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000. Ch 2. 47-76, 72.
18
Eric Hobsbawm. "The Arts II" in The Age of Capital. London: Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 1975. 284.
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consumption of sheet music and periodicals, passionate support of
performers and musical styles, and a shrewd use of all this toward selfimprovement. 19

However, as Hobsbawm points out, concert halls also became
"temples", places in which middle-class obedience to older and higher
orders was celebrated. Music was played which reminded listeners of
their communal place within tradition, reinforcing spiritual and social
stability through hierarchy.
That unpleasant genius Richard Wagner had a sound understanding of
' >

this function when he constructed his cathedral at Bayreuth (1872-6)
where the faithful pilgrims came to listen, in pious exaltation, for long
hours and several days, and prohibited from the frivolities of untimely
applause, to the master's Germanic neo-paganism.2°

,},

Soloists were received as exemplars of society's and mankind's [sic]
achievement. In the home, music occupied a similar role as a celebration
of a familial society that continued well into the twentieth century. Here
">

participation was the norm, the music was usually unchallenging, often
hallowed by a great-name composer, and true emotion was frequently
contained within sentiment.21
By the 1870s, a time of extreme disparity in the distribution of

,;

wealth on both sides of the Atlantic, a predictable concert repertory had
become a canon, an officially recognised amalgamation of favourite works

v

selected from the great masters from early days of the emerging middle
class in the mid-eighteenth century and extending forward to the present.
A new middle-class elite enjoyed the canon or works which were
performed for their virtuosity and novelty, and which served the middleclass' belief in a secure cultural inheritance. Bach and Handel represented
a tradition appreciated by the city burghers of Leipzig and the other the
19

William Weber, 1975, Ch I, 1.
Eric Hobsbawm, 1975, 285.
21
As depicted in Jane Austin's novels, Dave Russell's Popular Music in England, 18401914, Alma Mahler-Werfel's. Diaries 1898-1902, Viertel Salka's The Kindness of
Strangers and Oscar Levant's A Smattering of Ignorance.

20
,_\

"'
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Hanoverian citizenry of London. Mozart and Haydn represented the
enlightened humanistic aristocracy and growing middle class in the age of
the French Revolution. Beethoven, the most significant of all, represented
the defiant individual (the Eroica Symphony) and expressed the sentiments
of the multitude (the Ninth Symphony) while speaking in terms that also
')'/

belonged in the front parlour (Filr Elise).
More recent musical adventurers, like Liszt, Chopin and Paganini,
offered their musical virtuosity in the mould of the hero, who cast his
emotionalism in generally acceptable forms. Theirs was an individualism
of open weeping rather than of social challenge. The solo performer stood
between chamber music and orchestral music- giving recital and concerto
performances alike. The intimacy/ femininity of the chamber concert and

> >,

the histrionics / masculinity of the orchestral concert were brought
together.
The new cosmopolitan [male] instrumental style [as differentiated from
the "feminine" chamber music style] had grown from aristocratic taste for
virtuosity and bourgeois ideals of achievement, and the two elements had
become( ... ) fully fused( ... ) [T]he sense of common identity was apparent
between the two classes. Though yet superficial in its meaning and
fragile in its structure, the feeling pervaded [the mid to late nineteenth
century]. 22

I

~,~

American Bourgeoisie

~~

A similar situation prevailed in the United States of America. The
victory of the North over the South in the Civil War meant the formal
abolition of the elitist and hierarchical values underpinning slavery, and
the wider adoption of the commercial and egalitarian principles within
·t
'<

the Union. The Northern and Eastern American economy, influenced by
such industrial barons as Andrew Carnegie, idolised the self-made man
who succeeded within the social system and depended on the values of
thrift, sobriety and service for the accumulation of capital, possessions,

").

{

22

William Weber, 1975, 40-1.
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land or stock. Carnegie's "Gospel of Success"23 praised production
efficiency and extraordinary achievement, where the end justified the
means and economic success were sanctioned as an appropriate and
realistic aspiration for small-scale entrepreneurs and skilled labourers.
When the profits of the northern capitalist empires of the 1870s and 1890s
,y

~

were threatened by the prospect of a powerful labour force, 24 the elite
bourgeoisie further endorsed a corporatist conception of society by
promoting the potential of an equitable spread of material wealth for

,,

individual factory labourers.25 Middle-class values were to be spread
right across the range of social groups. This inclusivity brought together
different classes and from the middle-class perspective incorporated the
dangerous irrationalism of the proletariat.
A new philosophy {had] to enfranchise "common" impulses, the feelings

>.J.

and the irrational in a comprehensive picture of human nature.

26

Eurocentricity
On the Eastern seaboard, at least, Americans looked to Europe as
the source for their cultural experiences. This was understandable: it was
"home" for most of the white settlers, whether immediately or at the
,>

remove of several generations. In the first half of the nineteenth century,
opera, particularly Italian opera, was simultaneously popular and elite, in

~

~

both America and Europe. A flexible attitude among performers towards
repetitions of, or alterations to any given aria or recitative kept the genre
contemporary27 and a means to popularise "good" music. The lower
middle classes enjoyed European songs equally with American, buying
23

,'f

,\

"'

Alun Munslow. Discourse and Culture: The Creation of America, 1870-1920.
London: Routledge, 1992. Ch 2. ''The Culture of Capital: Andrew Carnegie and the
Discourse of the Entrepreneur". 2344.
24
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25
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26
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Democratic Revolution 1770-1870. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977. 5.
27
Lawrence Levine, 1988, 89-91.
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piano transcriptions of Donizetti and Rossini in equal numbers with
Foster and Russell.
As the century progressed, however, it was European music which
became synonymous with high Western culture and thus an important
indicator of good taste. Eastern American industrial and bureaucratic
.,

'

philanthropists did not accept that American musicians or composers had
creative powers comparable to those emanating from the homelands.
Pressure to appropriate this idealised tradition was evidenced in the
number of successful tours made by sought-after European artists during
the mid- to late-nineteenth century. In the years between 1848 and 1854,
the "Germania Musical Society'\ for example, an entrepreneurial
organization of twenty-five German musicians, performed some 900

,>,

concerts to over a million Americans as far west as Minneapolis28 with the
altruistic mission:
[T]o further in the hearts of this politically free people the love of the fine
art of music through performance of masterpieces of the greatest German

"I

composers [such] as Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Spohr, Schubert,
Mendelssohn, Schumann; also Liszt, Berlioz and Wagner. 29

Their repertory may have colluded with popular demand, but they also
required, with a modicum of success, that their audience adopt the
,..._

etiquette befitting tl:1e seriousness of their experience, the music's artistic
integrity and the musicians' professionalism. European performers such
as Jenny Lind and the Germania Society enjoyed cult worship from a

·t

public who had apparently heeded the words of such people as Thomas
Wentworth Higginson, a New England colonel and "man of letters".
American literature is not yet copious, American scholarship not
profound, American society not highly intellectual, and the American
style of execution, in all arts, yet hasty and superficial. 30

:u
~

28

Lawrence Levine, 1988, 110-11.
Lawrence Levine, 1988, 111.
30
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This view became dogma. As late as 1889, Charles Eliot Norton supported
a general refusal among 1880s American musicologists to consider the
quality of American music.
"Of all civilised nations", the United States was "the most deficient in the
higher culture of the mind, and not in the culture only but also in the
•,

,·

conditions on which this culture mainly depends." 31

Music as Cultural Unifier
Western society on both sides of the Atlantic recognised the
potential in music to cultivate both mind and soul, with the subsequent
implication that it possessed power as a social intermediary to spread
,,\

middle-class values among the lower classes. Like formal education
(literacy and numeracy) and Biblical instruction,32 music was a means to
expand the middle classes and reduce the potential threat presented by an
uneducated working class with different values.33
New social and economic conditions dictated that [high] culture could no
longer remain the sport of an isolated elite. Therefore, among the most
important public records of the Enlightenment and Romantic cultural
revolutions were the attempts to debate and to teach the new ways of
thinking to mass audiences( ... ) through public aesthetic education,

v'

which sought to reconcile an aristocracy of talent with popular mass
participation in politics, arts, religion and life generally.34

;,
.;

English bourgeois management in particular, emboldened by
humanist sobriety, combated widespread "depravity" among the
,-

underprivileged and took control of their public and private musical

-'t
31

.\

,,I

Charles Eliot Norton. "A Definition of Fine Arts." in Forum Vol 7. 1889. 36. Quoted
in Lawrence Levine, 1988, 214.
32
The children of the working class [were] ( ... )taught to read the Catechism, Bible and
Hymn Book; to fear and love God( ... ); to honour authority."· Roger Price, 1988, 12.
33
Dave Russell. Popular Music in England, 1840-1914: A Social History. Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1987. 15-61.
34
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performances and repertories.35 Factory bosses magnanimously
supervised and sponsored brass and wind bands with transcriptions of
middle-class music by such composers as Schumann, Mendelssohn,
Haydn, Verdi and Wagner. Literate employee band members copied out
parts to be performed alongside the perhaps more traditional and aural
repertory of hymns and bar room ballads, both sentimental and bawdy.
Uniforms, company names and badges sanitised, unified and regimented
a group expression of creative enterprise among employees and bestowed
visible evidence of employers' beneficence and culture.
Meanwhile, out of the work place, predictable leisure hours
,i

coupled with discretional spending encouraged regular community-based

,a,k

mass entertainments, such as London's Handel Festivals. Church and city
choirs composed of both middle and upper-working class citizens sang
traditional and contemporary oratorios from their solfa books,
entertaining vast audiences of family members and friends in the new city

,;

halls built across middle-class Europe. The German immigrant Theodore
Thomas instigated New York's Garden Park promenade concerts to attract
eclectic crowds to middle-class revelries. London's "Popular Concerts" in
St. James' Hall, inaugurated in 1858, continued for forty years; Henry

c\

Wood's "Promenade Concerts" instigated in 1895, continue to this day.
These brought the works of the canon to the ears of the many, thus
reinforcing the notion of a communal musical repertoire. In the park

~

rotunda, brass bands regaled the Sunday citizenry with "hits" from opera
and operetta and arrangements of the same classics available on Saturdays
in the concert halls. At home, piano arrangements of the same works
were played in duet and solo versions.

'(

Thus a repertory of old works( ... ) was the sum of component parts that
'!

served different musical tastes and constituencies.36

,\

.I
J,

35
36

Dave Russell, 1987, 56.
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While urban industrial society created by the middle classes,
depended for its success upon a willing and supportive proletariat,
workplaces had cohered as "independent" communities sometimes
through the auspices of music. While some workers devoted themselves

to immediate and public consumption of the best ale, others invested in an
'.)

array of musical products and entertainment. Printers and publishers
produced music journals, sheet music, instruction manuals, magazines

l·

and promotion pamphlets. Entrepreneurial, professional, private and
>

institutionalised music teachers with standardised curricula served an
ambitious and acquisitive society. Demand for musical instruments,

\

particularly pianos37 and violins38, dramatically increased, to the point
where all but the poorest could gain access to culture.

~

However, such economic, social and cultural independence among

°\

_;_

the lower orders posed a potential threat to the hierarchical stability
essential to bourgeois livelihoods. For the sake of continued financial
well-being and personal safety, management classes were obliged to
imitate higher society's philanthropy by investing in workers'
acculturation.39 As Dave Russell 40 sceptically points out, management
discovered that a regulated working week was probably the most effective
means to harness lower-class leisure time into apparently more edifying
middle-class activities. Moralistic and charitable organizations perceived
the increase in criminality and licentiousness that accompanied musical
attractions staged in public houses and took steps to ameliorate the
situation.41 Temperance campaigns were accompanied by efforts to bring
lower-class music into line with that of middle-class society.
Philanthropic budgets extracted from factory profits supported choirs,

•(

bands and orchestras. Formal musical societies flourished as industrial
'•(

incentives eased the financial difficulties of community music making and

..
37
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inter-community competitions. People's Concerts and Music Halls were
as successful commercially as the "real" concerts for the middle classes.
Industrialist altruism thus prided itself on initiating lower society into
;I

"serious" music, although the success of its stated mission to temper
lower society's moral fibre is not broadly confirmed. Middle-class values

• I

were also applied to the entertainment needs of those working-class
members who were not excited by the prospect of experiencing classical
music but preferred their own songs, traditional and contemporary, sung

;.-;

by entertainers who appreciated their special interests. Tavern
entertainment was transformed into the music hall, the vaudeville and the
cabaret, with professional performers, songs written in sheet-music form,
and with all the infrastructure of the commercial transactions of classical

,\.

music. By-laws and city edicts ensured behaviour at such venues

i

conformed to middle-class taste.
The effect of middle-class interest in all spheres of society was to
create a mass musical culture that had social merits so far as the middleclass' need for stability was concerned, but which threatened
individuality. Inevitably, individuality would emerge, and it did so at
both ends of the spectrum.
At one end, political and vulgar satirical cabaret entertainment

;.

developed as a means to challenge the prevailing atmosphere of stifling
mediocrity. Le chat noir opened in Paris in 1881. Between 1880 and the
onset of the Second World War, as high Viennese society veneered its

r>

sense of imminent collapse with gaiety and largesse,42 cabarets and coffee

A.

houses in major European cities from Paris to Cracow and Barcelona to St
Petersburg provided a forum for a disenchanted but leisured intellectual
:f
...,,

bourgeoisie to express underlying social tensions. Cabaret's popularity
lay to a great extent in its direct confrontation with official values in music
and hence in middle society. Private informal gatherings of artists in the

)

42
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"Theatre of Small Forms"43 addressed perceived absurdities in bourgeois
conventions and gained "manic"44 support.
At the other end, resistance developed to the idea that the best of
Western classical music was music for the masses.
}

Re-Elitising Culture

I!

\

t

While during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century the

r

,>

bourgeoisie had been making Western classical music its own
(conveniently ignoring its former role as the music of an aristocracy),

~

)-

~~ ~...

another perspective on the same music was being developed:
Romanticism. This perspective celebrated music as an expression of the
unconventional, the individual, the excessive, and also as an expression of

).

the transcendental, the supernatural and the sublime, elevated beyond
cl

ordinary things and of higher moral, intellectual or spiritual value.
Romanticism could therefore conveniently justify music1 s use as an
educational tool to establish common values in society, but there was

')

always a suspicion that appealing to the masses was evidence of a dilution
of its truly spiritual qualities.
As in any social group, the middle class had an intellectual elite,

>
I>

whose members needed to find in the music of their wider culture, aspects
which would serve their particular purposes. The tradition of music as a

'..l

,,
,-

t

,r
~

special communicant served these purposes admirably. While they might
also opt for the informality and impurities of tavern music, vaudeville and
cabaret, especially for occasions of social celebration, their proper
predilection was for classical music viewed from the elitist perspective.
This view was reinforced by the values underpinning European
1

imperialism: the occupying and settling of other people s lands, and the
43

j

Harold B. Segel. Turn of the Century Cabaret: Paris, Barcelona, Berlin, Munich,
Vienna, Cracow, Moscow, St. Petersburg, Zurich. New York: Columbia University
Press, 1987. 198.
44
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subjugation of the inhabitants, could only be justified through a belief in
the superiority of one s own culture, including its music. To support this
1

prejudice the musics of other peoples were assumed inferior to European
music - and ethnomusicologists45 were quick to document their less
evolved cultures. In general, histories illustrated the inevitable progress
of the human race through the perfection of contemporary European
music. Western classical music of the nineteenth century was therefore
the pinnacle of all music, from universal and historical perspectives.
As the pinnacle it must have special qualities. These were
embodied in a canon of masterpieces, and the dead, white male
\.

composers of these works, including Bach, Beethoven, Handel, Mozart,
Haydn, Wagner, Brahms and Liszt were considered geniuses. They

I!>~

became emblematic of an immortal and immutable culture.46 These
extraordinary individuals, whose exceptional insights made them
ideological monuments, had an importance which could only be properly
understood by those with dedicated and sophisticated cultural education
and carefully cultivated taste. Only those members of society initiated
into the mysteries of music, the connoisseurs, were in a position to truly
understand the complex sophistication of their insights.
At concerts the connoisseurs confirmed their group identity and
social status by sharing the circle seats with the other leaders of society,
the commercial barons, the liberal professional men, doctors, lawyers and

.

politicians, who assumed a status akin to that formerly belonging to the
landed gentry. The circle seats signalled privilege, either social or
intellectual. As they drew attention to the divisions within society, they
raised social antipathies which burst out in notable incidents in Vienna47
during the European 1848 Revolutions, and the Ascot Place Riot (New
York) in 1849. 46 Such disturbances highlighted the need to elevate the

'
45
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circle to a safe distance from the stalls, above which privileged society
continued to show its social status with the suggestion that its position
and taste was also a desirable goal for the lower orders.
The view of music as an experience whose true value could only be
appreciated by the elevated society of connoisseurs was articulated in the
writings of Eduard Hanslick, the famous mid-century Viennese music
critic. Sales of Hanslick's treatise 49 reached its eighth edition50 and
therefore appears to have articulated a common idea at least within
musical circles for half a century. Rejecting Wagner's idea that music's
meanings were readily comprehensible to anyone with feelings,
Hanslick' s "beauty" apparently possessed the Romantic qualities of
incomprehensibility, sublimity and attractiveness. Wagner's affirmation
and celebration of social identity via a sanctified outlet for emotional
expression- which reflected the ideals of bourgeois society - was
challenged and opposed by Hanslick' s advocacy of music as significant to
the extent that it is well constructed and therefore intrinsically beautiful.
Music should be valued not for its extrinsic values, but rather for defined
intrinsic ones. Only those privileged with the specialist knowledge and
the intellectual capacity to discover these intrinsic qualities could
understand this beauty. Hanslick' s arguments appealed to many who
sought justification for their sense that music has more to it than could

)-

-

'

meet the ears of the masses.
Contemporary American opinions reflected their allegiance to
European trends. In the 1870s, the German American Theodore Thomas,
eulogised at his death in 1905 as "priest and prophet" for his services to
Western high culture, toured his orchestra frequently between New
England and San Francisco specifically to introduce the predominantly
German modern classical symphonic music he considered the true

49

Eduard Hanslick. Vom Musikalisch-Schonen. Translated by Geoffrey Payzant. 81h
Edition. Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing, 1986.
50
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1891 and first translated into English in 1986.
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expression of the hum.an soul. Thom.as expressed a private anxiety, that
even a passing acquaintance with mere frivolity would undermine his
professionalism..
I avoid trashy stuff( ... ) otherwise, when I come before the public to
interpret master-works, and my soul should be inspired with noble and
impressive emotions, these evil thoughts run around in my head like
squirrels and spoil it all. 51

His 1870s article, "Music as a Means of Culture"/2 encouraged the belief
in his readers that the
miscellaneous concerts, the potpourris of the hackneyed sentimentalities
or flash fancies of third and tenth rate composers( ... ) the period of
sentimental, superficial dilettantism53,

~"
;,..

\

typifying "lowbrow" Romanticism. would not lead to the cultivation of
true taste. Specialised orchestras and concerts would segregate audiences
for their mutual benefit. Music critic W. J. Henderson, who also
represented the dominant thought of late nineteenth-century New York,
believed that high operas by such com.posers of integrity as Verdi, Rossini,

7

Meyerbeer, Gounod, Schum.arm and Wagner were too exalted an art
form. to be wasted on an uninformed audience. While operas translated
into English became popular with an American audience that wanted to
follow the opera's story line and thought the use of foreign languages

'

,

smacked of effete Old World pretensions, cultivated New York citizens no
longer supported English versions, as they considered that the relative

"'

incomprehensibility of European languages epitomised emotional
sincerity.55 English operas, including Ethyl Sm.yth's, though they followed
a German-English tradition, were not given serious consideration because

'r

y
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of their "inability to grapple with big musical problems". 56 When the
popularity of opera houses in Italy reflected "common impulses" as much
as present day movie theaters57 a San Francisco Herald review revealed its
f

expectations of opera audiences by praising the beauty, fashion and
intelligence of the youthful audience and criticising a minority who

·, r

flagrantly disregarded the etiquette of proper dress and behaviour.58

If music's true value lay in its internal, intrinsic qualities, then the
obvious correlation was that measuring it in commercial terms was
fraudulent. In the bourgeois world, concerts were business transactions:
performers charged what the market would bear and ticket prices were
based on the laws of supply and demand. Wagner, Verdi, Brahms, Liszt,
.,;.,

Dvorak and Tchaikovsky, all of whom feature in Hobsbawm' s late

"'

nineteenth-century "Rich List" 59, met bourgeois prescriptions and gained
public adulation but their reputations variously ran the gauntlet,
posthumously in some cases, of the belief that large-scale commerce and

~,

elitism were mutually exclusive.
However, such incompatibility was easily dismissed. Beethoven
was simultaneously the most popular and the most significant composer
of the early nineteenth century. His music was recognised as
entertainment, emotionalism and the sublime. While on one hand it

j.

.,

}.

seemed then, as it does now, to embody the concept of the creative artist
not just as artisan or rebel but as a genius mysteriously embodying the
immaterial transcendental, and on the other hand a concert then, as would

'°"

be the case now, ensured commercial success if it included major works
J

>

y

56
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\>

'
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by Beethoven. This suggests that the transcendental and entertainment
qualities in musical masterpieces appealed equally to both sophisticated
and unsophisticated members of the concert audience. That those seeking
an elitist role for themselves largely ignored this point indicates that their
considerations were determined by social and personal factors rather than
rationality. Before the First World War, as we shall see later in these
discussions, a small group promoted the view that music admired only by
the elite has the potential to become popular, given congenial conditions,
>

perseverance and sufficient time. From this perspective the elite and the
musicians admired by these connoisseurs became the leaders of an
evangelistic avantgarde. Connoisseurs were, by definition, a group of
men who had gained a leadership role in the arts, through which they

),

would exercise considerable influence over musical taste. Their power lay

''

not in wealth or social prestige, but in their articulate intellect and
knowledge. They were not in any position to determine concert repertory
but as critics and musicologists acting through reputable newspapers and
institutions of higher education, they ruled through the power of the
written word.

Two Perspectives
.>-

'

).

All parties in the musical mix accepted the value of the canon, but
they regarded it in different ways. Those wishing to develop a societywide musical culture saw it as a body of material to be shared as widely as
possible, a performance canon 60 offering a collection of accessible musical
experiences to be enjoyed as communal entertainment, in its original

y

versions and in arrangements. This canon accepted new and innovative
works which revealed their allegiance the great masters and recognised

>-

the social benefits in the power of music to affect people's lives.

~

60

:
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To the elitists, the canon represented the greatest achievements of
Western culture in music. The ability of the masses to apprehend true
beauty and sublimity was doubtful, given that these highest qualities
could be detected only by those gifted with the right sort of instinct or
education. Where popular appeal could not be equated with real quality,
a work's right of inclusion to this canon was through the considered
f 'r

evaluation of experts. There were however, other works from especially
Italian and Germanic antiquity whose greatness could be detected as
proving music's advance and which thus warranted inclusion in a canon
of sublime music, even if contemporary audiences found little in them
attractive or appealing. It followed that there might well be new works
being composed that followed the same model. Works of identifiable
,;_
;

..,

greatness which lacked appeal to contemporary audiences, would, in
some future era, prove to be evidence of music's continued advance .
At the beginning of the twentieth century there was, according to
Weber, an official and elitist hierarchy of musical events.61 This hierarchy
can be inverted to indicate the classical music preferences of the wider
audiences.

).

;.
;,

·(

'

ELITIST HIERARCHY

POPULAR HIERARCHY

Chamber music

Sentimental songs and marches

Symphonies

Waltzes & other dance music

Concertos

Overtures

Overtures

Concertos

Waltzes & other dance music

Symphonies

Sentimental songs and marches

Chamber music

;>-

Works corn.posed during the last half of the nineteenth century and into
the twentieth century were evaluated against these vying orders. If a

:\

work was identified as "entertaining" the chances were that the elitists
l

1

61
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would identify it as trivial, and vice versa, if a work was identified as
"significant" the chances were that the populace would identify it as
"incomprehensible". There was also divisiveness within taste classes
between, for example, German and Italian opera, divisions within German
music between the New Germans and the traditionalists, and the divisions
• I

'1 (

in many European countries between Wagnerites and the others. Music
preferences had acquired quasi-political agendas.
A composer was therefore in the unenviable position of living and

• ,>

working in a territory inhabited by warring culture tribes. The safe

)_

bourgeois world of music, which prevailed during most of the nineteenth
century, had become thoroughly factionalised by the end of the century.

,),

.4,. \

Conclusion
At the beginning of the nineteenth century social elitism was a

·J

matter of birth and proximity to the monarchy. By the middle of the
century, society's more fluid hierarchies were determined by measures of
self-improvement. A consequence of bourgeois interest in popular culture
was the creation of music that catered to the respective tastes of middle
.J'
,_,

and low society. A canon developed, and next to it an imitative music
'

using tunes in a popular idiom where sentiment was a primary

.

ingredient. Opera arias, for example, extracted from the canon, were

,,.

popularised and treated as contemporary "hit singles". These nineteenth-

.,

century musical experiences seemed to be far from the refined beauty
valued by the emerging elite. Connoisseurs, predominantly from the
r

upper-middle-classes, began to exercise an important influence through
the written media and education sectors. By the end of the nineteenth

'"1
l

century, Western culture ruled the world. European symphonic music
and musicians became emblematic of cultural imperialism. America,
along with the English, German and French colonies adopted a cultural
preference for Classical music predominantly from a canon of Classical

-'I
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works composed in the period during which the middle classes had come
to dominate European culture. 62 At the opposite ends of the canon stood
popular imitative music and the music favoured by the intellectual elite.
Within the canon the implications of this opposition took the form of a

,,

conflict between music as a commodity and music as a spiritual

.{

I
)

experience, between the material and the transcendental, between the
V

extrinsic value and the intrinsic value of music.
,,

It was into this environment that Erich Wolfgang Korngold was

> '

born. It moulded him, and its divisions and conflicts would influence not
~

,

"

only the choices he made, but also, more particularly, the way in which he
and his choices were regarded.

"

r

j-

'
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~
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>
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The top ten composers featured in New York Philharmonic concerts in the 1920s were
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Chapter Two.

Erich Wolfgang Korngold:

His Life in Context. 63
1897-1934.
Erich Wolfgang Komgold was born in 1897, in Brunn then a
German enclave in the middle of Moravia to the north east of Austria, the
second son of Julius and Josephine Komgold, both non-practising Jews.
Josephine came from a strongly musical bourgeois family and, before her
marriage, had enjoyed some fame as a singer. Julius, who had studied to

"
',\

be a lawyer, changed his career path to the role he felt suited his
predilections. He became a professional music critic in Vienna and in 1905
succeeded Eduard Hanslick as chief music critic for Die Freie Presse. Julius
continued to value the efficacy, beauty and inexhaustibility of the tonal

63
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Edition. Ed E.E. Colles. London: New MacMillan, 1927. In 5 Volumes. Vol III. 46-7.
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system throughout his professional life and into his retirement in Los
Angeles, earning a reputation as a most feared and respected critic which
persisted through the twentieth century.
Erich, growing up in Vienna, enjoyed the wealth and social
privilege of bourgeois society through the last years of the Hapsburg
Empire. At the age of thirteen, his ballet pantomime Der Schneemann was
premiered at the Vienna Court Opera to the delight of the musical
intelligentsia. Mahler, Strauss, and Hanslick greeted him as a "genius".
His prodigious talents were discovered and announced through his
father's proud support, endorsed by other established musicians of his
father's generation.64 Identified as "gifted", a "precocious prodigy", a
"second Mozart" 65 he was greeted as a potential leader bringing the

"

traditions of German music and Viennese Romanticism into the twentieth
century. Richard Strauss accepted him as his protege, and within the year
three small works were performed before Vienna1 s aristocracy and
enjoyed repeat performances the following year. Four works were
published, and he received composition lessons from Alexander von
Zemlinsky, soon to become Schoenberg's mentor and brother-in-law. As
the director of the Vienna Staatsoper, Strauss continued to give Erich's
work his support and praise, though later he had cause to regret his
association with the pugnacious Julius. In 1913, Erich, then sixteen years

',,

old, was composing works that used larger forces, Sinfonietta and two oneact operas, Der Ring des Polykrates and Violanta.
During the war years Erich wrote for military band, revised
previous works and, in 1918, composed the incidental music to Much Ado

About Nothing. He composed within a tonal framework and did not join
the group already forming around Schoenberg, including Berg and

64

Including Mahler, Hanslick, Strauss, Hermann Kretschmar, Arthur Nikisch, Engelbert
Humperdinck, Arthur Seidl, Max Schillings, Otto Lessmann, Hugo Leichentritt, Ferdinand
Pohl, Karl Stumpf, Erich von Hombostel, Victor von Herzfeld, Karl Goldmark and "many
others". Julius Komgold. Child Prodigy. 1945. "A Private Edition and its Echo." 2931.
65
In 1898 Hanslick heralded Schoenberg as the second Mozart. Before his death in 1904
he had bestowed the title upon Erich. Malcolm MacDonald. Arnold Schoenberg. London:
Dent, 1976. 22.
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Webern. Erich was, it seems, not invited to the Donaueschingen Festivals:
Julius and Erich did not contribute to the Salzburg festival under Dent's
presidency (1923): nor did Erich frequent cafes or cabarets. Instead he
delighted friends and their families by performing extempore at private
gatherings in the tradition of Viennese high society.
Already popular, Erich Korngold gained critical acclaim in
Germany in 1920, with the simultaneously premieres in both Hamburg
and Cologne, of his third opera, Die tote Stadt. It enjoyed performances in
nine European cities and in New York between 1921 and 1936. By
comparison, Richard Strauss' Adriadne auf Naxos performed in nine
European cities, two East Coast American and London, between 1913 and
1937. Erich signed a long-term contract with Hubert Marischka of the

'"

Theater an der Wien to direct and rearrange operetta, for the express
reason that he wanted a regular income in order to marry Luzi, his
sweetheart of some years, despite his parent's doubts about the influence
of her family's background in musical theatre. It is possible that both
contracts were seen by Erich as a means to sidestep the problematic
elitism developing in the contemporary artistic environment. He began a
series of successful operetta arrangements, notably Eine Nacht in Venedig
(1923) and Die Fledermaus (1926). While this second career worried Luzi
and Julius, Erich believed it "no shame"66 to revive works by Johann
Strauss. There seemed to be little adverse impact upon his art-music
popularity, attested by the success of his First String Quartet (1924) and
his Piano Concerto, commissioned by Wittgenstein and premiered at the
Wienermusikfest (also 1924) in the company of R. Strauss and

,,

Schoenberg. 67
With increasing popularity came official recognition for Erich's

r

achievements as pianist, conductor, and composer with the City of
Vienna's Arts Prize. Erich turned down a proposal from Max Reinhardt to
compose music for Schiller's Turandot in 1926 (which would have

66

67

Jessica Duchen, 1996, 100.
The festival's organisers boasted an audience of 30,000 people.
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coincided with Puccini's opera, 68) to concentrate upon his fourth opera Das

Wunder der Heliane. This was, Korngold believed, his most significant work
to date. It marks a change in Korngold' s style with Wagnerian intensity
couched in innovative harmonic language. While its "radical" nature
exceeded that of Violanta and Die tote Stadt, he believed his Kaltneker songs
-,'/

were a better example of atonality. Heliane was a statement of his
independent wish to use whatever idiom suited his creative purpose.
I subscribe to no doctrine, however they might announce themselves, but
purely and simply follow instinct, of blood [dem Blut] and heart which
today is so severely disparaged. And my musical philosophy is called

",,

inspiration. How reluctantly we use this particular word today! And

~,

finally, how can the most exacting musical mathematics triumph over the

"·

age-old craft of inspiration for the duration of artistic construction. 69

,.,

,

Though Heliane was critically rebuked in Berlin, it was greeted with

-;.,

public acclaim in Hamburg. Heliane 's and Korngold' s challenge was
representative of the contemporary spirit of innovation in Europe shown in
such diverse works as Krenek' s Jonny spielt auf, Schoenberg's Wind Quintet
and cabaret styled Von Heute auf Morgen, and Stravinsky's austere Oedipus

Rex. Das Wunder also suffered from some injudicious promotion by Julius
which indulged in an open attack upon the American elements in Jonny
spielt auf Julius also harangued Strauss for what he saw as the director's
h ),

purposeful exclusion in favour of his own works, of composers Julius
believed deserved an airing in the Vienna's Staatsoper. The talented young

,\

Austrian composers picked by Julius, with the exception of Erich, mostly
.

\

\ :.

.

68

y

'

I
'\

"

Puccini died before completing his Turandot.
"Hannonische ist Heliane wohl radikaler als Violanta und Die tote Stadt. lch
[Korngold] verschlieBe mich keineswegs gegen die harmonische Bereicherungen, die wir
von Schonberg verdanken. ( ... )In meiner Kaltneker Lieder find Stellen, die man geradezu
als atonal bezeichnen konnten. Ich verschreibe mich eben keiner Doktrin, wie immer sie
lauten moge, sondern folge lediglich dem Instinkt, dem Blut und dem Heute so arg
verlasterten Herz. Und mein musikalisches Glaubensbekenntnis heiBt: der Einfall. Wie
ungern vernimmt man heute auch vieles Wort! Und hoch: wie konnte wohl auf die Dauer
auch die kiinstlischste Konstruktion, die exakteste Musik-mathematik triumphieren iiber
die Urkraft des Einfalls." "'Das Wunder der Heliane' Korngold iiber seine Oper" in
Neues Wiener Tagblatt. 251h May 1926. Nr 141.15.
69
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still await rediscovery.70 Das Wunder der Heliane premiered as Die tote Stadt
was still playing,. but was staged only in Hamburg, Vienna and Berlin due
not so much to a lack of popularity but to its extraordinary demands upon
the artists' stamina. Jonny spielt auf, with Broadway-style promotion, 71 had
popular and critical impact and was performed concurrently in four cities
,v

in 1927, seven cities in 1928, two in 1929, and one in both 1930 and 1933.

'',

',,

,.~

Oedipus Rex, premiered in Paris, was successfully staged in fourteen cities
in Europe, Russia, Britain, Italy and America before 1934.72 Schoenberg's
Heute auf Morgen was not the popular success he had banked upon, neither
was his Wind Quintet an unqualified critical success but he was now
beginning to enjoy a special reputation amongst audiences and critics, and
his music was on the way to achieving a very significant role in twentiethcentury music, particularly in the writings of music historians. The society
he inaugurated for the private performance of selected modern works,
though short-lived, continued to assure him and the composers of his
school an audience.
At the same time, Berlin was becoming the European centre for
cabaret and film. Film music was being thought of as a musical genre.
Such books as Emo Rapee' s Encyclopaedia of Music for Pictures, New York
(1925), and Hans Erdmann's Allgemeines Handbuch der Filmmusik, Berlin
(1927), categorized music extracts as "Sinister", "Love" and "Rain". By

/·).

1929, Darius Milhaud's article, "Experimenting with Sound Films" had

·\

appeared in the journal Modern Music. Operettas, notably Lehar' s Merry

:,

.,.

Widow (1925) were adapted to the silent screen accompanied by Wagnerian
pit orchestras. The Jazz Singer, the first commercially successful film to
synchronize singing and talking sequences, released in 1927, spearheaded a

V
';

'I

,,

A..J\

70

Except perhaps Pisk, Webern, Schmidt and Marx. Otto Biba. "Julius Korngold tiber
junge osterreichische Komponisten (1926)" in Prima le parole poi la musica: Festschrift
far Herbert Zeman zum 60. Geburtstag. Austria. 399-402.
71
Duchen, 1996, 125.
72
Alfred Loewenberg. Annals of Opera, 1587-1940. Introduction by E.J. Dent. Totowa:
Rowland and Littlefield, 1978. 1396.
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new entertainment genre in the Hollywood film musical. 73
Komgold' s fame as a mature composer reached a peak amid this
ferment of innovation. He was awarded the title of professor honoris causa
by the Austrian President in 1927 and was appointed to teach opera and
composition at the Vienna Staatsakademie. His operettas generated a
popular renewal of interest in musical theatre. In the six years between
1927 and 1933, with Die tote Stadt, the Piano Concerto and Das Wunder still in

,,
·,

the public mind, Komgold had rearranged Cagliostro in Wien, Eine Nacht in

Venedig, Rosen au/Florida, Die Fledermaus, Walzer aus Wien, Die schone
Helena, Das Lied der Liebe and Die geschiedene Frau in Europe. Die Fledermaus
in particular was produced with his and Reinhardt's express ambition to
bridge the schism developing between stage and auditorium, artists and

·-'

audience. It enjoyed 86 performances in German theatres during the 1929
season and was performed in Paris and San Remo in 1933, while Rosen auf

Florida ran for almost all of 1927.
Simultaneously, the electrical entertainment media were beginning
to have a huge impact on audience attendance at concerts and therefore on
social behaviour. The BBC, for example, wary of the "lack of broadcasting
control" over station licences in USA which had adversely affected
> ;>·

reception quality, became a public corporation in 1927, boasting more than
two million wireless-licence holders.74 Schoenberg, then living in Berlin,

;.

was one composer quick to take advantage of the resulting demand for

J,

program material and the opportunity to reach a potentially huge
audience, while Korngold seemed to prefer to reach his audience via the
stage and printed media.
A poll was conducted in August 1930 among the readers of the

) >

Neues Wiener Tagblatt to find the twelve most popular living artists of
Austrian citizenship, and the results placed Komgold 1h and Schoenberg
12th. The subject of much discussion and mis-quotation by later

~

"'
' .',

73

Mervyn Cooke. "Film Music" in The New Grove Dictionary for Music and Musicians.
Ed Stanley Sadie. London: MacMillan, 2000. Vol 8. 797-810. 798.
74
Jennifer Doctor. The BBC and Ultra-Modern Music, 1922-1936: Shaping a Nation's
Tastes. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999. 18 .
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biographers75 these poll results tell us little except that Komgold's
reputation was considerable with his fellow-citizens at this time and that
Schoenberg's public profile remained high in Vienna even while he was
working in Berlin. Schoenberg was also arguably at the peak of his career
with an agreeable and apparently secure tenure in Berlin. In 1930, Eric
'/

Pommer approached Korngold to compose a score for his film, Die

>

l,

Kongress tanzt/6 and in 1931 Reinhardt proposed a rearrangement of
Offenbach's La belle Helene. Julius uncharacteristically favoured the
Reinhardt collaboration. Both Die Kongress tanzt, a first example of German
sound film, and La belle Helene were very successful.
For Komgold and Schoenberg difficulties caused by the coming to
power of the National Socialist government brought their European

·,>,

careers to an abrupt halt. Following experiences of anti·Semitism in

""".·,

Berlin, Schoenberg fled to New York via Paris in 1934, ultimately
accepting less prestigious academic postings in Los Angeles, a city
dismissed by East Coast America as a cultural desert.77 Komgold, perhaps
naively apolitical, persevered in Vienna. Though Die Fledermaus staged
with Reinhardt in Paris was successful, Die geschiedene Frau (1933) in
Vienna was not Requests for performances of Korngold' s works or his

:, >

conducting skills became infrequent but Komgold' s priorities lay with
plans for his fifth opera. Die Katrin encountered problems in finding a
scenario which would not conflict with nationalistic prejudices, and was

J,

thwarted by politically generated production problems. Accepting
Reinhardt's invitation to arrange Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night's

Dream for Hollywood became the more attractive artistic proposition.
"';1

Komgold chose the pragmatic and easier option, crossing the Atlantic to
~

an America which would provide him with a politically uncomplicated
'

,,

y

and lucrative creative environment.

\.{

~

75

To be discussed in detail in Chapter Three.
Brendan Carroll, 1997, 218.
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Arrival in America, 1934-1937
The 1920s performances of Die tote Stadt, Violanta and the Piano
Concerto commissioned and performed by Wittgenstein in the North East
meant that Korngold was greeted in New York as a famous composer.
'~ -1

The interviewer meeting him on his arrival78 reports the "Professor's"
enthusiasm for the "new opus", A Midsummer Night's Dream. Korngold

,, >

emphasises that his '"work of art'" demands artistic autonomy and that
Hollywood's "great" orchestra and choir will need to rehearse "for four

-,

weeks" before filming begins, in order to produce a "successful
collaboration". Another interviewer79 reports Korngold' s enthusiasm for

-,_),

discussing a future opera production with Gatti Casazza of the New York
Metropolitan Opera. In retrospect these remarks indicate Korngold's

-., ~'

naivety about the world he was now entering and, in particular, the major
distinction between the more familiar "European" art-world of New York

;,

and the very different and more commercial musical world of Hollywood.
Korngold' s work with A Midsummer Night's Dream went by largely
unnoticed. 80 Though it won Best Film Award in 1935, this merely ensured
>

that his status and capabilities became known within the Hollywood
environment. While this promised the potential for ongoing employment,
Erich was mindful of Julius' and others' warnings that industry sullied art,

,, '

and he was keen to keep his reputation alive in New York. It would not
be an easy task. For a start, New York's high-art world was not proof to

' ,,
>

the impact of the Depression. Immediately below the New York Times
report of Korngold' s approach to Casazza, is printed the news that a

_,, h

(•

Q-- "/'

,,,

$US135 million dollar relief fund for the unemployed has been distributed
in 47 States across America. Musicians featured prominently among those
employed within Roosevelt's "New Deal" programmes. By 1935, Casazza

1 _)
d

1 .,,
•,

4i;

'-),
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"New Opera Form Created in Films: Prof. Korngold Describes His Collaboration on
Coast with Max Reinhardt." in New York Times. 121h May 1935. SecII, 2:6.
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New York Times Interview. Wednesday, 31st October 1934. 14:5 (031,14:5)
80
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had retired to Italy after his production costs had placed the "Met" in
financial jeopardy.
Tensions between European tradition and the innovations in
!

entertainment emerging in California are evident in the same year. While

l /

The New York Times 81 expected that "many more programs of national
interest will originate in Southern California", the opening works in the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra 1935 season show a marked preference

. .'

for the nineteenth-century German music of the "Great Tradition" .82
Composer

Performance
Occasions

.

'

'.\

Handel, Brahms

8

Wagner

5

Mozart, Beethoven

4

Haydn,

3

Bruckner, Weber, Prokofieff, Rameau, Sacchlni,

2

':1

V. Williams
Bach (arr Schoenberg), Holst, Egk, Strauss, R,
:,

Gluck, Roussel, Schumann, Rossini, Borodin,

) >--

W.F. Bach, Mendelssohn and Debussy.

1

Meanwhile, as critics and musicologists continued to argue that the
functionality of film music and associated problems of artistic ownership
:,

'

}

and directorial licence tainted the autonomy of real music, for many
immigrant and indigenous musicians the film industry, the fourth largest

>-1,

industry in Depression Era America, provided creative simulation, a social
> •

milieu and a living. The ernigre composers, in return, brought their "Great
Tradition" to Hollywood. Though Vienna-born Max Steiner had produced
the first symphonic score for Cima.rron (1931), Korngold was sought after

'\

~ .\

°'
·u

81

"Merry-Go-Round of the Air: Hollywood is Becoming a Radio Centre - Plan of Artists"
in The New York Times. 7th July 1935. IX, 11:4.
82
Erskine, John. The Philharmonic-Symphony Society of New York. Its First 100 Years.
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by Warner Bros to elevate their dramas with what they heard as his
unique Viennese artistry. His experience with opera stood him in good
stead in meeting the technical requirements of film in creatively innovative
j

ways.

J ;-

In late 1936, Arvey of Etude Magazine83 a widely distributed and

eclectic magazine founded in Philadelphia in 1890, succeeded in "securing"
an in-depth interview with Korngold in which he was invited to address
issues relating to the value of art music and film music. At this stage in his
Hollywood career, Korngold still thought of himself as an art-music
composer who happened to be spending his daily life writing film-music.
"'

The sojourn in Hollywood was, he surmised, a temporary one. Korngold,

i

talking to Arvey, effectively endorsed nineteenth century idealism while

.>

finding difficulty with a contemporary dominant musical formation which

'-\

placed itself above its audience.
Art is lonely today.( ... ) The public is against great art. It wants
something cheaper. Film and radio suffice to entertain it, since opera and
the symphony orchestra are not sources of joy to it.

Korngold seems to place himself squarely in the camp described earlier84
in which Western art music is seen as a high-class communal

I

>>
\

entertainment. Here however, that concept is endangered by technical
innovations.
Perhaps that is the difference between the music of today and that of

),

yesterday. The modern composer writes his music for the masses of

' ·'.

people, not wealthy patrons. Beethoven, on the other hand, wrote his

)

quartets for approximately four hundred people, most of whom were

:,. l\

aristocrats. Today, hundreds of thousands of people hear the quartets.

;

7

83

.
\

a •

}

'--\

Verna Arvey. "Composing for the Pictures by the Noted Austrian Master Erich
Korngold". in The Etude Music Magazine. January 1937. 15-6.
The Etude carried articles on music and composers from the dance hall and film musical
to concert hall, pe1formance instructions for instruments from the piano accordion to
church organ, and amateur compositions in a predominantly neo-classical vein. Arvey
had approached Schoenberg earlier, but unsuccessfully, for an interview on the subject of
ballet music.
84
See Chapter One: as described by Hobsbawm.
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(... ) It is for the hundreds of thousands of listeners that the modern
composer writes. That is why the results of his efforts are different. ( ... )
But, when one analyses things, art itself has not changed in a hundred
1

years. It is the mode of expression that has changed. ( ... )

)··

I

For the young composer, there are now many dangers. The young

·1

composer should first study the old masters - not to copy them, you
understand, but for the background. Perhaps he should even go to

'I

Vienna for this. Then he should discover his own musical personality.
He should not be disappointed, nor should he lose his energy and his
ideals when he discovers how few opportunities there are now for sincere
'>

art. He must keep going; someday recognition and understanding will

"

come. But the young composer should not write fox trots. He should

'. J.

close his eyes to the films and his ears to the radio. He should simply
write serious music, as the masters did: a real, a difficult question today,

,,.,

for writing entertainment music is not composing. Men like Mahler, Bach

.1

and Bruch were giants. Lehar is gifted, but he has nothing to do with

)

..,.

music, in that sense. And those films! They are dangerous too, for they
need so many musicians! They hire every composer they can find, with
the result that many of the:rµ lose their best inspirations in pictures that
will be scrapped tomorrow. 85

According to Korngold, the modern composer was poised between two
,)',
.

worlds. He must take the example provided by the canon, but unlike
Beethoven who wrote for the elite, and is, co-incidentally perhaps, enjoyed

::,,>

by the masses, the modern composer must write for the masses. He must

',

:i:,

,I
);\

retain the same sense of integrity encapsulated by Beethoven despite the
fact that he no longer writes for the dominant social formation and is
enjoyed only by the masses. Finally, he must resist the temptation to
pander to popular taste for the trivial, particularly evident in film music,
which can drain his inspiration into ephemera. Korngold does not see a
connection between integrity and elitism. Great art can be written for the

.',
\
}

masses, and the masses should not be written down to. However,
Komgold was in danger of being rejected by both camps for being either
too lowbrow or too highbrow. His high reputation lay in the hands of
85

Verna Arvey, 1937, 15
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those who perceived art as II cheapened" by its media and its
commercialism. While film profited by appealing to perhaps the same
audience as operetta, it seemed that the wider the audience the greater the
deleterious affect upon Komgold' s canonic status. Komgold' s ability to
' f .,

''r

provide for his family was tantamount to a betrayal of high artistic
integrity. At the same time he enjoyed privileges within the studio

r /

.

,'

hierarchy which placed him above his film colleagues. The plush
surroundings of Komgold' s Burbank office and his extraordinary income
had become a double-edged sword.
During these three years and excluding a brief return to Vienna in
1935, Komgold completed full or part scores for nine films. Hearts

~

),_

~,,,

Divided, Another Dawn, Give us this Night, and Rose of the Rancho were not
significantly successful and demonstrated his dependence upon the film's
production hierarchy. Because he sympathised with the plight of Black
Americans, Komgold took the unprecedented step of not accepting
payment for Green Pastures. 86 Anthony Adverse and Captain Blood brought
success for the studio but little outside recognition for Komgold. The
music award for Anthony Adverse, for example, was presented not to
Komgold, the composer, but to the head of the Studio's Department.
Despite attending to this slight and succeeding in establishing official
recognition of the film composer's importance and despite the privileges

\
·,

Korngold' s prestige and accompanying bargaining power had secured in
Hollywood, his name no longer received top billing and was belittled in
A

the art world. His experiences did little to endorse his argument for art's
survival in industry.

~

"

However, Komgold had planned to keep his options open.
Resuming plans for staging Katrin in Vienna seemed from the distance of
Hollywood, to be the better option. However, the mood in Germany
frustrated the possibility of meeting its scheduled premiere in the 1937-8

"\

season. Though two of the leading artists Korngold had in mind when
writing the opera were in America, Bruno Walter, then director of

"'-

86

An extraordinary event which fuelled much studio gossip. Carroll, 1997, 260-1, 264.
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Vienna's Staatsoper, assured Komgold that the opera would open later in
1938. In the meantime, Komgold accepted the contract to score Robin

Hood and fled to Los Angeles. Die Katrin opened in Stockholm. in 1939.
1938-1957
The Anschluss of 1938 not only made a return to Vienna
impossible for Komgold, it also caused his father and other family
m.em.bers to flee to Los Angeles, which would be his home for the
remaining twenty years of his life. The tensions between the worlds of
~

Hollywood and Vienna would continue. Julius, who grieved the loss of

l-"

his life's work, his books, letters and papers collected over thirty years as a

\

critic and the history of his son's fame, would continue to argue the case

\_\

that Erich was the great com.poser of art music. Wamer Brothers
continued to offer Erich extravagant rewards for writing music for their
commercial successes. The financial opportunity was not one to be

1

ignored. Los Angeles knew only of Erich's operettas and film.
com.position87 and Erich attributed his Adventures of Robin Hood contract
with Warner Bros with saving his and his family's lives.
In July 1940, Korngold wrote an open letter88 for Music and Dance

·,.

\

in California under the auspices of the Hollywood Bureau of Musical
.·~

'
~

11

Research. In "Some Experiences in Film. Music he explains in some detail
his innovations for A Midsummer Night's Dream of six years earlier,

\. t>-

emphasising the similarities with techniques used in serious composing.
The scoring of Captain Blood was, he alleges, "entirely different" from. the

1

"mechanical" com.posing at a desk "em.ployed" by his colleagues.
I have the feeling that I am giving my own and my best: Symphonically

"f

T

dramatic music which fits the picture, its action and its psychology, and
which, nevertheless, will be able to hold its own in the concert hall.89

\
cl.,

'

,( ,•

Julius Korngold, 1991, 336-7.
Printed in Music And Dance In California, June 1940. 137-9. Reprinted by Thomas,
1977, 1989 & 1992: and "at length" by Carroll, 1997, 298-9.
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89

Komgold, Erich, 1940, 138.
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This ideal merger between the two worlds could have a further benefit.
Fine symphonic scores for motion pictures cannot help but influence
mass acceptance of finer music. The cinema is a direct avenue to the ears
and hearts of the great public, and we should see it as a musical
opportunity.

Korngold was equally conscious of the dangers of selling-out, as expressed
by Adorno90 and Eisler9\ by sacrificing the art-music goal to Hollywood's
imperatives.
So far I have resisted the temptations of an all-year contract because in
my opinion, that would force me into factory-like mass production.

The challenge of presenting film music in the concert hall was
recognised by Dr Bruno Usher, music critic and teacher at the University
.\-

\
-\

of Southern California92 who, near the end of 1940, complained that the
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, through "inertia, unfamiliarity,
unwillingness or outright snobbery" 93 avoids "novelties" from film
composers such as Toch, Hageman, Kaun, Bennett, Antheil, Steiner and
Newman, which "have been considered good enough for Symphony
concerts elsewhere". Korngold had to be content with scoring as many
films as he had operettas in pre-war Germany, including Juarez, The Private

Lives of Elizabeth and Essex, Sea Hawk, Sea Wolf, Kings Row, The Constant
Nymph, Devotion, Between Two Worlds, Escape Me Never and Deception. As
for art-music performances, he secured one in the avantgarde series

!As

90

I
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92
Bruno Ussher was Assistant Director Of Federal Music, taught music criticism at
University of Southern California, (USC) and contributed to the Los Angeles Daily
News, Los Angeles Examiner, Hollywood Citizens News and Hollywood Spectator
during the "Golden Age". His reviews have been collected and published by G.D
Hamann. Music in the Films 1937-1941. Dr. Bruno David Ussher. Los Angeles: Filming
Today Press, 2001.
93
Bruno Ussher. "Music in the Films" in Los Angeles Daily News. 191h November 1940.
in Hamann, 2002, 119.
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"Evenings on the Roof" 94, founded by Peter Yates in Los Angeles with a
zealous mission perhaps emulative of Schoenberg's 1920s "Private Music
Society". Programmes included works by such "original and neglected"
i

composers as Bart6k, Hindemith, Ives, Cowell, Schoenberg and
Stravinsky. In his memoirs, printed in 1945, Julius claimed to have saved

,1

Erich from an "advanced infection" of the Schoenbergian idiom. The
rivalries of Vienna were alive and well in California, and for Erich, still
>

striving to bridge the gap between the serious and commercial worlds,
such issues only complicated matters. In 1946 a new opportunity emerged

'

with the music for Deception, which Erich re-modelled as a Cello Concerto
that he hoped would be performed in New York.
"After twelve years as reigning Hollywood composer", reports

,' ,l

Ross Parmenter of The New York Times, 95 "He's Fed Up with Films". Erich
_,

I'

hopes the Cello Concerto from the Deception score will provide a "bridge"
back to Vienna. In the early 1940s, hopeful of staging Katrin with the New
Opera Company in New York, Korngold had "boasted" his "'entirely
outstanding position' in Hollywood" where he was "very happy as an
artist". Here, he rejected film scripts for Gunga Din and Arch of Triumph as
"exhausting11 and too "weighty". "Out of sympathy with New York" and,

"'~

)..

with no hope of the New Opera presenting a "still later work" than Katrin,
Komgold was "troubled and uncertain about the future".

'

i,~

To get a performance in New York, music has to be ugly, programmatic,

~-

serious.( .. ,) If it is beautiful it is only tolerated if the composer has been

I
{ h
I

\

dead for fifty years.

His open rejection of the Schoenbergian idiom, Parmenter was quick to

l"

point out, "should get composers here angry" and therefore further
alienate Korngold.

'r

·y

I'

The drama was playing out with three characters. Julius was
insisting on Erich's stature as a composer of art-music, and was suspicious

,\
I

_.\

',,

94

A non-profit organization which operated in Los Angeles between 1939 and 1971,
documented by Dorothy Lamb Crawford, Evenings on and off the Roof Pioneering
Concerts in Los Angeles, 1939-1971. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995.
95
Ross Parmenter. "He's Fed up with Films" in The New York Times. 23'd March 1946, II
9:7.
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that the money earned from. Hollywood was tainted. Erich was
attempting to straddle the worlds of art music and film. music. In the
wings, the eminence grise of Schoenberg was muttering that Erich's music
in either world was old fashioned and out-of date. Further, Erich's control
over his artistic material was waning. The success of his film. scores was
always dependent on the film's direction, and as time went on and film.
revenue became dependent upon television, demand for Erich's lush
orchestral European sound also diminished. After Julius' death in 1945,
Erich returned to operetta with productions of Rosalinda, Helen Goes to

Troy and The Great Waltz 96 in New York between 1946 and 1956. The great
success of his Violin Concerto in St Louis spurred plans for a triumphal

.\

J.

return to Vienna. Komgold wrote to Josef Reitler of the enthusiastic
ovation and the comparison of his concerto with Mendelssohn's, ("I need

'\

say no m.oreW'), in the hope of setting up some arrangements for a

I

'

European tour.

.> :--

I have just five weeks before the New York critics nullify that [praise].
(... ) I must not waste this time.

97

In the meantime he directed his and Reinhardt's successful Die Fledermaus
in Los Angeles and San Francisco. By the end of 1947, Erich suffered a

\.

.l

'.>-

heart attack and was forced to rest in bed. In 1949, with some trepidation,
he resumed his plans for Vienna. Performance proposals for Katrin and

\.

Die tote Stadt were received with alacrity by his pre-war contacts,
gratifyingly reminiscent for Erich of his earlier successes. Erich started

3-. t,

writing the F# Symphony. The Symphonic Serenade, written the previous
year in Hollywood for Luzi while he was confined to bed, and Katrin both

~

,':>-

premiered in Vienna in 1950. Though Luzi reports that these works were
received enthusiastically and though plans continued for a rival of Die tote

>

'y

I'

Stadt that winter, Erich based his evaluation upon what he saw as quarter
The American versions of Die Fledermaus, Die schone Helena and Walzer aus Wien.
"lch [Komgold] lege eine Review des einzigen Morgenblattes von St Louis bei, die
zwei unbezahlbare Dinge feststellt: die enthusiastischeste Ovation in der 'History' des
Auditoriums und die Prophezeiung einer Lebensdauer wie die des MendelssohnKonzertes (mehr brauche ich nicht! !) Ich habe jetzt fiinf Wochen Zeit bis zur
Vernichtung <lurch die New Yorker Krltik ( ... ) Diese Zeit muB ich ausniitzen." Erich's
Letter to Josef Reitler, reprinted but undated in Luzi Komgold's biography, 1967, 86-7.
%

97

,i
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empty houses and a lack of critical enthusiasm.98 He complained of being
forgotten. Schott was not interested in publishing the F# Symphony. Die

tote Stadt was cancelled. With success only in private performances of the
sextet and the last Quartet to boost Erich's spirits the Korngolds felt they
did not belong in Vienna anymore. It had been as good to return to
Vienna after eleven years absence, as it would be to return to Hollywood
·'

after three years absence. In 1951 Korngold was re-organising his Toluca
Lake home for an extended family, and had re-arranged Die stumme

Serenade for the stage, Walzer aus Wien was performed in Los Angeles.
Premieres of the F# Symphony, planned for Vienna (1954) and St Louis
the following season, were both cancelled.
Meanwhile, Schoenberg's death in Hollywood stirred debate over
his significance in obituaries and articles on both sides of the Atlantic.
.\

Stuckenschmidt, Schoenberg's biographer, cautioned German
musicologists to guard art's strongholds with militaristic vigilance against
the threat from more popular musical forms and expressions. If the critic
wishes to take up arms for a wider range of music by appraising works
outside the recognised field, he [sic] risks "doing harm" to "higher and
enlightened expressions" and "poisoning" his naive experience with
scepticism. Critical "weapons" allowed to "retreat" from "vindicated and
conquered" artistic domains, risk becoming "directed" against "art
itself". 99 While Stravinsky completed The Rake's Progress and Henry
Cowell was elected to the American Institute of Arts and Letters for his

t\

contribution to American music, the spirit of innovation inspired John
Cage, Schoenberg's pupil, to investigate another sort of universal order in

;,

I Ching, and Hollywood's 1950s musicals such as An American in Paris and

Bandwagon touted the worlds of entertainment and art as one and the
98

Luzi Korngold, 1967, 91-4.
"Denn wenn sie auch sie, Aufnahme ermogen und Kunstverstand breiterer Kreise
geschuldet, geweckt und hoheren Anspriichen zugeleitet hat, so hat sie gleichzeitig <loch
die naive Erlebnisbereitschaft <lurch skepsis vergiftet, und die Waffen, die sie
ursprtinglich guten Willens zur Verteidigung und Eroberung ktinstlerischer Terriorien
angesetzt hatte, beginnen sich nun gegen die Kunst selbst zu richten." Hans Heinz
Stuckenschmidt. "Zur Problematik der Musikritik" in Arkiv fiir Musikwissenschaft. Vol
19, 1952. 195-203. 195.

99
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same with a complicit preference for the former. America no longer
needed to look to Europe for inspiration; indeed, post-war Europe was
now a market for all things American100 and Warner Bros busied
themselves making commercials.
Korngold1 s health, exacerbated perhaps by a lifetime's predilection
for both a rich diet and extended hours of intense creativity, was
deteriorating rapidly, yet he still made plans for a comeback in Vienna.
The 1954 premiere of the staged version of Die stumme Serenade in
Dortmund, attended by Korngold, was a public success and a critical
failure. A surprise production of Die tote Stadt in Munich won
spontaneous applause and a standing ovation for Korngold, but was
1

critically rejected. The premiere on Vienna Radio of Korngold s F#
Symphony, praised by Bruno Walter as "new'' and "significant" was
\

critically dismissed. Having to accept that the sort of triumphant return
he wanted was impossible, Korngold was obliged to return to
Hollywood's studios as its Golden Age popularity began to fade. Magic

Fire, a 1955 "bio-pic" of Wagner highlighting his emotional over his
creative life, realised Korngold's and possibly Eisler and Schoenberg's
worst fears for the industry.
Two years before his death, Korngold aligned his "Faith in
Music"101 with the "most lofty and uplifting( ... ) mysterious natural
force", and with the Great Tradition of "immeasurable wealth of beauty
which the prodigious creative masters have left to us".
It is difficult to suppress serious regrets that in the musical arts, indeed in

/\

all arts, there exists a tendency away from beauty towards ugliness, away
from the noble towards the revolting, ill-sounding and chilling.( ... ) The
genuine artist does not wish to recreate for his fellow man the headlines

00

Reinhold Wagnleitner. Coca-Colonization and the Cold War: The Cultural Mission of
the United States in Austria After the Second World War. Tr Diana M. Wolf. London:
University of North Carolina Press, 1994.
101
Komgold, Erich Wolfgang. Foreword to Faith in Music. by Ulric Devare. A
Reflection Book. New York: Cornet Press, 1958. (3 pages not numbered).
'
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screaming of atom bombs, murder and sensationalism( ... ) rather he will
know how to take and uplift him into the purer realm of phantasy.102

Here Korn.gold returns to his musical roots and to the world in which he
grew up. It is evident that he saw a continuity through his creative
musical life and that the scores written in Hollywood were not an
aberration but part of a constant musical philosophy. He may have had
doubts over the genre in which he was working, and he was certainly
aware of the dangers of succumbing to the demands of commercialism,
but he saw films as an opportunity for creative work and the exercise of a
craft little different from that required for the concert hall or the opera
house.

I~
,,,\

\

In 1956 Korngold suffered another stroke from which he did not
fully recover. Luzi's recollection of the greetings he received on his 60th
birthday include several radio broadcasts, messages from colleagues,
conductors, orchestra and artists, Vienna's City Council and Council for
Culture and attest to the fact that outside the critical arenas, Korn.gold was
not forgotten103• He died six months later, in November 1957. During his
lifetime, he had scored 37 opuses and some 57 smaller works, 23 films,
eighteen of which were with his original compositions, arranged,
supervised and conducted eleven operetta productions and had
composed five operas.
Before her death in 1962, Luzi dedicated her efforts to dispelling

'.>-

Erich's belief that he was neglected among the concert hall elite. Their
I ~\

sons, George and Ernst,104 were responsible for initiating the collation and
recorded releases of Korn.gold's film music as promptly after his death as
1961 and for publishing Luzi's biography in 1967. Revivals of his operas

I

.r

102

Reprinted in Carroll, 1997, 358-9.
"Fast alle Radiostationen brachten entweder eine Komgold-Stunde oder ein oder das
andere Werk; sogar das ausgezeichnete Tonband von Miinchner Aufnahme der Toten
Stadt wurde gesendt. Zeitungensartikel erscbiene, Hunderte von Briefen und Depeschen
trafen ein, darunter die von Bruno Walter, Maria Jeritza, Lotte Lehmann und, was Erich
besonders freute, ein Telegramm, gezeichnet: "Ihre Wiener Philharmoniker" Auch zwei
ehrende Briefe des Btirgermeisters der Stadt Wien und des Stadtrates ftir Kultur." Luzi
Komgold, 1967, 102.
104
George pursued a career within Hollywood but not as a composer.
103

'
~
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have been staged and recorded from the memorial staging of Die tote Stadt
in 1967 to Die Katrin in 1999. By the centennial of Komgold's birth and
while debate over his value still occupied musicologists and critics, most
of his extant compositions in all genres had been performed and recorded
l

J

l
.I
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J
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Chapter Three

Making Korngold

Strauss' Letter and the Viennese Poll
Two pieces of documentary evidence feature prominently in the
references to Komgold in music literature. The first is a letter written to
Komgold's father by Richard Strauss in 1910; the second is a poll
conducted by a Viennese newspaper in 1930. Since both documents have
been used somewhat carelessly within the literature it is important to
establish what they say, and to investigate the way they have been used.

"'

Strauss' Letter to Julius Korngold.
Interpretations and Translations
1910-2000.
In December 1909, Julius sent scores of his son's works (Piano
Sonata No 1, Don Quixote, Six Characteristic Pieces and Der Schneemann) to
some forty musical experts105 living outside Vienna. A copy of Richard
Strauss' reply106 of the 3 January 1910, is inserted below. Unfortunately
Strauss made the common mistake of dating his letter in the previous
year. Transcribed and with the phrases classified [a] - [j] for reference
purposes, it reads.

',

;)'.

','

105

"auswartige Musiker und Sachverstiindige". Julius Komgold. Die Korngolds in Wien.
Zurich: M&T Verlag, 1991. 129.
1
oc.rbe transcript was prepared by Prof Dr August Obennayer, German Dept. Otago
University for this thesis.
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Schierke im Oberharz, den 3 Januar 1909
Sehr verehrter Herr Doktor!
[a]Heute habe ich die Kornpositionen Ihres Sohnes erhalten und mit
groistem Erstaunen durchgelesen. [b ]Zu gratulieren ist da kaum. [c]Das
erste Gefiihl, das einen ii.berkommt, wenn man hort, dais dies ein 11jahriger Junge geschrieben hat, ist Schrecken und Furcht, daB ein so
frii.hreifes Genie auch die normale Entwicklung nehmen moge, die ihm so
innig zu wii.nschen ware. (d]Diese Sicherheit im Stil, diese Beherrschung
' ~

l,
.\

der Form, diese Eigenart des Ausdrucks in der Sonate, diese Harmonik,
es ist wirklich erstaunenswert.
[e]Glucklicher Vater, [f]nehmen Sie aber jetzt dieses junge Genie vom
Schreibtisch u. von der Musik weg, schicken Sie ihn aufs Land zum
Rodeln, Skilaufen- [g]dai.s dieses junge Gehim nicht vorzeitig ermiidet u.
abgearbeitet ist, bevor es in voller Produktionskraft steht. [h]Hoffentlich

).

habe ich noch die Freude, diesen jungen Erzmusikanten zufallig kennen
zu lemen. [i]Meine besten Wii.nsche begleiten ihn auf seinem weiteren
Lebenswege.
[j]Mit verbindlichsten Grilisen u. nochmals besten Dank fur die
interessante Sendung

\ >

1hr hochachtungsvollst ergebener

Brackets have been added to the first paragraph of the original

"
;-

letter, probably by Julius. It is this first section and in particular phrases
[c] and [d] which are most commonly quoted or cited in the literature.
The second paragraph does not appear again in the literature until

.,
1

Strauss' original came to light in 1997. It is possible that Julius kept the
original and made another copy of the first paragraph to show interested
parties, keeping Strauss' common sense advice and personal interest to

~

"'
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himself, and thus retaining his unique right as "gluckliche Vater" to
"anxiously guard( ... ) my little composer".107
However, as the original letter was lost in 1938 and not
rediscovered until 1983, its use has been the result of either privileged
",, 1

access or hearsay. Willi Schuh completed probably the first translation of

,;

the full text, for Brendan Carroll, Korngold specialist and biographer.
/'-1

This translation published in 1997, reads as follows:
)

[a] Today I received your son's compositions and have read them with

'

'

the greatest astonishment. [b] This case hardly calls for mere
congratulations: [c] the first feeling one has when one realizes that this
was written by an 11 year old boy is that of awe and concern that so
precocious a genius would be able to follow its normal development,

,;.

which one would wish him so sincerely. [d] This assurance of style, this

\

mastery of form, this characteristic expressiveness in the sonata, this bold

i.

~

\

;,-

harmony, are truly astonishing.

>

[e] How happy you must feel! [f] But now take this young genius away

I,

from his desk and his music; send him to the countryside for
tobogganing, skiing, ... [g] lest his young brain becomes prematurely

"'

tired and worn out before it reaches its full productivity. [h] I am looking
forward to making the personal acquaintance with this arch-musician. [i]

)

My best wishes accompany him on his future paths. [j] With best regards
and thanks again for the most interesting dispatch.108

i .>

'> '

Confronted with a child prodigy,109 Strauss here expresses simple paternal
concern for Erich's future together with excitement and caution[c]. His
excitement is based on his appreciation of Erich's craftsmanship in style,

l

.....\
,.

form, expression and harmony [d], while his caution is based on a wish

r >
107

I

,r

l
.l,J,

Julius Komgold. Child Prodigy: Erich Wolfgang's Years of Childhood. (Preliminary
Printing from the Work of Memoirs "Postludes in Major and Minor"). New York:
Willard, 1945. 23.
108
Brendan Carroll, Erich Wolfgang Korngold. The Last Prodigy. Portland: Amadeus
Press, 1997. 43.
109
Fig 1. Studio photograph of Erich in 1909, playing in studio "snow" and a retouched
publicity photograph taken the following year reveal the ambivalence in perhaps Julius'
depiction of Erich's age. First published in R.S. Hoffmann. Erich Wolfgang Korngold.
Wien: C.S. Verlag, 1922. facing p16.
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that Erich avoid becoming either creatively exhausted or a boy who
missed out on the normal experiences of childhood. His paternal concern
in empathy with Julius' might have been intended to temper Julius' high
expectations. Schuh's translation both moderates and eulogises Strauss'
"Schrecken und Furcht", while Erich's "Harmonik'' is qualified. These
interpretations are symptomatic of those made throughout the following
'-1

;

years.
Extract [d] referring to Erich's music was first published alongside
Professor Kretzschmar's quote 110 in Universal Edition's advertisement for
the score of Schneemann, to which is thereby attributed the qualities
originally attached to the sonata.

- _,

Richard Strauss schreibt: 'Diese Sicherheit im Stil, die Beherrschung der

_i

Form, diese Eigenart des Ausdruckes, dieser Harmonik, es ist wirklich

'
~

erstaunenswert'. 111

I

Most of sentence [c] and all of sentence [d] is published perhaps for the
first time in Hoffmann' s 1922 German biography.
[c]( ... ) <las erste Gefiihl, <las einem iiberkommt, ist Schrecken und Furcht,
dais ein solch friihreifes Genie auch die normale Entwicklung nehmen
moge, die ihm so innig zu wiinschen ware. Id]Diese Sicherheit im Stil,
diese Beherrschung der Form, diese Eigenart des Ausdrucks in der
Sonate, diese Harmonik, - es ist wirklich erstaunenswert.112

It seems that Hoffmann acknowledges his first omission of [a] and [bt but
not "wenn man hort, dais dies ein elfjahriger Junge geschrieben hat" in
sentence [c] which provides the reason for Strauss' astonishment.
l

'

Hoffman might have simply believed that he had already established
'

Erich's age.

' .-\
\

Possibly the first appearance of [d] in English outside Europe

f

appears in Ewen's 1934 American publication.
_y

-\

'~

,,

110

Professor Kretzschmar( ... ) 'Selbst unter den ausserordentlichen Fallen musik:alischer
Frtihreife bleibt der ihres Sohnes noch phanomenal'.
111
Originally published in Allgemeinen Musik-Zeitung 27.5.1910. The advertisement is
reprinted by Julius Komgold, (1945) 1991. 135.
112
R.S. Hoffmann. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. Wien: C.S. Verlag, 1922. 11.
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[d]This assurance of style, this mastery of form, this individuality of

expression, these harmonies are astounding.11 3

Given that reference to the sonata is omitted, Ewen's most probable source
is the Universal Edition advertisement. His translation is close to the
original, but the comments are inexplicably misattributed to Erich's opera

Die tote Stadt of 1920 (!) Thus Ewen attributes Strauss' opinions of
Komgold' s early accomplishments to those of his maturity and
acknowledged greatest success. Ewen describes Strauss is a "great
composer whose life-work ended two decades ago". Strauss' decline is
attributed to his idiomatic conventions and pinpointed to works between
1920 and 1928 when Erich was his protege and arguments between
Strauss and Julius made news in Vienna and London. Ewen might have
allowed his impressions of Strauss to taint those of Erich.
Since Alpensinfonie (... ) descent from the heights has been rapid. With
operas such as Die Frau Ohne Schatten [1919] and Egyptian Helen [1928],
with orchestral works such as Schlagobers [1924] ( ... ) poison had set in
Strauss' former inspiration. His ideas lacked freshness; his music was
now being manufactured( ... ) without blood or the pulse of life, ( ... )all
technique and no soul.114

Some ten tears later, Julius, then in his mid-eighties, prints Strauss'
first paragraph verbatim in the draft for his memoirs. Its immediacy,
particularly of Erich's early years, suggests it began life as a journal in the
1910s, maintained until perhaps seven years after the loss of the original
letter115 when Julius fled to America. The memoirs remained unpublished
until 1991.
Richard Strauss schrieb: [b] 11Zu gratulieren ist da kaum. [c]Das erste
Gefuhl, das einen iiberkommt, wenn man hort, dais dies ein elfjahriger
Junge geschrieben hat, ist Schrecken und Furcht, dais ein so frtihreifes
Genie auch die normale Entwicklung nehmen moge, die ihm so innig zu
' >

·\

113

David Ewen. Ed and Comp. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold" in Composers of Today.
New York: H.W. Wilson, 1934. 146.1.
114
David Ewen, 1934. "Richard Strauss." 260-4. 263.
115
The letter was lost presumably during the Komgolds' escape from Hitler's Austria in
1938 and reappeared at a public auction in 1983.
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wunschen ware. [d] Diese Sicherheit im Stil, die Beherrschung der Form,
diese Eigenart des Ausdrucks in der Sonate, diese Harmonik, es ist
wirklich erstaunenswert." 116

Given that Julius noted the loss of his memorabilia of Erich's youth, as
mentioned above, the accuracy of Julius' memory is remarkable. Perhaps
a copy of the extract was already part of his sketches for his memoirs, and
was indeed part of the hand luggage Julius took to America in 1938 or
'>

part of the documents and manuscripts successfully rescued from Nazi
confiscation by his eldest son Hans Robert. 117 It is also possible that Erich
had a copy prepared for his first voyage to America. This draft or its
edited translation, printed in 1945, was perhaps made available to selected
admirers of Erich's music. In Julius' memoirs published in 1945, the first

',,

half of the letter appears translated with Julius' own emphases, for the
first time.118 (The Schuh translation is added for the purposes of
J

,

comparison).
[b] This case hardly calls for congratulations. [c] The first feeling
overcoming us on hearing that this has been written by a boy of eleven is
fear and anxiety, lest this precocious genius might not develop as normally
as we must wish so devoutly. [d] This firmness of style, this sovereignty
of form, this individual expression in the sonata, this harmonic structure
- it is really astounding.119
(Schuh)[b] This case hardly calls for mere congratulations: {c] the first
feeling one has when one realizes that this was written by an 11 year old
boy is that of awe and concern that so precocious a genius would be able

'

'

to follow its normal development, which one would wish him so

J,

116

:,

'

;

},

Julius Korngold. Die Korngolds in Wien: Der Musikkritiker und das Wunderkind.
Aufzeichnungen. After word by Bernd Rachold. Zurich: Music and Theatre, (M & T)
Verlag, 1991. 129.
117
It is possible that the letter was part of a collection of the Korngold memorabilia
reportedly "lost" in Los Vegas by Julius' eldest son. Seen by Julius as something of a
black sheep, Hans, failed to live up to family expectations and is substantively absent
from their records. His story is possibly worth pursuing.
118
Julius credits an unnamed "writer friend" (1945. 9) with prompting the publication of
excerpts from his Memoirs. Julius mentions the "pitfalls of translation", but as no
translator is credited, and as no obvious mention is made in any biography of Julius
receiving familial help with his English, I assume that Julius translated and edited his
own memoirs. The italics are Julius'.
119
Julius Korngold, 1945, 29.
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sincerely. [d] This assurance of style, this mastery of form, this

characteristic expressiveness in the sonata, this bold harmony, are truly
astonishing.

While the differences are, by and large, minor, the 1945 version of

\·(

sentence [d] reflects a slightly more eulogic tone with "sovereignty of
J

form" and "devout" wishes. Where Ewen and Schuh use "assurance",
)

<

Julius favours "firmness". Strauss' original letter merely refers to "die
Harmonik" - the harmony, which Ewen translates accurately, while Julius
infers "structure" and Schuh adds ''bold[ness]". While Julius and Schuh

··'

),

.

seek to interpret what Strauss found astonishing, Ewen and Strauss are
content to let Erich's harmony speak for itself.

\

~

Worth noting perhaps are Artur Nik.isch's comments provided in 1910.

'\

Julius recalls them firstly in his sketches and secondly in 1945, and they

J

)..

)

/

bear an uncanny resemblance to Strauss' sentiments in the elements he
chooses to praise, his hopes and fears, and finally and perhaps more
tellingly, his phrasing, classified here to show their correlation to Schuh's
translation of Strauss.
1)

Recollection as in the sketches, published in 1991:
(b] "Das is ja aber ganz phanomenal. [c] Ich bin ordentlich aufgeregt i.iber

l\

die Stucke und zwar iiber die Komposition an sich, nicht nur mit der
etwa einschrankenden Erwagung, da.B dieselben von einem elfjahrigen
Knaben herstammen! [d] Welche bluhende Erfindung, welche Phantasie,
welche Kilhnheitin der Harmonik!! [e] Wirklich, man we:ill nicht, was

) ;

man mehr bewundem soll! [g] Mein Gott, mit was allem wird dieses

J

Genie die Welt beschenken, wenn es sich normal entwickelt. [c] Gebe der

i \

Allmachtige diesem begnadeten Menschenkinde nur Gesundheit - filr
' ·r

y

alles andere braucht einem nicht bange zu sein" 120
2)

Julius' 1945 translation:
[b]"But this is phenomenal! I am really excited about these pieces. [c] I
mean the compositions as such, without the consideration that they are

\

written by a boy of eleven. (d] What flowering imagination, what invention,

)

what daring harmonic innovation!! [e] One is really at loss [sic] what to
'

;_

120

Julius Komgold, 1991, 129.
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admire the most! [g] Good Lord, what rich gifts will the world be given

by this genius, if he develops in a normal way. [c] May the Almighty
only grant health to this chosen being - then there will be nothing to be
afraid of" 121

Does Nikisch wittingly echo Strauss or does Julius paraphrase Strauss'

J

words and attribute them to Nikisch? While any answer might require
more research than warranted here,122 it is apparent that their expressions

:i
'>

I

:,

of astonishment are idiosyncratic. Nikisch is awestruck, effusive and
emphasises the importance of divine guidance which Strauss with
comparative restraint, expresses in Schrecken und Furcht" and
11

ff

'
_\

"erstaunenswert". Nikisch finds the compositions "exciting" without
needing to allow for Erich's age, while Strauss is "astonished" because the
compositions show maturity emanating from a child. Julius' translation of

ll
j

"
)

,

Nikisch's [d] is in sympathy with his changes to the same phrase in
Strauss' letter. Nikisch' s description of Erich's Romantic "invention" has
its qualification removed by Julius' in favour of a newly prioritised
"imagination". Erich harmonies are, according to Julius, 11 daring" and
perhaps risk laden, bold and youthful, while according to Nikisch they are
11

clever", rational, modem and perhaps masculine. Significantly perhaps,

Julius feels no need to conceal Nikisch's concerns for Erich's wellbeing
P'..,

and hence music's future. However, by placing the two experts' quotes
side by side, Julius can utilise their parallel opinions to confirm his son's
canonic status.
'')

In her biography, published in 1967, Luzi Komgold provided
lightly arnended123 German versions of both experts.
Richard Strauss schrieb: [c] "Das erste Gefuhl, das einen iiberkommt,
wenn man hort, dais dies von einem elfjahrigen Jungen geschrieben
wurde*, ist Schrecken und Furcht, dais ein solch* frilhreifes Genie auch
V

l ,\

121

Quoted in Julius Korngold, 1945, 30. Julius' italics.
There is no obvious reference in Carroll, 1997, (42 & 374) from which to start
accessing Nikisch' s original comments, which are described variously as something he
said and as something he wrote .
123
Marked here with an *
122

.,
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die normale Entwicklung nehmen moge, die ihn so innig [*] wiinschen

ware. [d] Diese Sicherheit im Stil, diese Beherrschung der Form, diese
Eigenheit* des Ausdrucks in der Sonate, diese Harmonik - es ist wirklich
erstaunenswert". 124

Luzi might have empathised with Julius' musical beliefs but did not
support his domineering attitude towards her husband. By the early
I

1940s relations between Erich, Julius and Luzi were very strained. Her
use of "Eigenheit" alludes to Erich's personal idiosyncrasies while Julius'
and Strauss' "Eigenart'' refers more simply to Erich's individuality.
Luzi' s German version of Nikisch' s words bears a strong resemblance to
Julius' 1945 English suggests that she had no access to the German

J_'

version, but instead translates Julius' 1945 English version back into
German.
Arthur Nikisch rief aus: [b]"Aber das ist ja phanomenal! [c] Ich bin

"

wirklich aufgeregt uber die Stucke! Ich meine die Kompositionen als
solche, ohne Berucksichtigung, dais sie von einem elfjahrigen Jungen

j

geschrieben wurden. [d] Was fur eine bluhende Phantasie, welche
Erfindung, welche kuhne harmonische Neuerung! [e] Man weiis wirklich

),

nicht, was man am meisten bewundern soll! [g] Lieber Gott, was fur
reiche Gaben hat die Welt von diesem Genie zu erwarten, wenn es sich
normal entwickelt. [c] Moge Gott diesem auserwahlten Wesen nur
Gesundheit gewahren - dann ist nichts zu furchten ... " 125

Also in 1967 Rudy Behlmer126 quotes Strauss' [d] phrase either from
Julius in 1945 or perhaps, as there is no mention of "the sonata", his own
}

translation of the 1910 advertisement.
This firmness of style, this sovereignty of form, this individual
i

I

expression, this harmonic structure - it is really astounding.

{

r
124

"'

Luzi Komgold. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. Ein Lebensbild. Osterreichischen
Komponisten des 20.Jahrhunderts. Vienna. Elizabeth Lafite. 1967. 1213.
125
Luzi Komgold, 1967, 13.
126
Rudy Behlmer. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold- Established Some of the Film Music
Basics Film Composers Now Ignore" in Films in Review, No 182. 1967. 86-100. 88.
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It can be assumed that Behlmer had contact with George Komgold who
worked with Warner Bros to release Erich's film. music in 1961, but
perhaps no access to Julius' papers.
Brendan Carroll, keen to have a "neglected" Korngold recognised
in the concert hall, writes the article on Erich in the 1980 Grove
•/

'

Dictionary.127 He appears to use Julius' sketches, the 1945 translation and,
given his correct dating of the letter and exclusion of the sonata, perhaps
the 1910 advertisement, but produces a composite paraphrase.
[c] One's first reaction that these compositions are by an adolescent boy

>

are those of awe and fear: [d] this firmness of style, this sovereignty of

\

form, this individual expression, this harmonic structure - it is really

"'

amazing.

In his review of VioZanta 128 later in 1980, Carroll acknowledges his access to

'

Julius' "unpublished memoirs" but writes an even more truncated
paraphrase.

)

Such mastery fills one with awe and fear. May he develop his powers to
the full in a normal way.

In his first biography of Erich in 1985, although the original letter had
been rediscovered by this time, Carroll still reprinted the paraphrase from.
his 1980 review, merely changing "one" to "me". 129 When he was perhaps
aware that Strauss' dating was awry, the letter is simply written

f:
~

"earlier" .130

)-

By them.id 1990s, after Julius' memoirs were published in
Germany, the existence of a letter if not its exact content is more
{

)

apparently comm.on knowledge. The most recent reports have in fact
become less representative of its original sentiments as they stray further
127

"

i

1

,l

B.G. Carroll. "Komgold, Erich Wolfgang" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians. Ed Stanley Sadie. London: MacMillan, 1980. Vol 10. 210.
128
Brendan Carroll. "Komgold's 'Violanta' in The Musical Times. Vol 121. November
1980. 695-9. 696.
129
Brendan G. Carroll, 1985, 4.
130
Brendan G. Carroll. Erich Wolfgang Korngold, 1897-1957: His Life and Works.
Paisley Scotland: Wilfion Books, 1985. 4.
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from the actual text. In 1995, David Raksin,131 Erich's contemporary in
Hollywood, while acknowledging that he was unable to quote Strauss
verbatim, offered the following as a remembered version of Strauss'
comments.
[a] I have recently heard a Piano Trio of exceptional brilliance and
maturity. [c] But more impressive than the talent displayed by the
',/

,

composer is the fact that he is a twelve year old boy.
>

Raksin's close memory of at least the phrasing of sentence [c] and his
knowledge that the extract concerned specific works, suggest that he
might have seen the putative copy of Strauss' letter in Erich's possession

> /.>

of [a], the reinvention of [c] and his admitted inaccuracies suggest that

J,

while the existence of the letter had become common knowledge, its exact

~

I

content had become merely common parlance in the studio.

~· . l~

In 1996, Jessica Duchen includes a close paraphrase of Strauss' [c]

y

I

I,

or read either version of Julius' memoirs. However, the altered restoration

J

",

and almost an exact translation of [d], suggesting that she had seen Julius'
1991 memoirs. Her new and closer translation of "Schrecken und Furcht''
[c] reveals her independence from other literature to date.
[c] The first reaction on learning that this has been written by a boy of
eleven is something of a shock mingled with apprehension, that such a
precocious genius may not experience the normal development one

i

sincerely hopes for him. [d] The stylistic assurance, mastery of form,

l ,'

individuality of expression in the sonata, these harmonies - they all are

I)

>\

li' )-

really astonishing.132

Strauss' [c] and [d] are in<;luded again for convenient comparison.
[c]Das erste Gefuhl, <las einen iiberkommt, wenn man hort, dafs dies ein

,\

11-jahriger Junge geschrieben hat, ist Schrecken und Furcht, dafs ein so
friihreifes Genie auch die normale Entwicklung nehmen moge, die ihm so
innig zu wunschen ware. [d]Diese Sicherheit im Stil, diese Beherrschung
{ ;131

j
1

I "\

http://www.americancomposers.org/raksin komgold.htm
David Raksin Remembers his Colleagues: Erich Wolfgang Komgold. Copyright 1995 by
David Raksin. [accessed December 2003)
132
Jessica Duchen. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. London: Phaidon, 1996. 30.
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der Form, diese Eigenart des Ausdrucks in der Sonate, diese Harmonik,

es ist wirklich erstaunenswert.

However, Duchen' s emphasis is upon the negated possibilities for Erich's
future. She also prints Nikisch's "judgement" with added exclamations.
The paraphrase of [b] and [c] apparently come from Julius' 1945
translation, while [e] and [g] appear to be a free translation from Julius'
1991 German, re-inserted here for easy reference.
[b] But this is phenomenal! [c] I am excited about these pieces! I mean the
compositions as such, not the fact that they were written by an elevenyear-old boy. [d] What radiant imagination, inventiveness, what daring
harmonic innovations! [e] One really does not know what to admire
most! [gl Dear God, what precious gifts can we look forward to from the
genius of this boy if it develops normally. [c] May God grant health to
this chosen being - then there is nothing to fear .
.l,

Nil<lsch: Recollection as in Julius' 1991:
[b] "Das is ja aber ganz phanomenal. [c] Ich bin ordentlich aufgeregt i.iber
j

die Stucke und zwar uber die Komposition an sich, nicht nur mit der
\

etwa einschrankenden Erwagung, dais dieselben von einem elfjahrigen
Knaben herstammen! {d] Welche bliihende Erfindung, welche Phantasie,
welche Kiihnheit in der Harmonik!l [el Wirklich, man weill nicht, was
man mehr bewundem soll! [gl Mein Gott1 mit was allem wird dieses
Genie die Welt beschenken, wenn es sich normal entwickelt. [c] Gebe der
Allmachtige diesem begnadeten Menschenkinde nur Gesundheit - fur
alles andere braucht einem nicht bange zu sein.

Duchen alters "blooming" to "radiant" in [d] and maintains that aura with
a plea, "dear God", for the safe development of a Romantic genius which
,\

Erich appears to host.
In 1997, Bernd Rachold, who wrote an epilogue to Julius' 1991
memoirs, offers this paraphrase of Strauss in his liner notes to the
recording Much Ado about Nothing. 133 Strategic phrases from [a], [c] and [d]

133

.\

Komgold: Symphony in F Sharp, Suite from Much Ado about Nothing. London
Symphony Orchestra. Andre Previn. Deutsche Grammophon GmbH, Polygram.
4DDDD, 1997.
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appear as two word clips without an overall or significant reduction in
word count.
No less an authority than Richard Strauss had spoken favourably of the
"child prodigy's'' earliest chamber compositions and was more that
happy to attest to his "precocious genius" and "stylistic assurance" to say
nothing of his "formal mastery" and "individual expression".

·'

In the same year, Tony Thomas offers a reordered paraphrase of [d] and
"

[c] while omitting the "boy's" age.

·~

[d]This firmness of style, this sovereignty of form, this individual
expression, this harmonic structure- [c] one shudders with awe to realise

·~

these compositions were written by a boy.134

Both indicate that the 1945 or 1980 translations had been consulted.

.;.

As noted above, Carroll's 1997 biography of Erich uses the Willi

{.

Schuh translation of the entire Strauss letter. In the same publication he

.l..

offers the following from Nikisch, presumably sourced from Julius, 1991.
[bl This is totally phenomenal. [c] I am really excited about these pieces-

j

that is about the pieces themselves, without the restrictive consideration

',

that an eleven-year-old boy has written them. [d] What luxuriant
invention, what imagination ... [eJ honestly, one does not know what to
admire most! [g] My God, to think of all the treasures that this genius
will give to the world ... [c] May the Almighty grant good health to this

"

blessed human being. One need not worry about anything else.
He inexplicably omits the comment about Erich's harmonies from [d] and

\

all allusions to the health of Erich's genius.

.:ci

In the 2000 Grove Dictionary,135 Carroll paraphrases Schuh' s

"'
1
I,._

translation of [c] and quotes [d] omitting "the sonata", but adding an
exclamation mark The text is casually described as Strauss' "remark".
[c] One's first reaction that these compositions are by a child are those of
awe and concern that so precocious a genius should follow its normal
development ... (d] This assurance of style, this mastery of form, this
characteristic expressiveness, this bold harmony, are truly astonishing!"
134

"'

Tony Thomas. Music For the Movies: "Erich Wolfgang Komgold." Los Angeles:
Silman-James, 1997. 2nd ed 160.
135
Brendan Carroll. "Komgold, Erich Wolfgang" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians. Ed Stanley Sadie. London: MacMillan, 2000. Vol 7. 823-4.
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Duchen writing for Gramophone in 2002, reprints her 1996
translation of Strauss' [c] and omits [d]. Thus Erich no longer has any
positive musical attributes to explain her "shock" or counter her
"apprehension".
)J

The first reaction on learning that this has been written by a boy of 11 is
something of a shock mingled with apprehension, that such a precocious
genius may not experience the normal development one sincerely hopes

for him. 136
r

I

Conclusion

,,,

"

).

>-

r~

The most significant element in the translations of both letters lies
in the way their comments on Korngold' s harmony and their
apprehensions have been interpreted. Appropriately perhaps for Erich's
family and biographers, the Romanticism within his harmonies tends to

j

override its "cleverness". What Nikisch saw as the Romanticism of Erich's

j

invention became in others' hands that of his otherworldly fantasy while

<'

the daring and cleverness of his harmonies remained a sign of his
strength. Strauss' original merely refers to 'diese Harmonik'. The
simplest translation, "this harmony", indicates both the way Erich puts
'
•'

notes together and the resulting combinations of sounds we hear. Ewen's
translation of 1934 interprets the phrase as "these harmonies,"

\

-\

emphasising the sounds rather than the processes that led to them. Julius'
1945 translation uses the phrase ''harmonic structure" which emphasises
the process more than the results. It is significant that this phrase should

}

be the one most commonly found between 1945 and 1997, even though the

"
y

/

German version had been available albeit by special request probably
since 1944, for matters of structure predominate in descriptions of

f

I

r

I
I.

r

twentieth-century music during this period. In the 1997 translation Schuh
uses the phrase "this bold harmony" which comes closer to the wide sense
of the original, although it imputes to Strauss astonishment about Erich's
136

.A

Duchen, Jessica. Erich Wolfgang Komgold (1897-1957): From Vienna to Hollywood"
in Gramophone. March 2002. 40-1. 40.
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"boldness", possibly in relation to his age. This is not unlikely, although
had the harmonies originated from a mature composer, it might have been
hard to astonish Strauss in late 1909, for that year had seen the premiere
performances of Elektra.
Given the possibility that a second perhaps inexact copy of the
letter existed, several comments can be drawn from this survey. Firstly,
Strauss' reputation, linked to the canon of great composers, is such that
his comments on Erich are considered to provide authentic evidence of the
;,-

' ,_
~

1

boy's youthful genius. Nikisch' s thoughts carry similar importance but
only in conjunction with Strauss'. Secondly, as we shall see, many writers
wish to draw particular attention to this connection with the canon
because of their suspicion that Erich's early promise was not fulfilled.

~

That suspicion is endorsed as inaccuracies within the initially portentous

I

quote from Strauss increase, despite being sourced and translated as late
as 1997. That Strauss' words are still used implies that they still have
importance, however that they are used more casually implies that his
contemporary status is not what it used to be. Nikisch suffers less from
misquotes but his importance always lay in providing backup for Strauss.
) ~~

Thirdly, a genealogy of the writers' attribution can be deduced despite the
lack of citations.

\

d

The Neues Wiener Tagblatt Poll, 1930.

.'--

,;,.

'-\

Ten years after the first overall success of Komgold's Die tote Stadt,

:,

three after the first critical disappointment of Das Wunder der Heliane, but
when Komgold was at the peak of his operetta career in Vienna, and
{

'[

Schoenberg was in Berlin, the Neues Wiener Tagblatt conducted a poll to
establish the twenty-four most famous living Austrian citizens, twelve

)

.,

"artists" and twelve "scientists'\ for a proposed State honour. Few
countries would conduct such a poll, perhaps, but Austria's recent loss of
political power following the end of the war placed even greater emphasis

_,)_
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than before on her status as a centre of artistic and intellectual activity. In
the issue of 15 August the results were published, described as
Austria's intellectual elite( ... ) created by the decision of the masses,
winners by popular vote, while expert opinion from every relevant
discipline has also confirmed the honours.137

To qualify it was necessary to be a living Austrian citizen. Of some
230 artists nominated by the public several notable people were
disqualified. Although "the greatest living operetta composer"., Franz
Lehar, and "the greatest living composer of dramatic and symphonic
music", Richard Strauss, both worked in Vienna and received more
nominations than anyone else, neither was an Austrian citizen.138 Though

·•
j

,\

.],

not specified in initial conditions, performing artists were also excluded,
perhaps because their work was not considered truly representative or
sufficiently original to be officially acknowledged. The great theatre
director Max Reinhardt, although born in Vienna, was taken out of the list
on the grounds that he was being reserved for a special distinction which
seems never to have materialised.139
The final list of twelve artists, in order of significance, here with the

I;.

composers emboldened, is as follows: 140

\

137

;
C>.

·,

I

-"

1st Schonherr, Dr Karl: playwright.

·='1

.,,

"Der Elite des geistigen Oesterreich( ... ) geschopft aus dem Empfinden der Masse,
gefallt von der Volkstimme, aber es kann auch vor der Kritik der Sachverstandigen auf
jenem Gebiete, das hier in Frage kam, in Ehren bestehen" "Die bertihmtesten
Oesterreicher. Das Ergebnis unsres Preisauschreibens" Neues Wiener Tagblatt: 15
August 1930. Nr224. 4.
138
"Die zahlreichen Stimmen, die ftir den grossten lebenden Komponisten dramaktischer
und symphonischer Musik Richard Strauss, der in Mi.inchen, und die ftir den grossten
lebenden Operettenkomponisten Franz Lehar, der in Romorn geboren ist". Neues Wiener
Tagblatt: 15 August 1930. Nr224 (4.2)
139
"Max Reinhardt, der zwar in Oesterreich (Baden bei Wien) geboren ( ... )ist, wird
wiederholt unter besonderem Hinweis auf seine schopferische Regietatigkeit ftir das neue
Ehrenzeichen vorgeschlagen". Neues Wiener Tagblatt. 15 August 1930. Nr224 (4.2)
140
Though females were included in the returns, the top twelve artists (and incidentally
the top twelve scientists) were all male.
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2nd Schnitzler, Dr Artur: playwright .
3rd Wildgans, Dr Anton: dramatist and poet, and twice director of
Vienna Burgtheater-1921-2 & 1930.
:r

4th Kienzl, Dr. Wilhelm: dramatic composer and writer on music,
and Wagner's biographer.

y

5th Hofman, Josef: architect, in art and crafts movement.
j

6th Hanak, Professor Anton: a sculptor who worked with Josef

I >

Hofman.

>

';thKomgold, Professor Erich Wolfgang.

8th Bahr, Hermann Bahr: dramatist, novelist critic.
, >,

9th Bittner, Julius: com.poser of operas, choruses and songs.

'"'

10th Ginskey, Karl Franz: poet.

~

11th Holzmeister, Professor Dr. Klemens: architect who designed
the Salzburg Festival Theatre, Government Buildings in Ankara,

"
)

:,.

Turkey, and the Dollfuss Memorial in Vienna.

I '/

12th Schonberg, Professor Arnold Franz Walter.

)r

'r

Bearing in mind that Lehar, Strauss and Reinhardt were all

L

excluded and would, it seems, have been placed as the top three, the
results are worthy of some analysis. Playwrights and other writers ranked
1st, 2nct, 3rd,8th and 10th. Architects and visual artists ranked 5th, 6th and 11th.
Composers ranked 4th, 1h, 9th and 1th: this group included the oldest,

\

-.\

Kienzl, then 73, and the youngest, Komgold, then 33. Schoenberg was 56,
the median age. There is little doubt that it was a notable distinction for

J

,r

Komgold to find himself included in the list. Posterity finds it interesting
to see him listed seventh while Schoenberg is listed in twelfth and last

'>-

position.
I

'

The poll, however, seems to have had no great impact upon Luzi,
who rem.embers 1930 for Erich's brief professorial posting, the success of

-I

)

'

Walzer aus Vienna and his discussions with Max Reinhardt about Schone
Helena. 141 There is no obvious mention of the poll in Duchen's biography,

\ -·
141

Luzi Komgold, 1967, 53.
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nor in the Schoenberg archives142 or in Brand' s143 or Stein' s144 selections
and collections of his letters- perhaps because of that twelfth-place listing.
Perhaps the only mention of the poll in the Schoenberg literature is in Joan
'(

Smith's Schoenberg and his Circle: A Viennese Portrait, which is addressed
below. However, it is probable that Schoenberg heard of the poll from his
former Viennese pupils, and that given his contemporary disdainful

-I

impression of Viennese audience news of his placing might not have been
welcomed. However, Moldenhauer145 quotes only Anton Webern's anger
at Korngold' s early performance successes. The poll seems not to have
been mentioned in memoirs or biographies on Strauss.
•

A

After the Second World War, however, the poll became the epitome

~

of the hopes held for Komgold' s success and of his mistreatment at the

)

-'\

hands of music's connoisseurs. The first appearance in the literature of
the poll's results appear in Julius' 1945 memoirs as follows:

·1

A large widely~read newspaper "Neues Wiener Tagblatt" sent out a
questionnaire to name the most important living artists creatively active,
the two musicians selected by the poll as the most remarkable were
Arnold Schoenberg and Erich Wolfgang Komgold.146

Julius' report is more than a little misleading. The qualification of
':i_

Austrian citizenship is ignored and Kienzl and Bittner are omitted. The
official result which was that Komgold and Schoenberg were two of the
four greatest living Austrian-citizen composers, has become "the two most
remarkable living musicians creatively active."
In 1945 Komgold and Schoenberg were both living in the

)

.-,

Hollywood area, and Schoenberg's reputation as "the great twentieth'
142

'
,r

Schoenberg archives in Vienna. Personal e'mail between Eike FeB, archives librarian
and the author, 26 September 2002.
143
Brand, Juliane, Christopher Hailey & Donald Harris, Editors. The Berg-Schoenberg
Correspondence. Selected Letters. New York: W.W. Norton, 1987.
144
Arnold Schoenberg Letters. Selected and Edited by Erwin Stein. Tr by Eithne Wilkins
and Ernst Kaiser. London: Faber & Faber, 1958.
145
Hans Moldenhauer. Anton Webern -A Chronicle of his Life and Works. London:
Gollanz, 1978. 140.
146
Julius Komgold, 1945, 79.
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century composer" was already in place. Julius' revision of the poll
results places Erich on a par with Schoenberg, whom he either recognised
as a competitor or as a leader in modern music. By apparently believing
that promotion of this kind was necessary to restore Erich's high
reputation, Julius appears to retract his stated objections to Schoenberg's
music while elevating Schoenberg's actual returns in the poll. It is
possible the parity served Julius' contemporary if superficial wish to
sweep old enmities aside, or simply to impress Erich's American
>

colleagues, some of whom took compositions lessons from Schoenberg.
Suppositions aside, after Julius arrived there and habitually attended

' "

Strauss' letter, seems to have become common knowledge in the

-J,,

),

\

!
! -\

recording sessions, Korngold' s "elevated'' status, perhaps endorsed by
Hollywood studios. It is Julius' version of the poll which has become the
definitive version. While not mentioned in every biographical reference, it
appears in one form or another in influential and widely read sources.

, c\

Frederick Othman, writing for the Hollywood Citizen News in 1939, presents
the information for apparently the first time in American literature, as part
of studio gossip.
If you don't know, Korngold ( ... ) [is} acknowledged generally as one of

'
•'

the world's greatest musicians.

147

If this eulogy did not come from Julius, it certainly reveals the fertile
ground in which Julius' interpretation could take root, as Thomas'

i '
I,,

I

qualified report of the poll in 1962 would confirm.

I

It was often said in Vienna that the two most remarkable composers in

r ,,

Europe were Arnold Schoenberg and Erich Wolfgang Korngold.

148

However by 1980, Carroll in Korngold's Grove entry and with access to

0,

"

Julius' 1945 translation puts the wrong date on the poll and, not having
found the original document, can only repeat Julius' version.

1,

In 1928 the Neue {sic] Wiener Tagblatt conducted a poll whose returns
named Korngold and Schoenberg as the two greatest living composers.149
147

Frederick Othman. "His Music Painful to Korngold" in Hollywood Citizen-News. 9th
May 1939. [accessed through Online Magazine of Motion Picture and Television Music
Appreciation. http://www.filmscoremonthly.com 2 March, 2002]
148
Tony Thomas, 1962, 117.
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Carroll does not include the poll in his 1980 review of Violanta,
where he does make use of laudatory quotes from Schoenberg and Berg.150
Joan Allen Smith, however, in her biographical notes on composers
mentioned in her 1986 book on Schoenberg's Viennese circle, repeats
Carroll's 1980 dating, but shows little interest in exploring or expanding
upon the information.
In 1928 a poll by the Neue [sic] Wiener Tagblatt named Korngold and
>

Schoenberg as the two greatest living composers.151

In his 1985 biography and in the New Grove Dictionary of American Music
>

(1986), Carroll changes the date and the order of his wording but is still
' "'

unable to verify the information:
(In 1985)

' J,

A poll conducted by the Neues Wiener Tagblatt, in 1932, named Korngold
and Schoenberg as the two greatest living composers.152

:~

(In 1986)
In 1932 the Neue [sic] Wiener Tagblatt conducted a poll whose returns
named Korngold and Schoenberg as the two greatest living composers.

>

153

Thomas, in 1991, significantly redefines the poll, augmenting the
importance of what he had perhaps heard around the studios. Carroll's
revised dating is repeated, suggesting that Thomas has read the 1985 and
>

'I..

1986 publications.
In 1932, A Viennese newspaper, Neue Wiener Tageblatt [sic], conducted a
poll among the European musical cognoscenti to determine which of the

(
'

~'

contemporary composers were considered the most important and the

>

I

most influential. The two composers who headed the list were
•I

Schoenberg and Korngold. Ironically, both men would end their lives in

I

California. 154
149

Carroll, 1980, 210.
Brendan Carroll. "Komgold's 'Violanta' in The Musical Times. Vol 121. November
1980.695-9.
151
Joan Allen Smith. Schoenberg and his Circle: A Viennese Portrait. New York:
Schirmer, 1986. 278.
152
Carroll, 1985, 10.
153
Brendan Carroll. "Komgold, Erich Wolfgang" in The New Grove Dictionary of
American Music. Edited by Stanley Sadie. New York: MacMillan, 1986. Vol II, 652.
154
Thomas, 1991, 80.
150

,\
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Julius' version of the results is extended into making an even greater and
more inaccurate claim.
In 1996, Keith Anderson's liner notes to Swedish recording of Die

tote Stadt155 mention a
·~

popular poll in Vienna in 1926 ( ... ) [where] the two [Schoenberg and
Komgold] were described as the greatest composers then living there.

While the dating still denies the possibility of citing the original document
the geographical location more accurately defines the poll's importance.
In 1997, Carroll, having now sighted the original article,,

,,

acknowledges that the poll results have been "rather exaggerated". He
J.

gives the correct results only for Komgold and Schoenberg, includes
Strauss' highest though disqualified rating but relegates the bulk of his

.l

>

information to a footnote concerning Strauss' nationality. He omits

-~

Kienzl' s and Bittner' s significant placing 156 and thus perpetuates Julius'
misinformation.
Pollmann, in 1998,, analyses Komgold's music and reception and
}

cites a very prescribed poll conducted in 1928:
Auf die Frage nach den beiden wichtigsten, lebenden Komponisten
wurden Komgold und Schonberg genannt.

I .
r

.'-

:,.

Pollmann is the first to make an interpretation of these results with
some accuracy, as the "purest expression" of the divide between social
taste. Both the artists and public were thus equally "entangled" in the

1,··(

~

r
l

polarities between entertainment and serious art. 157 But without access to
the newspaper article, Pollmann is unable to see that Schoenberg is the

;1

extraordinary musician in a line up of Romanticists.
In 2000, Born and Hesmondhalgh citing Carroll (1997) and

·J..

"
155

.\

i

,J

Erich Wolfgang Komgold. Die tote Stadt, Op 12. Recorded at the Royal Swedish
Opera House, Stockholm, 3I81 August- September, 1996. Swedish Broadcasting Corp.
Naxos LC5537. 5-6.
I.56 Carroll, 1997, 211-2.
157
"Nicht nur der Kiinstler, auch das Publikum is in der Polaritat zwischen dem
spielerisch zu Erlangenden und dem mit aller Anstrengung sich Anzueignenden
verfangen. In der Rezeption von Komgold und Schoenberg hat diese Polaritat ihre
jeweils reinste Auspragung erfahren." Helmut Pollmann. Erich Wolfgang Korngold:
Aspekte seines Schaffens. Mainz: Schott, 1998. 23.
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Moldenhauer (1978), report:
Neues Wiener Tagblatt ran a 1930 poll of its readers on how they ranked
prominent Austrians in various walks of life. Of the composers cited,
Richard Strauss (who was in fact a Bavarian) came first, Komgold second,
and Schoenberg third. 158

y

As recently as 2002, Tim Ashley writing in the Oxford Companion to
Music, cites Carroll's 1997 biography in his article, but adopts Carroll's
dating from 1980, Thomas' spelling from 1991, Anderson's geographical
boundaries and Carroll's incomplete analysis to perpetuate Julius' version
,)

and the superior ranking of Erich that Julius might have preferred.
In 1928 a poll taken from among the readers of the Wiener Tageblatt [sic]
revealed that Komgold was considered one of the two greatest
~

contemporary Austrian composers, Schoenberg being the other.159

It is disappointing to discover so many reputable writers accepting

\

I --

their colleagues' statements about important documentary evidence
without taking the trouble to check the primary source. The fact that the
earlier secondary source is located in the memoirs of Erich's father, who
could not be expected to be a reliably objective commentator, is

>
!}

conveniently ignored, particularly by those anxious to see Korngold' s
reputation resurrected. From the perspective of 2004, we can recognise
that the poll tells us only that Schoenberg's and Komgold' s names were
high in the public's mind rather than anything significant about the

!

,),

quality or relative quality of their work.

i

I
Ii

l';,

}-

'-r

i

>
f

l

158

,\

Georgina Born, & David Hesmondhalgh. Western Music and Others. Berkeley:
California Press, 2000. "Korngold's Pleasure, and Deception". 154.
159
Tim Ashley, 2002, 459.
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Chapter Four:
Describing Korngold:
Musicologists' Descriptions of Komgold's Music

'I

I

As already discussed in the introduction, musicologists and critics
work with slightly different agendas and responsibilities. They also work
to different time scales. Musicologists are required to consider their
opinions sometimes over a period of years, and in relation to other
readings, and there can be considerable delay between the writing of the
text and its publication. Critics have to process their thoughts often within
hours to meet newspaper deadlines and to capture an essential
immediacy. Though it is assumed that both groups have some influence
over each other, a direct chronological comparison between the two risks
>

giving a false impression of the relativity of their thinking over time. To
counter this I have chosen to search the musicology literature from the
first available to 2002 and the critical literature from the first available to
2000 and address the two professions as parallel but linked studies.

~

1922-1945
':,_

;\

In the letter already discussed, Strauss registers initial amazement
about Erich's prodigious powers followed by some apprehension over the
fragility of genius, and thence Korngold' s creative and physical stamina.
Strauss' peers share these extreme reactions.160
At a time when Expressionism was controversial, Korngold' s first
biographer, Rudolf Hoffmann 161, endorses the value of Korngold' s
innovative Romanticism. Violanta and Der Ring der Polykrates are
160

\

Including as cited in Chapter 2, Mahler, Hanslick, Strauss, Hermann Kretschmar,
Arthur Nikisch, Engelbert Humperdinck, Arthur Seidl, Max Schillings, Otto Lessmann,
Hugo Leichentritt, Ferdinand Pohl, Karl Stumpf, Erich von Hombostel, Victor von
Herzfeld, Karl Goldmark and "many others", according to Julius Komgold. "A Private
Edition and its Echo" in Child Prodigy, 1945, 29-31.
161
R.S. Hoffmann. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. Wien: C.S. Verlag, 1922. 73 -
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described effusively as "important'', "pure", "modern and experimental".
The maturity and craftsmanship revealed in the emotional expression of
his "greatest success", Die tote Stadt, assures Korngold's early
:t

reputation162 •

·/

Adolf Weissmann attempting, in 1925, to identify the problems
facing elitist Modern music, 163 provides an insight into the problems
which will follow Komgold throughout his career.
He has a happy blend of innate musicianship and theatrical flair and is
not to be dismissed as a merely eclectic composer. Like a true Viennese

i)

he cannot resist an easy bid for popularity, and this hinders him from

~

doing really original work. He has abundant musical resources but no
taste, and his work needs selection and pruning. Under the influences of

"'

Strauss and Puccini he frequently degenerates into operetta, but he has
matured early, acquiring with ease and speed technical accomplishments

J t

which are the reward of much toil in others. His sensuous imagination
makes up for a lifetime of experience. Der Schneeman was followed by the

';

overheated Violanta, Der Ring des Polykrates (in the manner of the

')

Rosenkavalier), and finally by Die tote Stadt, which translates Georges
Rodenbachs' highly symbolic Bruges la Morte into the very unsymbolic
atmosphere of orchestral and vocal "staginess". We pass over his
chamber and symphonic music which is frequently turgid, though it
shows a lively fancy.

>

"'

In the next five years the opinions concerning Komgold' s value

p

appear to divide. In 1927, seven years after Die tote Stadt, Riemann164 in
:~

the Grove Dictionary discussed Erich not in his own right but under his
father's name, without drawing special attention to his entry and with
little beyond essential biographical details. While his presence beyond his

"

father's domain is occluded, Korngold' s talent is nevertheless,

.Y

'·,·

"precocious", his music is "elaborate" and his operas "much acclaimed
and frequently given". Just two years after the Neues Wiener Tagblatt poll
already discussed, the magazine Theaterstunde 165 welcomes Korngold' s
162

R.S. Hoffmann, 1922. 22-23.
Adolf Weissmann. The Problem of Modern Music. Tr M.M. Bozman. London: Dent,
1925. "Erich Wolfgang Korngold". 210.

163
')
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theatrical flair with a leading article on this new developmental phase in
his already highly successful career. "Possessed" by music, Korngold
"compliments" the masters in a "Renaissance" of musical theatre.
,f

These divisions also determine the American perspectives. In
1934 New York, when Schoenberg was perhaps at the height of his

>-

productivity and academic career and therefore most influential in serious
music and Komgold was at the height of his career in operetta and

"r

venturing into film, Ewen166 presents the former as "the most significant"
composer. Komgold's accomplishments are introduced through
quotations from English, Viennese and American musicologists and
critics. They express a mixture of praise, scepticism and incredulity. Erich

-~

needed to be coerced into music to fulfil Julius' "zealous and solicitous"

"'

ambitions. Rudolf Ganz attributes Erich's youthful flowering and genius
>

~

):_r

I

(

"to a case of influenza". Richard Aldrich, concurring with Strauss' second
thoughts, believes Erich has a "strange state of mind" which should be
rectified through healthy outdoor pursuits. "Greater enthusiasm" from an

(

;,

>

unnamed English critic167 ascribes to Komgold's music marvellous
precocity, intuitive individuality, "brilliance and beauty of impulse",

>

"fecund and fertile imaginative method which admits nature" and the
potential to found new orders. Weingartner, according to Ewen, finds

:,_
>

\ /•

i

nothing in Korngold's compositions "disclosing an inexperienced hand"
which leaves him with the

\ :,

impression that Nature had the caprice to sum up everything the art of

:>--

music had produced in the last decades, in order to give the sum total to
a child in his cradle who now plays with it. 168
,,>-

',

Ewen, incredulous and sceptical, reminds the reader that Erich is
only just thirteen. He quotes a sentence from Strauss' letter out of
164

,I

,,

Riemann. "Komgold, (Julius)" in The Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 3rct
Edition. Ed Calles. London: New MacMillan, 1927. Vol III. 46-7.
165
"E.W Komgold: Der Musikalische Bearbeiter der Schone Helena" in Die
Theaterstunde Berlin 15th May, No 10. 1932. 1&4.
166
David Ewen. Ed & Comp. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold. 1897-" in Composers of
Today. New York: H.W. Wilson, 1934. 144-6.
167
Probably Dent as quoted by Carroll, 1997, 91. See Chapter Five," Critics".
168

Ewen gives no indication where these words were first said or written.
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context169 and effectively undermines Erich's early achievements with an
expose of the gossip which lent the Korngolds notoriety in the late 1920s.
Having reported both misgivings and bewildering accolades, Ewen
favours scepticism. He concludes that Erich's "early creative genius" and

t ';,

"phenomenal talent" made "eloquently" irrefutable in his first two operas,
led to his "greatest success", Die tote Stadt. Following that climax, Erich's
music, according to Ewen, falls into the "forced", "stilted" and "tired"
style of Das Wunder der Heliane. Komgold is dismissed as "sterile",
exhausted and
no longer an outstandingly important voice in modern Austrian music.

)

( ... ) He has failed to live up to his enormous promise. (... ) Of course, it is

"

yet too soon to write an obituary.

Merely mentioning an obituary infers that Korngold's day is done,

,.\

I,
I, ,,

I,
.I-

even though Ewen allows the possibility of a resurrection. If Korngold's
operettas are merely transitory, he might "yet prove" the "prophecies"
were not "absurdly exaggerated". Ewen's is the first biographical article
to suggest that Korngold' s youthful promise was not fulfilled .

~·

II .
~

I

>

I~
,,

~

Fellow American Oscar Thompson had found Die tote Stadt
sufficiently "compounded with dexterity" in 1921170 to win it a place in the
American opera house repertoire. By 1944171 he had changed his aesthetic
allegiances. While he still recognises Korngold' s early acclaim as a pianist
and composer and, in 1927, as a conductor and professor, a list of his
works simply stated and without opus numbers includes only those
composed up until The Miracle of Helen (1927), here offered as the peak of

r

his career. Korngold's departure to America is mentioned, but in dating
this to 1938 instead of 1934, Thompson is unable to mention the film music

'y

success of A Midsummer Night's Dream, Anthony Adverse and Robin Hood.
',•

172

Komgold is simply "active in Hollywood as a composer for the films".

11, ;

l'

169

I~

A

I .,
)

I

;,

See Chapter Three, Strauss' letter to Julius.
As quoted by Ewen, 1934.
171
Oscar Thompson. Ed. "Komgold, Eric Wolfgang" in The International Encyclopaedia
of Music and Musicians. 3rd Ed. New York: Dodd Mead, 1944. 949.12.
172
Between 1934 and 1938, Korngold made several Atlantic crossings. He settled in Los
Angeles after The Anschluss in Austria.
170
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Thompson's article extends Ewen's perspective, perhaps through
disappointment. The implication is that Korngold was not in fact as
brilliant as people had imagined; had he really been a genius then he
,f

would have continued to succeed in the world of "serious" music. As it is
he is merely "active" and in a genre that Thompson regarded as unworthy
of real attention.
As might be expected, Julius Korngold's173 1945 memoirs seek to
correct this view. He therefore ignores Erich's film score successes to
argue his son's true artistic merits. Supported by his recollections of
Strauss' letter, the Neues Wiener Tagblatt poll and a jealous Viennese
society, and with all the authority of his professional experience and
advancing years, Julius proclaims himself the "best informed witness and
expert'' in the quest for "truth and justice" for Erich. Julius proclaims
"his" composer's "prodigious genius", Mozartian, Puccinian and
Straussian qualities, the "miracle flowering" of his rare gift and "healthy

;,
")

imagination" and finally his guiding role in Erich's recovery from an
"advance infection" of Schoenbergian modernism. Erich's mature works
contain "virility", the "audacity of modern diction" thus fulfilling the

>

promise of his endowment and vindicating Julius' stewardship. The
factors influencing Erich's reputation in 1945 are the easy popularity of

).

·' >
A

Max Reinhardt's operettas and the cultural naivete of America. Julius
argues for appropriate recognition of Erich's true gifts in absolute music,
as enjoyed and perhaps only possible in a fondly remembered Vienna
where good taste remains enshrined.

.

)

By the end of the Second World War, then, Korngold' s reputation
had become something of an issue and an indicator of a generally

;, rI

A

...'\

173

Julius Korngold. Child Prodigy. Erich Wolfgang's Years of Childhood. (Preliminary
Printing from the Work of Memoirs "Postludes in Major and Minor". New York:
Willard, 1945. As a preliminary printing it might have been available only through
special permission of the Korngold family. Julius' memoirs were published as Die
Korngolds in Wien: Der Musikkritiker und das Wunderkind. (Memoirs: Original 1944
title: Postludes in Major and Minor). Aufzeichnungen. Zurich: Music and Theater
(M&T) Verlag, 1991.
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confused sense of direction. It was agreed that the early precocious heir to
the Great Tradition had not lived up to expectations, or by implication
that he had not kept up with developments within the Great Tradition.
What was not agreed was whether the cause of his lost status was due to
his own failings or whether his potential had been misunderstood or
misrepresented. The possibility that his cultural environment was
changing has not yet been raised.
1945-1960
Restrictions upon the publishing industry and loss of manpower
during the Second World War meant that editions of the Grove
Dictionary, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart and Collins
1

J.

Encyclopedia, for example, were not released until the mid and late 1950s.
Grout, writing on opera in 194774 lists Komgold's operas and "incidental"
film music in a footnote concluding, "He is now living in the United

)

States". "Essentially conservative", his operas are not among those which
"may fairly be called modern".
As Komgold returned to Hollywood after the lack-lustre post war

',,•

performances in Vienna, and three years after Schoenberg's death, Wilfrid
Mellers wrote an article on the problematic subject of film music175 for

,~

,..

Grove, which asks:
Why music of anything approachlng first-class quality is so seldom heard

"

in a l<lnema [sic].176

Mellers suggests that had film music been guided by considered
'
y

theoretical principles, such as Eisler' s,177 rather than being driven by
haphazard and commercial motivations, it would not have suffered from

·,
174

,,
\

_\

Donald Jay Grout. A Short History of Opera. New Yark: Columbia University Press,
1947, 1%3. gth printing. 513.
175
Wilfrid Mellers. "Film Music" in The Grove Dictionary of Music and Musician. Ed
Eric Blom. London: MacMillan, 1954. Vol III, 93-110.
176
Wilfrid Mellers, 1954, 97.
177
Theodor Adorno and Hans Eisler. Composing for the Films. Introduction by Graham
Mccann. London: Atlantic Highlands, 1994. Originally published Hans Eisler.
Composing/or the Films. New York: Oxford University Press, 1947.
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a lack of sophistication and expertise. Further, film music lacks integrity
and therefore its potential as an art, because of its "ancillary and
complementary" role. Mellers is equally condescending of the movie
audience and the technical media.
(Film music's] appeal must be eighty percent subjective because it has to
operate upon a large body of people of whom at least eighty percent are
non-musical. Some of this unenlightened majority has, it is true, been
introduced to good music by the radio, but the acquaintance remains
superficial. 178

American film scores are epitomised by Aaron Copland's Of Mice and Men
and the doubtful calibre of his 11 'absolute' "179 music. Mellers does not
directly address Korngold's contribution in the "inappropriate" use of
\

Wagnerian leitmotif, or in his dismissal of "incongruous" use of

1 }

symphonic music. H.C. Colles, contributing to the same Dictionary180

'f

finds Korngold's early reputation unquestionable. He is "unusually"
precocious, his works "undeniably" individual, "exceptionally" rich,

;!

successful, sensational and acclaimed. However, Colles then confirms
Thompson's negative prognosis of 1944. "Excessive lavishness and

>

lusciousness" and the "disconcertingly eclectic" Romanticism of
unspecified works from Korngold' s "maturity" are
less unanimously admired, astonishment giving way to severe criticism.

>-

.

'

"

The "outstanding" four operas remain "much acclaimed by the greater
part of the public", but Die tote Stadt is diminished as "generally successful
[and] rather sensational1' causing Komgold's critical reputation to
"subside". Thus, Korngold finds a "new outlet in Hollywood" where he
apparently "wrote comparatively little 11 •
Two years after Korngold1 s death, Westrup and Harrison writing

y

,,

for the 1959 Collins Dictionary181 manage to belittle Korngold' s

I
'

>
178

Wilfrid Mellers, 1954, 97.
Meller's quotation marks, 1954, 107.2.
180
H.C. Colles. "Komgold, Erich Wolfgang" in Grove's Dictionary of Music and
Musicians. Ed Eric Blom. London; Macmillan, 1954. Vol IV. 825.
181
Westrup and Harrison. "Komgold' Erich Wolfgang" in Collins Music Encyclopedia
London: Collins, 1959. 367.
179
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"extraordinary precocity" by quoting the cynicism of an unidentified
American critic.
If Master Komgold could make such a noise at fourteen, what will he not
be able to do at twenty-eight. The thought is appalling. 182

Komgold is credited with four operas and described as a "prolific
composer of chamber music;', but his operettas are omitted. The
conclusion reached is that Korngold's
natural facility assured him. a successful career as a com.poser of film.
music.
;

In 1960, Roger Sessions183 argued that to qualify for the title, the
serious composer is morally "impelled" to accept the "challenges" of the
~

"intellectual ferment " which replaces the "lost vitality" of "traditional"
syntax, aesthetics and theory. Without courtly patronage, whose taste
J >

remained unquestioned here, the purity of "creative conviction" held by
the "genuinely adventurous" composer would be tested by the artistic
and monetary challenges of mass media. Immaterial art had for Sessions
become a cause celebre.
In the sombre years between the end of the Second World War and

>

the deaths of first Schoenberg and then Korngold, the same qualities
which had won Korngold praise in his youth won him rebuke in his

.}

maturity. Evidence of Schoenbergian thought defined maturity and, from
_. r

an aesthetic, intellectual, cultural and geographic distance, and when
popular aesthetics were synonymous with a deleterious lack of

·,

independence and education, the implied escapism of Hollywood had no
;

~

value worth discussing.
1960-1980

'(

'

>
·'-

"
J-

.\

182

This unattributed quote does not appear to have come from Aldrich or Moderwell,
who worked in New York in the 1910s. Nor does the quote appear in Ewen, 1934, nor in
Carroll 1997.
183
Roger Sessions. "Problems and Issues Facing the Composer Today" in Musical
Quarterly No 2 Vol 146, 1960. 159-71.
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However, several events in the 1960s inspired by the popular
aesthetic and a familial desire to see Erich's Viennese reputation extended
to his American works keep Korngold1 s name in the literature.
'(

Assembled through the initiative of Korngold's son, George,
Warner Bros release an album of Korngold's film scores reviewed by self
confessed Korngold buff'1, Anthony Thomas184. Luzi Korngold s
1

11

/

biography, 185 published in Vienna five years after her death, coincides
with a film music article by Behlmer.186
Luzi's special pleading for a new recognition of a born musician,

7

her genial man of melody, provides important insights into Korngold's
reactions to his times. His familial obligations and enduring respect for

-"

Julius, his artistic initiatives and exciting offers for new ventures, his

'
~

'f

successes and failures combine with social and political pressures to shape
his career choices. Initially as fulfilling as his early Viennese career,
Erich's later Hollywood career wanes as contractual arrangements favour
the studio and as the quality of film projects declines. Erich grieves his

.'

lost autonomy as he strains for recognition outside the industry.
Posthumously, Luzi seeks to fulfil their shared belief that the concert hall
should rectify its neglect of the now mature prodigy.

)-

1

Conversely, Behlmer s article is perhaps the first to concentrate

;.

1>
>

>

I,

upon the many technical and artistic challenges of Korngold' s Hollywood
career, in terms that might have been understood in serious circles.
Korngold makes a 11significant contribution11 to solving "problems that
11

1',

comprise the art of putting music to motion pictures to win Film
Academy recognition for the importance of the film composer. His

~

-\,

I"

l'

t "

1\

"
,,'

184

Anthony Thomas. "Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold". Album Review, in Films in
Review. March 1962. 177-8, addressed in Ch Five. Thomas began corresponding with
Korngold "about 1946-7'' when he was 19. Interview with Jon Burlinghame in Cue
Sheet, Journal of the Society for the Preservation of Film Music. October, Vol VII (4)
1996, 25-30, 29.
185
Luzi Komgold. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. Ein Lebensbild. Osterreichischen
Komponisten des 20.Jahrhunderts. Vienna. Elizabeth Lafite, 1967.
186
R. Behlmer. "Erich Wolfgang Korngold - Established Some of the Film Music Basics
Film Composers Now Ignore" in Films in Review, No 182. 1967. 86-100.
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Viennese reputation, endorsed here by quotations from Strauss' letter,1 87 is
found in the "costume dram.as" and hence in the " gener ally romantic
manner" of Puccini, Mahler and Strauss while the influence of Johann
f

Strauss is found in his "extreme fond[ness]" for melodies. Komgold's
facility in adapting his style to the film's content is evident in the serious
'j

importance of Sea Wolf King's Row and Constant Nymph. His decline is
due to deteriorating conditions as outlined by Luzi and the allegation that
directorial changes to his scores represent interference. Behlmer also
challenges critical aesthetics while presuming that they run counter to
those of his readership.

.,

Probably the last of the "serious" romantic composers, and possessor of
an overflow of melody, he was charged by the critics with being

;_

\

outmoded simply because he did not care for an idiom in which the

.-"

melodic content is fragmented, the harmonic interplay slight, and appeal

>

to sentiment deliberately avoided.188

While his approachable musical idiom in film enabled dilettantes to
;I
'/

discover Komgold, the dominant musical social formation saw the same
phenomenon as a sign of his failure. Percy Scholes, editor of the Oxford
Companion of 1970,189 believes Korngold was

'

,,

for some time( ... ) the subject of discussion largely on account of his then

\

'modern' harmony.
> .,_

Though his operas are generally speaking "much performed" Scholes,
concurring with Colles in 1954, pinpoints Komgold's apparently
irretrievable loss of autonomy to a time and place which, by implication,

\

.

.

)

equates his film scores with his operetta arrangements .
In 1935 he lived mainly in California where he composed much incidental
music for films.

J'

~
Cr'

c,-

'_,
187

See Chapter Three.
R Behlmer, 1967, 100.
189
Percy A Scholes. "Korngold, Erich Wolfgang" in The Oxford Companion to Music.
101h edition revised and reset. London: Oxford University Press, 1970. 558.2.

188

\

.\
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Freyenfels190 begins his thoughts towards a critical biography with
fresh insights. The fashionable resurrection of such forgotten °Jugendstil"
works as Strauss' Die Rosenkavalier and Mahler's Symphonies may be
•/

proof of their contemporary relevance and their lasting value.
Can we know for sure that Schreker's Die Ferne Klang is dead and buried
and Korngold' s Die tote Stadt is a vision of a faded past.191
,;

It is important to measure a composer's genius by his best works rather
>-

than by his failures. 192 Komgold's "excellence", achieved under the
"banner of modernity", was received within a critical rather than
musicological context where ideas were fixed and dominant opinions
were not questioned.193 Komgold's works were therefore seen as

-~

I~~

retrospective when the values they reflected were seen to have
disintegrated.
Yet such misunderstandings clarify in the law of progress, that the further

:;:,.

)-.

back a premiere lies, the less authority it had with actuality.194
I

While he acknowledges that there are few devotees sufficiently

y

)

·;.,

acquainted with Komgold's fate and creativity to support a revival,
Freyenfels suggests the effort will prove enlightening.
Opinions remained divided. On one hand Shead195 and Thompson

>-

(
ft>

I',
r:

t':

)

it

'

A

I,
I

maintain the stance that because Komgold did not keep abreast of
contemporary ideas, that is Modernism, regressing instead to '' elements"
190

Jodok Freyenfels. "Abendglanz im Jugenstil: Anmerkungen, Gedanken und
Erinnerungen zur Biographie Erich Wolfgang Korngold's" inNeue Zeitschriftfiir Musik.
133:628~33 Nov 1972. A full biography does not appear to have eventuated from this
initial study.
191
"Wissen wir ganz gewi.8, da.8 Franz Schrekers Ferner Klang verweht, da.8 Erich
Wolfgang Korngolds tote Stadt eine Vision des Verblichenen ist". Jodok Freyenfels,
1972, 628.
192
"Um Ma.Bstab eines Genies soll man nicht die Pehler in seiner Produktionen oder die
schwacheren seiner Werk nehmen, um es danach tief zu stellen; sonder blo.8 sein
Vorrefflichstes: Jodok Freyenfels, 1972, 628.
I'J3 Tageskritik zerstort: da sie sich jeweils einem neuem Werk gegentibersah, das ins
Gestern zurtickverwies, fiihlte sie sich ganz zwangslaufig zur Ablehnung solcher
"Moderne" herausgefordert". Jodok Freyenfels, 1972, 628.
194
"Doch solchen MiBverstandnisse Ida.rt in der Regel das Fortschreiten der Zeit: je
weiter eine Premiere zuriickliegt, desto unma.Bgeblicher wird die Aktualitat". Jodok
Freyenfels, 1972, 628.
195
Richard Shead, Music in the 1920s. London: Duckworth, 1976. 92.
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of Strauss, Puccini and "even Lehar", he is not a potent modern force.
Thompson's 1975 edition196 reduces Komgold's Hollywood career to
"many scores for films". On the other hand, Prendergast's 1977 study of
,;

film music, as a "neglected art'',197 moves closer to Freyenfels' position.
Komgold, Newman and Steiner chose Wagner, Puccini, Verdi and Strauss
as exemplars who had already solved "almost identical problems in their
operas". Film composers, as the 'last contributors" to the collaborative
mix, with "little opportunity to experiment", found that "old solutions"
from opera created an expedient and successful "direct link'' to the "only
new art form 198 to be created in the last two thousand years". The
demands of an "extremely commercial", "corporate art" forced composers

,,

to borrow ideas, and thus perhaps to become the weak link in the
revolutionary genre. Though published ten years after Luzi' s biography
and some fifteen years after Thomas' and George Korngold' s record

7

1
I

.t
·,

releases, Prendergast' s book cites Steiner's scores as the best if "dated"
examples of film music in the late 1930s, and considers Friedhofer's 1946
score for Best Years of our Lives as the best example of leitmotif use.
Three writers in 1978 find Die Tote Stadt's otherwise successful

>

second revival dated and Korngold's own revival via film music ironically
fitting. Firstly, Mordden' s199 distaste is undisguised. Die tote Stadt and

I>
)

v)-

!
1

··

\

Das Wunder, compared to two 1914 German films (!)200 are Hollywood
"phantasms( ... ) notably decadent( ... ) ceaseless chromaticism., rotting
deliberately with images of ever-ancient Bruges, a necropolis of medieval
torpor". Korngold is depicted as the author of his own fate.

'"

Korngold made it too easy for critics to scoff at his work by closing his
career scoring movies in Hollywood, for "movie music" was just the term

r
J

196

,,
\

"

Oscar Thompson. Ed. "Komgold, Erich Wolfgang" in The International
Encyclopaedia of Music and Musicians. New York: Dodd Mead, 1975. 101h rev ed. 949.2.
197
Roy Prendergast. Film Music: A Neglected Art: A Critical study of Music in Films.
New York: W.W. Norton, 1977. 39Al & 70.
198
Prendergast's italics.
199
Ethan Mordden. Opera in the Twentieth Century. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1978. "The Last Days of Romanticism." 109-111.
200
Paul Graener's Don Juan Letztes Abenteuer (Don Juan's Last Adventure) and Rudi
Stephan's Die Ersten Menschen (The First Men).
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they had been searching for to describe the meandering, kitschy
dysentery of Spatromantik. (... ) And breathes there a man who can fail to
respond to the seamless, passionate outgiving of Korngold' s Queen
Heliane (... ) amidst the admittedly unyielding orchestral flow?( ... ) The
bulk of this repertory, adored in its day, has vanished, and it is not
difficult to see why: lush harmonics and polyphonic excess dulled the
intellect, lulling the sense but ceding nothing of substance to quell the
hunger.

Secondly, S1onimsky2°1 opposes the idea that Komgold was an
unfulfilled genius. Beginning from the perspective that Komgold is now a
minor composer, he argues that Korngold's early reputation was perhaps
a mistake made by "otherwise circumspect critics". Komgold's last
operas show the "rapid sinking" of his "erupting nova". His "fruitful"
collaborations with Reinhardt, his music, the "last breath of Romanticism"
and his "judicious modernity" has 11little to exhibit that was worthwhile".
11

Admittedly unwilling to "borrow a tacitly defined "modernism" made
him the author of his own fate. Thus his revival comes 11ironically" via his

,.(

film successes appreciated by an audience described in terms similar to

~->-

those used by Mellers.
[The] unprejudiced and unopinionated American musical youth,( ... )
[who] find in Korngold's music the stuff of their own new dreams.

~

Thirdly, Pfannkuch202 notes Komgold's "excessively luscious and
>

disconcertingly eclectic1' music, his Straussian ''tonal violence" and his
"Pucciniesque theatricality/' and places him in a no-man1 s-land between
late Romanticism. and Neoclassicism.. While Komgold1 s film music is

q

listed and his wish to liken the scores to opera is registered, retracing his
steps from. Hollywood to "successful opera composer" is "no longer
possible". Korngold's "personal tragedy" here is his failure to
appropriate a recognised modem idiom. .
•

_).,

\

201

Slonimsky, N. "Komgold, Erich Wolfgang." in Baker's Biographical Dictionary of
Musicians. New York: Schirmer, 1978. 6th ed, rev. 914.2-915.1.
202
Wilhelm ffannkuch. ''Komgold, Julius Leopold" in Die Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart. Ed Friedrich Blume. Published in three cities Basel, London, New York:
Barenreiter Kassel, 1958, 1978. Band 7.1629-32.
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Korngold has remained an undistinguished and derivative tonal
composer. His operetta arrangements like his own stage works
betray/ display the hand of a master of the theatre.203
I
I

In 1979, Thomas reprints Korngold's 1940 letter, "Some Experiences

i

in Film Music"204 in the first of his biographical essays on film composers,
reprinted in 1989 and 1999.205 In 1980, Palmer2°6 writing on "Film Music"
for Grove queries but accepts Mellers' 1954 perspective.
Hollywood composers have been rather isolated from the rest of musical
life and sometimes been regarded as disreputable. The stylistic
~

anonymity of many Hollywood scores is due to the scarcity of very
.>

talented composers, with the exceptions of Copland, George Antheil and

"

Virgil Thomson. 207

Not listed as one of Hollywood's great Golden Era or "talented"
composers here, Korngold's otherwise "fine contribution" is limited to
"romantic fantasies and swashbucklers" where the music is ancillary,

r

"designed to complement the sumptuous colour and fast-moving
spectacle of the scenes"208 and therefore "inadequate" as art music.

)

In the same Grove edition B. G. CarroI1209 reintroduces Korngold's
early credentials and successes, using Strauss' letter and the Neues Wiener

Tagblatt pol1210 in an effort to reclaim Korngold' s early reputation. "Savage
criticism" caused by undefined "changing trends" perhaps including

;

j

~

>

>-

.

,

,!

203

)

~\
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I
i
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"So ist Korngold zu einer entpersonlichten, nivellierten Tonsprache gelangt. Seiner
Operettenbearb. [sic] verraten wie seine eigenen Biihnenwerke die Hand eines Meisters
des Theaters." Wilhelm Pfannkuch, 1958, 1978, Band 7. 1632.
204
Discussed here in Chapter Two.
205
Erich Wolfgang Korngold. "Some Experiences in Film Music" in Music and Dance in
California, edited Jose Rodriguez, 137-39. Hollywood Bureau of Musical Research.
1940. Reprinted in Tony Thomas Film Score: the Art and Craft of Movie Music. The
Career and Views of 25 Eminent Composers. Revised edition of "Film Score: The View
from the Podium" (1979). San Diego: Tony Thomas, 1989. Burbank: CA Riverwood
Press, 1999.
206
Christopher Palmer. "Film Music" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians. Ed Stanley Sadie. London: MacMillan, 1980. Vol 6. 548-57.
2f17 Christopher Palmer, 1980, Vol 6. 549.
208
Christopher Palmer, 1980. Vol 6. 552.
209
B.G. Carroll. "Korngold, Erich Wolfgang" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians. Ed Stanley Sadie. London: MacMillan, 1980. Vol 10. 210. Later signing
himself "Brendan Carroll."
210
See Chapter Three.
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Korngold's "association" with Hollywood, undermine his position as a
leader in twentieth-century music, while sympathy is roused for the
return to "favour" of "one of the last great Romantic composers".
Between 1960 and 1980, Korngold's detractors and supporters
argued their persuasions with increasingly evident partiality. On the one
hand, musicologists dismissed Komgold for not turning his early
Romanticism into modernism; his continued preference for an emotionally
charged traditional idiom, coupled with his move from the world of
absolute music to one of apparent subordination to the demands of the

"

silver screen, were sufficient for them to dismiss him as one of the
century's great failures. On the other, his family and film music devotees
worked at rousing art music's conscience, and succeeded in revealing,
perhaps for the first time, the particular creative challenges involved in
composing effective and successful film music.211

1980-1990

}

In this decade Dictionaries concerning Operetta, Musical Theatre
,,'
' >

and Popular Music, and titles devoted to Film Music, its practice and
practitioners, are written for the amateur musicologist. They reflect a
perhaps wider music society's interest in a widening array of genres,

>

styles, and in some cases, expose past prejudices.
Behlmer' s 1982 publication212 repeats Korngold' s credentials from

\c

his 1962 article, with anecdotes from the studio sets. Writing on operetta,

'\
-\

Taubner213 describes Korngold's "enrichments" of old operettas in the
sarne way as did Theaterstunde in 1932, but in 1983 reduces their impact

:r
~

from a significant "Renaissance" to a pragmatic and simplistic "surnrner
money-spinners". Dahlhaus and la Motte~Haber's 1984 seven pages on

T

\

'

211

It is interesting to note that the most unrestrained and extravagant language is used by
those writers who complain most about the same qualities in Komgold's music.
212
Rudy Behlmer. America's Favourite Movies: Behind the Scenes. New York: Ungar,
1982. Ch 4. "Welcome to Sherwood." 61-87.
213
Richard Taubner. Operetta: A Theatrical History. New York: Doubleday, 1983.
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the history and technique of film. m.usic214 give scant information on any
particular com.poser's contribution. They comm.end Korngold briefly for
creating the "Hollywood Sound" and include a photo of him conducting
the studio orchestra with the screened image as a backdrop.215 Dahlhaus
and la Motte-Haber are perhaps the first to make the important point that
com.positions should be evaluated within their own context, but they do
not take the next step of valuing all contexts equally.216 Paul Griffiths, in
1984, does attempt to equate Korngold's early and later successes but
effectively devalues both.
He applied his talents for ripe romanticism and stirring drama to the

"'

composition of film scores. His other works include two string quartets
and a Violin Concerto (1946).

By 1985, parallel publications from Carroll for Grove, and from

\

Truscott present their ambitions for Korngold' s art music recognition.
Truscott analyses Komgold's Piano Concerto (Op.17, 1924) and finds
proof of the simplicity of Korngold' s genius, as well as an
;J

almost schizophrenic conflict between major and minor forces.

The allusion to Julius' 1991 autobiography reveals Truscott's empathy for
Komgold' s personal and artistic dilem.m.a. Truscott distinguishes the

,,

.r

concerto favourably from. the "freakish manifestations" of serialism and
argues that Korngold

"
'·,

,r
;,-

\
~

~\

214

Carl Dahlhaus and Helga de la Motte-Haber. "Ziel der Systematische
Musikwissenschaft" in Neues Hartdbuch der MusikWissenschajt. Wiesbaden:
Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft, Athenaion, 1984. Band 7. 277.
215
Julius is seated in the foreground presumably scrutinising the score. Carl Dahlhaus and
Helga de la Motte-Haber, 1984. Band 7. 277.
216
"Ob die Musicals von Kurt Weill gut oder schlecht sind, is nicht an seinem
Violinkonzert, sondern an der Gattung Musical zu messen, ebenso wie die Kriterien ftir
Filmmusik von Wolfgang Erich Korngold [sic] aus den Gesetzen der tonenden Leine and
gewonnen werden mussen."
"Whether Kurt Weill's musicals are good or bad cannot be measured against his violin
concerto, but against the genre of musicals, any more than criticism of Wolfgang Erich
Korngold' s film music must be evaluated against the laws of the tonal canvas". Carl
Dahlhaus and Helga de la Motte-Haber, 1984, Band 10. 23.
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fundamentally( ... ) accepts what are often misguidedly called the
conventional principles of music as such that allows its extraordinary
quality to be perceived.[sic] 217

Carroll's pamphlet on Korngold, acknowledging Truscott and
quoting Strauss' 1910 letter, accepts Dent's 1914 argument218 that
•/

)

Komgold founds a new order. Komgold's genius is here "uniquely
different" from Schubert's, Mendelssohn's and Mozart's and by
implication, Brahms' and Schoenberg's, for its
complexity and sophistication( ... ) densely chromatic style which is the
logical extension of the post Wagnerian school, beyond Richard Strauss

~

and Franz Schreker, but not into territory explored by the serialists.219

·<_

For the first time in any Komgold biography the impact of Hitler's
aggressions are acknowledged as the cause of Komgold' s interrupted
\

Viennese career and for obliging him to stay in Hollywood, where his
reputation is confirmed as a "leading composer" of "symphonic film
music". Carroll's 1985 conclusion and that of his article in the American
Grove of 1986220 agree with Truscott that, when his operas were being

•j

performed across Europe and America, a revival of Komgold' s concert
music represents a true correction of the neglect he suffered in his
maturity.
Steiner and Mark221 writing on American "Film Music" for the same

.~

publication praise Korngold' s film and art music equally and do not
discuss any revival. Where Max Steiner might have been an explorer,
Korngold is an "eminent pioneer" and the first
composer of international reputation to work in the studios on a

.\

contractual basis.( ... ) [However] much credit for the increasing use of
:i
217

;,,

\
~ \

:-.,

Harold Truscott. Erich Wolfgang Korngold's Concerto for Piano (Left Hand) in C
sharp, Op.17 (1924): An Analytical Essay. Paisley Scotland: Wilfion Books, 1985. 7.
218
See Chapter Five.
219
Brendan G. Carroll. Erich Wolfgang Korngold, 1897-1957: His Life and Works.
Second revised imprint. Paisley, Scotland: Wilfion Books, 1985. 3.
220
B.G. Carroll. /R. "Komgold Erich Wolfgang" in The New Grove Dictionary of
American Music. Edited by Hitchcock Wiley & Stanley Sadie. New York: Grove's
Dictionary of Music, 1986.
221
Fred Steiner & Martin Marks. "Film Music" in The New Grove Dictionary of
American Music. Ed Stanley Sadie. New York: MacMillan, 1986. Vol II, 118-125.
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original compositions is due to Steiner, whose music for Cimarron (1931)
drew favourable comments from the press and the film industry.222

Korn.gold's flamboyant, operatic mode is admirably suited to a revival of
the costume adventure dramas, "popular in the 1920s". His" grandeur,
exuberance and brilliant orchestration" exemplify the important
development in American film music. His Viennese "exclusivity'1 brought
to some "most highly regarded" films, produces the "Hollywood romantic
symphonic style at its finest", thus distinguishing them from Steiner's
scores and elevating film music to an art.
Jezic's work of 198g223 argues that Toch's and Korngold1 s

>

predicaments are symptomatic of many Jewish emigres who lost the
recognition they had won in Europe. Korngold suffers "serious neglect"
in art music circles, despite or because, he, like Toch and Schoenberg,
-,

made "concessions" to American taste. Sharing Slonimsky's perspective,
Jezic finds it "ironic" that Korn.gold's reputation is resurrected through his
work in Hollywood, one of the causes of its decline. Korngold's revival in

/
1

the concert hall is required to redress the prejudices of war and musical
taste.
The gulf between the two music worlds of "popular" and "serious"
is maintained firstly by a lack of communication between specialist
writers, and secondly perhaps by the perceived need among those
sympathetic to Korngold' s dilemma to build bridges between music
worlds. In 1987, Christopher Small discusses the censorship implied by

'A

·,I
'j

the hierarchical thinking of dominant musicological formations. While
concentrating on the effect of Eurocentricity on Black African music, he

/.-

~.

uses Korngold and Steiner as examples of genre prejudice.
Two of the most prolific and, through the Hollywood films with which
they were associated, probably the most heard orchestral composers of

'
~

:\
~ -',,

222

Fred Steiner & Martin Marks, 1986. Vol II, 119.
Diane Peacock Jezic. The Musical Migration and Ernest Toch. Ames: Iowa State
University Press, 1989. Ch 7. "The Emigre Contribution to Musical America. Erich
Wolfgang Komgold (1897-1957)".
223
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the twentieth century receive no mention at all in most histories of
twentieth-century music. 224

This fact is confirmed by the present research225 which seeks to explain the
phenomenon from a contextual perspective.

224
·J

~
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Christopher Small. "On the Decline of a Music" in Music of the Common Tongue:
Survival and Celebration in Afro-American Music. Ch 12 New York: Riverrun Press,
1987. 362.
225
This list of publications in which Komgold is not mentioned is presented
chronologically. While it does not pretend to be an exhaustive list it does include works
by significant authors.
1 Cecil Gray. The History of Western Music. New York: Knopf, 1931. Ch XII. "The
Viennese School" 173-93.
2 Paul Henry Lang. Music in Western Civilization. New York: W.W. Norton, 1941.
3 Adolfo Salazar. Music in Our Time: Trends in Music Since the Romantic Era.
London: Bodley Head, 1944.
4 Wilfrid Mellers. "Film Music" in Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Ed
Eric Blom. London: MacMillan, 1954. Vol III.
5 Gerald Abraham. One Hundred Years of Music. London: Methuen, (1938). Revised
edition 1960.
6 Donald Jay Grout. A History of Western Music. Revised. London: J. M. Dent,
(1960), 2001.
7 Rollo H. Myers. Twentieth-Century Music. London: John Calder, 1960.
8 Sir Malcolm Sargent (ed) The Outline of Music. London: Newnes, 1962.
9 Donald Jay Grout. A History of Western Music. London: Dent, 1962.
10 William W. Austin. Music in the Twentieth Century: From Debussy through
Stravinsky. London: J.M. Dent, 1966.
11 Eric Salzman. Twentieth Century Music: An Introduction. Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1967.
12 H.H. Stuckenschmidt. Twentieth Century Music. Translated from the German by
Richard Deveson. London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1969.
13 F. W. Sternfeld. General Editor. "Music in the Modem Age. " Series. A History of
Western Music. London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1973.
14 Martin Cooper. ''The Modem Age. 1890-1960." In New Oxford History of Music.
Vol X. Gerald Abraham. Ch I "Apogee and Decline of Romanticism 1890-1914."
London: Oxford University Press, 1974.
15 Wilfrid Mellers. Man and the Music: The Story of Musical Experience in the West.
Romanticism and the Twentieth Century. London: Rockliff, (1957). Revised edition,
London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1977.
16 Arnold Whittall. Music since the First World War. London: Dent, 1977.
17 Paul Griffiths. A Concise History of Modern Music from Debussy to Boulez.
Norwich: Thames and Hudson, 1978.
18 Charles Hamm, Music in the New World. New York: W.W. Norton, 1983.
19 Donald Jay Grout and Claude Palisca. A History of Western Music. New York:
W.W. Norton, 1988. 4th edition.
20 Robert Morgan. " Twentieth-Century Music: A History of Musical Style in Modem
Europe and America." Series: The Norton Introduction to Music History. New York:
Norton, 1991.
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1990-2002
In the final decade of the century, film music gains a firmer
foothold in musicological circles and specialist popular writers gain
greater access to the literary media through intensified public interest. All
;I

parties attempt to gain proprietorship of Korngold' s skill. There is also
'

some discussion of his larger significance within the twentieth century.
Film musicologists revitalise Korngold' s early reputation. Darby
and Dubois,226 concur with Mark and Steiner. Komgold is the first
>

"serious" composer to sign a Hollywood contract, making "memorable",
"eclectic" music specifically "suitable" for swashbucklers. His "lush late
Romanticism" reflecting his "consummate mastery" is noted here as a
"defect" in the concert hall. But as Komgold outlives his time in both film
and art music, Darby and Dubois give no consideration to his revival in
either genre. Thomas227 returns to the promise of Korngold's early
reputation and suggests that his adult years were a natural continuation.

;(

The "Wunderkind" is a second Mozart and Schoenberg's equal.
Komgold' s new phase, which takes him from operetta to film, the ''Vienna
Woods to Hollywood", "suits him well".

~

Palmer228 who also contributes articles on Komgold' s opera to
Grove, attempts to cover both sides of the musical argument but despite
taking a philosophical perspective, seems to favour high art.
Idioms come and go and history finds little to choose between them. The
enduring factor is the vitality of thought, which alone makes an idiom
'<

meaningful( ... ) It says much for Korngold's imaginative powers that
although he grew up steeped in the traditions of an era already moribund

r

~

'

\

)-_

21 Andrew Lamb. "Operetta" in The New Grove Dictionary of Opera. Ed Stanley Sadie.
London: MacMillan, 1992. Vol 3. 707-13.
226
W. Darby & J. Du Bois. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold" in American Film Music: Major
Composers, Technique and Trends.1915-1990. North Carolina & London: McFarlane
Jefferson, 1990. Ch 5.
227
Tony Thomas. Film Score: The Art and Craft of Movie Music. The Career and Views
of25 Eminent Composers. Rev Ed of "Film Score: The View from the Podium" (1979).
San Diego. Tony Thomas. 1989. Burbank. CA Riverwood Press. 1991.
228
Christopher Palmer. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold" in The Composer in Hollywood.
London: Marion Boyars, 1990. 51-65.
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( ... ), the conventions( ... ) often seem in his hands not the empty mockery
of a decaying impulse but the noble expression of one still living.
This combination of a certain spiritual naivete with the most fantastic
flights of melodic, harmonic and orchestral imagination equipped
Komgold superbly for the medium of the film score. In truth, Komgold
was writing Warner Brothers music long before he set foot in Burbank. 229

Though Hollywood music is "held in almost universal contempt by his
colleagues", Komgold is "comfortable" there, elevating the film music
industry with his Viennese "dignity, stature and professionalism1' .
Echoing Strauss' and perhaps Nikisch's 1910 emphases and Hoffmann's
1922 epithets, Komgold's melodies are described as "sweepingly lyrical",
'-,

his harmony "heated and opulent", his orchestration "creamy and full
flavoured" and his talent "lavish and abundant". His Wagnerian,

-",

Straussian and Puccinian "lusciousness and luxury( ... ) tinctured with
Impressionism" is emulated by his Hollywood colleagues, to temporarily
:1

avoid the
maggoty over-ripeness into which the idiom degenerated. 230

I

While Korngold dies believing that he has "outlived his usefulness", his

1

screen music has an obvious influence upon 1990s romantic epics.231 The
revival of his art music, according to Palmer, reveals Komgold's growing
)-

significance over time, ensuring canonic status through
playing a prominent part in the cyclic processes of history and popular
taste.232

"

Writers on popular music, Hardy and Laing233 note Korngold' s
early acclaim prompted by the performance of Der Schneemann by Royal

~

r

Command. In Vienna he is "most Romantic and Straussian", but they
observe that his lasting popularity is based not on his works as a prodigy

229
23

"'
',\
\_

,\

Christopher Palmer, 1990, 52.

°Christopher Palmer, 1990, 53.

231

Examples cited include: Star Wars, Superman, and Close Encounters of the Third
Kind Christopher Palmer, 1990. 66
232
Christopher Palmer, 1990, 66.
233
Phil Hardy & Dave Laing. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold," in The Faber Companion to
Twentieth.Century Popular Music. London, Faber & Faber, 1990. 531.
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but upon the "hit singles" from Give Us This Night. Gamm.ond234
contributing to the Oxford Popular History includes in Korngold' s
successes Das Wunder der Heliane usually dismissed as a comparative
failure. In Hollywood he becomes a "leading" film. score writer
"producing" major quality film. scores. As Prendergast issues an
,1

unrevised edition of Film Music as a Neglected Art,235 musical theatre and
operetta chroniclers, Ganzl236 and Anderson237 both recognise Korngold' s
success in lush late Rom.antic opera and operetta, though consider that
Komgold' s main career and lasting contribution is in film.. Among these
popular, operetta and film. writers Korngold's revival as a com.poser of art

::>

music is not considered important or necessary to his reputation .
.I..,

As in 1967, several publications from. the early 1990s coincide with

·',

an initiative from. Korngold's family. Julius Komgold's German
m.em.oirs, 238 with an epilogue by Rachold, which reviles the Second
Viennese School, resurrects old arguments among his peers, and reaffirms
!

Erich's position as a prodigious genius with a mix of righteous

:I

indignation and unjustified claims. Rachold completes Erich's biography.
Though his perfectionism. contributed to a heightened form of program.me

>

music in film, Korngold's reputation relied upon a steadily deteriorating
run of films as Hollywood's Golden Era and Warner Bros' big budget
succumbed to television and sustained itself by producing commercials.
Other art music writers uncover real connections between Erich's operas

).

;,

and film. scores. Kalinak.239 analyses the Wagnerian leitmotif structure for

Captain Blood and thus counters Mellers' 1954 claim. that film. music lacks

·\
I,

234

\
I,.

-'

~

Peter Gammond. Ed. The Oxford Companion to Popular Music. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1991. "Komgold, Erich Wolfgang." 321.
235
Roy Prendergast. Film Music: A Neglected Art: A Critical study of Music in Films.
New York: W.W. Norton, 1977. 1992.
236
Kurt Ganzl. "Komgold Erich Wolfgang" in The Encyclopedia of The Musical Theatre.
Oxford: Blackwell, 1994. 791.
237
James Anderson. "Korn gold, Erich ( 1897-1957" in Dictionary of Opera and Operetta.
Foreword by Rt. Hon. David Mellor, DC. MP. London: Bloomsbury, 1995. 300.
238
Julius Komgold, 1991.
239
Kathryn Marie Kalinak. Settling the Score: Music and the Classical Hollywood Film.
Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1992.
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"autonomous integrity." William Dace240 draws upon Aristotelian
theories to challenge the "serious misunderstanding of the performance
entities" in Van der Lek's 1991 study of opera vis-a-vis film music.241
Opera and film are not - both- genres of drama. Opera is a form of
dramatic poetry, but film is a form of entertainment. All art is
I

entertaining, of course, but entertainment, itself, is not art. ( ... ) Film is a
j

copy of an imitation of related actions that are performed( ... ) in a movie
studio( ... ) Only the director and other members of the film crew are in
direct empathic contact with the performers. The audience ultimately
sees only a filmed copy of the imitation and for this reason, a film is no
more art than is a ( ... ) recording.242

Dace, though knowledgeable about some film music technique, might
',

have little sympathy with presenting film. music on the concert stage.

"

The truth is that words, pantomime, dancing, music and mise en scene all
work together to express the dramatic action of the better films and
operas, and contemplating the removal of any of these means of
expression does nothing to enhance our understanding of either
entertainment or art.

:,

While he corroborates Korngold' s sense of the equal demands of film and
opera, Dace notes that the difference between them. persists in terms of the
,_

musical experiences they provide.
When a composer of stature is played through a loud speak.er in a movie
house, it makes a contribution to the entertainment on the screen; when
played live in a concert hall, we feel ourselves in the presence of art.

Dace's conclusion is that the concert-hall experience is more elevated than
the musical experience in the cinema.
During 1993 and 1994 Winfried Kirsch243 writes a thesis on
240

\

-',

William Dace. Review of Robbert van der Lek. Diegetic Music in Opera and Film: A
Similarity between two genres of drama analysed in works by Erich Wolfgang Korngold.
Translated by Mick Swithinbank. Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1991 in The Music Review, Vol
53, No 3 August 1992. 223-6.
241
William Dace, 1992, 223-6.
242
William Dace, 1992, 225.
243
Winfried Kirsch. Die Fledermaus von Johann Strauss. Operettenbearbeitungen von
Erich Wolfgang Korngold. Thesis, Johann-Wolfgang Goethe-Universitat, Frankfurt am
Main.1994.
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Komgold's rearrangements of Johann Strauss' Die Fledermaus.
Blickensdorf,244 Van der Lek and Rode-Breymann245 appraise Komgold' s
use of the same thematic material in opera, symphonic works and film.
They variously confirm that Korngold's skills are not diminished by his
workplace and that he devotes his creative energies equally to all his
enterprises. At the same time former critic Royal Brown.246 writes an
academic analysis of film music, initiates a serious appraisal of film music
as an art form in its own right and articulates Komgold' s real innovations.

The Sea Hawk (1940) has "dazzling and ingenious complexity" and
advances "even" upon Wagner's technique as ' a quintessential example of
what might be called the romantic/heroic film/music interaction''.
"Underscoring" some 80% of the film, typical of 1930-1940s big budget
movies, such as King Kong, Gone with the Wind (Steinert The Blue Bird
(Newman) and Desert Fury (R6zsa), reveals the importance given "early
sound-film aesthetics." Brown's motivic analysis of The Sea Hawk's
overwhelming", "on-going musico-dramatic canvas" reveals that it is
romantically made up of "condensed leitmotif structures"
1

')

l
_,_
\

'
"

11

, I
J

;:,-

woven( ... ) with utter ease and fluidity in and out of almost every
musical tapestry the score has to offer.

I',.
,__

Brown thus counters Eisler's 1947 argument that film leitmotif is bound by
"realism" with "little or no resemblance" to Wagner's leitmotif, which
Eisler claims, grandly "ties in the [drama's] symbolic, mythic elements".

~

Brown argues that Komgold depicts everything within the filmed image
:1

~

musically including screen credits, characters and plot and the linking of
"feelings" and themes with "stunning economy". By imitating the

"morphology of emotion", Korngold simultaneously inspires "mythic
244

f
;,-

·(

~

_,'

\

S. Blickensdorfer. Erich Wolfgang Korngold: Opern und Filmmusik. Dissertation for
PhD, University of Vienna, 1993.
245
Robbert van der Lek. "Concert Music as Reused film Music: E-W Komgold's SelfArrangement". Translated by Mick Swithinbank in Acta Musicologia LXVI /2. July-Dec.
1994. 78-112.
Suzanne Rode-Breymann. Erich-Wolfgang Korngold. Between two Worlds? Oder i.iber
die Streicherkammermusik eines Opern-und Film-Komponisten. Kammermusik zwischen
den Weltkriegen: Symposium. 1994. Wien: Dobnlinger, 1995. 198-213.
246
Royal S. Brown. Overtones and Undertones: Reading Film Music. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1994. 94-118.
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impact" through the audience's "unconscious recognition" of thematic
relationships.
The morphological affectivity generated in the audience by the music
latches itself onto the spatio-temporal specifics of the filmic narrative
and onto the morphological human presence so that the figures on the
screen illusorily pass from the state of reel human beings with reel
)

emotions to that of real human beings with "real emotions". 247

This "complicity" whereby Dace's technological images are brought to life
and perhaps become art, is acknowledged as providing detractors with

,,

ammunition, but here objections from Eisler, Dace and others are
seriously if not conclusively cornered.
Although one can establish a parallel, both musical and mythic( ... ),
between Wagnerian opera and the film scores of Komgold and others, the
dialectical nature of the interaction between the musical language and the
filmic language, mediated by the narrative, engenders something
approaching a new art form. [Korngold's] uniqueness( ... ) lies in his

I

ability to move with such fluency within the discontinuity demanded by

>

modern film scoring that he creates something close to a traditionally
coherent work while exploiting the nonconsummations [sic] demanded
by the talking film for all they are worth.248

)-

By the mid 1990s, each musical genre, be it operetta, opera or film

has claims upon Korngold, but while the "popular" writers have little

)-

interest in his revival, some musicologists, sensitive to his neglect among

'·
'(

"

their fraternity, argue its necessity and others argue that his idiom was
outdated and therefore flawed. Film music specialists begin to infiltrate
art genre strongholds with arguments for Korngold' s significant
innovations in film. An overview reveals a gradual movement towards a
non-partisan perspective, not through communication between special
interests but from an increase in professional literature specializing in

r

popular genres .
.-\
247

Royal S. Brown. Overtones and Undertones: Reading Film Music. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1994. 101.
248
Royal S. Brown, 1994, 117.
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Despite these advances, Randel writing for Harvard's Biographical
Dictionary249 reverts to familiar facts. While he describes Korngold as a
child prodigy and a great success in Vienna who loses his reputation in
Hollywood, Mauceri250 accepts Small's and Jezic' s challenges. With
polemic indignation based on sometimes poorly-researched claims of the
prejudices found in contemporary dominant musical formations, Mauceri
argues that late nineteenth-century Romanticism as found in film is
generally favoured above elitist "serious" music by musical audiences
throughout the twentieth century. Film music is "the musical language of
>

Europe", "the world's art form" and "the most heard orchestral music in
history", yet it and its composers suffer a "kind of tyranny: being ignored
or ridiculed" and "rejected" by music's "elder statesmen" including

t

musicologists and critics in both Europe and America.

\

However, in America, the dichotomy between "popular" and "serious" is
marginally worse than in Europe. No serious newspaper has a category
for tonal orchestral music written in this century, refusing to call it

1

classical, pop, jazz or Broadway.

:.,

Embracing popular sentiment, he challenges art music's pretensions, the
distinction between audiences expressed earlier by Mellers, Slonimsky and
,_

others and perhaps for the first time in the twentieth century challenges the
audience to value its own aesthetic judgements.
Perhaps it is time to revise our history of the 20th century( ... ) the
generation which accepted Mahler in the concert hall was the same

'I

generation which had grown up with Steiner, Komgold, Waxman and

_\

R6zsa in the cinema (... )

"

The next time you hear serious music, which sounds really terrible, do
not assume it is good. And the next time you hear music you really like,
do not reject your feelings just because it was written after 1911 .... It is

I

time to embrace what we secretly know to be true: that the great century
249

.,'
0,

Don Michael Randel. "Korngold Erich Wolfgang" in Harvard Biographical
Dictionary of Music. Cambridge, Mass: the Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
1996. 461.
250
John Mauceri. "The Music Which Has No Name" in Cue Sheet. Vol XII/2April 1996.
7-12. Mauceri has been involved with many recordings of "Entartete Musik."
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of romantic excess is ours ... we sang more love songs than in any other
millennium.

Duchen, 251 inspired initially by Komgold' s film music, creates a
familial picture. In an interview she corrects some popular
misconceptions.
Sometimes people say that when they hear Komgold's operas, they can
hear it's film music. But the reason for that is because Korngold, along
with Alfred Newman, Bernard Herrman, Max Steiner and their
colleagues, was largely responsible for creating what we now think of as
film music! 252
\

Komgold wins "disapproval" for his film music from "critics,
programmers, media chiefs - the people who wielded the power in the

\

musical world", the dominant social formation, from whose numbers
Warner Bros are apparently excluded, while "audiences always loved
Komgold".
To save his skin and his family's, he had to take what work he could find
in America,( ... ) but then he was condemned for selling outKorngold's Hollywood career is considered to be strictly pragmatic.

Duchen supports his egocentricity and attacks critics' bias towards a
,\,

Schoenbergian austerity which suppresses popular aesthetics.
Komgold kept writing big, emotional, romantic music through the late
1940s and 1950s when the trendy style that all the critics approved was
atonality, serialism and what is now sometimes called the Plinky-Plonky
school of music.( ... ) The world had changed immeasurably during
Korngold's lifetime - (... ) after the horrors of the two world wars, the

~

general 'collective unconscious'( ... ) simply couldn't cope with beauty,
grand-scale emotion, great-heartedness and optimism any more. And
while Komgold's style was very much his own voice, it wasn't a voice
that people were willing to hear. (... ) Fortunately, with the current
inclusive musical climate in which a wide diversity of styles is accepted,

,,
I

251

Jessica Duchen. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. London: Phaidon, 1996.
Jessica Duchen, Interview (undated). http://www.korngold-society.org/indexl .html
accessed 18th March 2002.
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we're now allowed to have some fun again, and Komgold has been
welcomed back with open arms.

Teachout,253 Duchen's contemporary, describes Korngold as a
"quintessentially Jugendstil" figure who merely improves upon existing
Hollywood idioms.
,I

Komgold's post~Straussian idiom was a more virtuosic extension of the
existing Hollywood "sound," and his quasi-operatic scores for such
swashbuckling films as Captain Blood (1935), The Adventures of Robin Hood
(1938), and The Sea Hawk (1940) were highly influential, reinforcing the

:,-

Russo-Germanic tendencies already well established among Hollywood's

,),

lesser lights.254
;_

The "sudden respectability" of Hollywood's Golden Era does not alter its
creative "narrow-mindedness" which, in 1996, "has less to do with
aesthetics than with economics". However, this new respectability does
i

1

prompt a re-evaluation of Modern music along the same lines as Mauceri
explored.

) ,'

{It] marks yet another step in the collapse of the cultural hegemony of the

y

'

postwar avant-garde. As the major classical-record companies now

\''

recognize, film music speaks directly and compellingly to younger
listeners to whom the "new music" of the 60's and 70's has nothing to say.

~

)

In this sense, its current popularity is comparable to the (now-fading)
vogue of the minimalist composers of the 80's, whose music,
simpleminded though it was, still had more to offer than the sterile

>

experimentalism of the avant-garde. To paraphrase the old song, it isn't

"
•>,.

great, but it'll have to do until the real thing comes along .

{j

Komgold's "old songs" and those of his Hollywood peers failed to attain

'.)-

"real" status, and merely served for most of the second half of the

',>

1J

'"

'

twentieth century, when minimalist and avantgarde composers
disassociated themselves from public appeal.

:,

In both Carroll's biography and Thomas' s biographical essays of

',

I

1997, Komgold's Viennese and Hollywood careers are equally successful,

,J

·\

253

)

;.

Terry Teachout "I heard it at the movies. Popularity of Film Scores" in Commentary,
Nov 1996. vl02 n5.
254
Terry Teachout, Nov 1996, 56.
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though the musicological tendency to value art-music above popular
music perspectives poses a continuing problem for Carroll. Inspired by
Korngold' s film music, Carroll concludes with a final appraisal of
Komgold as "the last prodigy" from a dying era of Romantic genius.
"Alienated" by Julius' professional activities I/from mainstream musical
J

activities of contemporary music" made famous through the
Donaueschingen Festivals, Korngold was obliged into "increasingly

> >

journeyman conducting chores( ... ) and adapting operettas.255 Except for

>

eight instrumental works and Das Wunder der Heliane "this time is

>

dominated by operettas", while during the war years
his creative activity, except for com.posing film. scores, all but ceased. 256

>,

Komgold remains true to his time and heritage, making few advances
within Carroll's view of his artistic environment.
[He had an] unswerving belief that to abandon tonality is mistaken.( ... )
J

[He] com.pared the process of artistic creation with the eternal cycle of

I

)

exhaustion and renewal in nature. (... )[He] did not accept the regimen of

)

1/

note rows or the strict absolutism. of rejecting all that had gone before in

j

I

)'

favour of the Schoenbergian dictum..( ... ) It is quite remarkable that
Komgold remained so consistent stylistically.

Komgold' s pragmatic facility requires Carroll's apologetic commendation.
Every artist is shaped and conditioned by his environment and
circumstances. From every experience Korngold took m.uch and
>

produced som.e extraordinary music as a result. I would not be without

'"

one note of his film music, which admired as it undoubtedly is, still
{\

deserves wider recognition in the concert hall and still awaits
:,

com.prehensive publication.257

>

Komgold' s response to his times was to endorse old orders despite
',)'

worldwide upheaval. Carroll suggests that restitution for his loss of status
')

can be achieved by crossing taste boundaries, (as also suggested by Dace)

y

~

-

\ ·,
255

)

>

Brendan Carroll. The Last Prodigy: A Biography of Erich Wolfgang Korngold.
Portland: Amadeus Press, 1997. 180.
256
Brendan Carroll, 1997, 163.
257
Brendan G. Carroll, 1997. 370-1.
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so that Korngold' s position as an art-music composer who also happened
to work in film could be properly reinstated.
Thomas, a film music writer with no apparent allegiance to art
music, concludes that Komgold' s story,
points to the furious acceleration of musical development in the twentieth
/

century.258

,I

His fate is the result of his not adopting the common art-music view that

I,
I

value only lies in pushing the boundaries. Hollywood presents Komgold

:,-

with a timely opportunity to exercise his "true mission( ... ) to cultivate

,

film scoring and expand its dimensions",259 but as "the former boy wonder

I

of Vienna became the fair-headed boy of movie music" his circumstances
,,

left few opportunities for any significant stylistic maturation. The Sea Wolf
score, though not seen as an idiom which Slonimsky's or Thomas'

.\

audiences could appreciate, does point towards some development.
~

Dark, foreboding, and slightly dissonant [and] less assertive and more

'/

subtle than his previous scores,( ... ) [It was] more a favourite of other

/

composers( ... ) than Komgold's fans. 260

'l

Attempts to recognise Korngold's art-music advances are
countered by Giger in 1997. In his Readers' Guide,261 he attributes

j.

>

Komgold' s decline to a multiplicity of factors deduced from an overview
of the social and historical context, personal allegiances and "affiliations"

(.,

and the intrinsic value of his music. While his idiom is "probably" the
i. :,

"largest contributor, Korngold's first "mistake" was to "focus on opera for
so long", when

.

it was perceived as being in a crisis because critics expected not only a
new musical style but also a new type of plot.

y .,,

258

J.
..i

"'

~

~

Tony Thomas. Music For the Movies: "Erich Wolfgang Korngold." Los Angeles:
Silman-James, 1997. 2nct ed. 162.
259
Tony Thomas, 1997, 1612.
260
Tony Thomas, 1997, 178.
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Theory, Criticism. Ed Murray Steib. Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn, 1999. 381.
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The continued popularity of Die tote Stadt reveals it to be less successful
than the recently rediscovered concert hall music, the F# Symphony and
recently recorded chamber music, for example, the Quartets.
His subsequent focus on instrumental genres brought forth some of his
most successful works.

,(
I

Komgold's second mistake was to favour "tradition" which, as a denial of

j

change, left him open to critical disfavour. Finally, Komgold's trendsetting film music has value only as a vehicle towards more appropriate
""

recognition.
[Its] strong influence upon later generations of American film composers
including John Williams,( ... ) [and its] historical significance( ... ) has
finally provided the justification to revive and thus redeem so many
works of a long underestimated master.

\

In 1998, Pollmann provides a comprehensive appraisal of
Komgold's musical and psychological "twin souls",262 through the context
of predominantly musicological German literature263 and analyses of the

}, >

>
·'
;,

~

,,

F# Symphony, Die tote Stadt and The Adventures of Robin Hood. Even so,
Pollmann finds that the problem of Komgold' s career was already
articulated in Bekker's 1909 review of the early music264 and his 1920
review of Die tote Stadt, in which Korngold's genius is described as
disconcertingly eclectic and unique at the same time. Pollmann adds that
Komgold' s unprecedented rise in "close proximity to the protagonists for
new music" and equally phenomenal disappearance due to his
pragmatics, happened in an extraordinarily short time span, that is, within
two decades. "Exceptionally successful"265 in Hollywood more "by chance
than by design", Korngold nevertheless distinguished himself from his
fellow emigre composers by approaching film scoring from an arranger's
262

i )

,,
I

cl

Zwei Seelen ( .... ) musikalisch-stilistisches, sondem auch ( ... ) psychologisch.
Pollmann, 1998, 7.
263
Including titles addressed here.
264
Bekker did an appraisal of the scores in Julius' private publication, chosen here to the
exclusion of Strauss' of the following year, reprinted in part from Seidl and Specht' s
articles in 1926 are discussed here in Chapter Five. Pollmann, 1998, 29-31.
265
AuBerst erfolgreiche, aber mehr aus Zufall, denn einem Vorsatz" Pollmann, 1998, 8.
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and an artist's perspective, thus making film "unfilrnisch". Because he
brought together two genres, his "Wunderkind" fame was "trivialised"
from the perspectives both of autonomous aesthetics and of
"anthropomorphisierend" psychology. His dismissal by musicologists
has as much to do with reception and biographical history as it does with
musical quality or aesthetic criteria, shown in the polarisation of
popularity and significance,266 function and autonomy.
To be revived as the "most forgotten composer of the century", as
Pollmann suggests, firstly belies the fact that only a few composers
succeed in being "remembered" and secondly converts Korngold into a
tragic hero. On the other hand, and perhaps more importantly, Komgold
was not truly "forgotten". His film music was released on recordings only
three years after his death. Die tote Stadt has been performed each decade
since 1967 and Das Wunder reappeared in the 1970s. Recordings of
I

,-

'/

Violanta and Polykrates instigated by George Komgold were released in the
1980s and 1990s. His last concerto and symphony were recorded in the

:(

early 1990s. It remains however, Korngold's "irony" that he should

·;,

become widely recognised through his film scores, which, as exemplars,
~

>

Ii ,

created a specialised position between autonomy and function.
Komgold' s "double tragedy" is that he did not recognise and, when other
composers entered into musicological arguments, convincingly explain
the larger significance of his film scores. They might have satisfied

:,

\
;

•\

Eisler' s dictum for viability in the two theatres of art and entertainrnent,267
and Korngold's own desire to bridge the gap between auditorium and
audience.

l'-

i

'

Pollmann' s insights are not noted by other writers. Larkin268
·:;,

:,-

)

writing on popular music, revisits Komgold as an important composer,

1·

I

;,

I"

266

i :\

·,

\

1

I '

See Chapter Three. The poll conducted in 1928, returning Komgold and Schoenberg
as equally popular is interpreted by Pollmann as evidence of the polarity experienced by
the public between "dem spielerisch zu Erlangenden und dem mit a.Iler Anstrengung sich
Anzeignenden verfangen". Pollmann, 1998, 23.
zm Pollmann, 1998, 712.
268
Colin Larkin. Editor. "Komgold, Erich Wolfgang." In The Encyclopedia of Popular
Music. London: Muze U.K., 1998. Vol IV.
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conductor and arranger for films, responsible for giving "classic

operettas a "new lease of life". His decline comes at the end of an
enormously successful career, when, disillusioned with Hollywood, he
:'

attempts to rekindle his concert hall career. Cooke, writing on Film269 for
the 2000 edition of Grove, notes simply that Komgold has a "flamboyant'',

I

"classic'1, "romantic" and operatic" style. Others, such as Franklin,270
II

-.I

Born and Hesmondhalgh find deeper significance in Deception analogous
'.}

to Komgold' s fate.
Franklin attributes Komgold' s loss of reputation to the "advance of
modernism [which] has often assumed the character of an imperial or
colonial history" where "Hollywood in particular" is "blamed " for the

_,
·'-

"destructive levelling and blurring of distinctions" between the ideology
of art and its social function. Komgold' s success, though not within

._,

"patronizable [sic] popular culture in quite the accepted sense", drew a

' ,

jealous reaction from the forces of modernism.

;I

Korngold' s crimes against higher artistic ideals, let alone those of serious-

j

minded modernists, were further compounded by the fact that he

;,

succeeded where both Schoenberg( ... ) and Stravinsky inevitably failed:
he became a successful film composer.271
:i

0-

Komgold's pragmatic resignation into a "form of popular music" is
-"

,,

described as though it were done in general agreement with a

>-

Dahlhausian perspective.
Korngold' s perception of his own Hollywood scores was that they were

\ :~

I _,

indeed "not serious", that they were simply a way of earning money until

r>

the war ended.272

l'
I

'•

--

Hollywood had few real friends.
,-,

(y

269

:', 1

-,
j

Mervyn Cooke. "Film Music" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians.
Ed. Stanley Sadie. London, MacMillan, 2000. Vol 8, §3 Hollywood, 799-801.
vo Peter Franklin. "Modernism, Deception and Musical Others; Los Angeles circa 1940"
in Born and Hesmondhalgh. Western Music and its Others. Los Angeles. University of
California Press, 2000. Ch 4. 154-9. 18.
271
Peter Franklin, 2000, 154.
272
Peter Franklin, 2000, 155. Franklin's quotation marks.
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Film music was the antithesis of the idealized art of both the
traditionalists and the modernists, and their journalistic and academic
supporters.

However, Franklin finds Korngold's film scores "nevertheless interesting"
:r
j

II

II

as an extension" of an already marginalised European world of
protocinematic [sic] popular opera and operetta", particularly if they can
be "analysed as grand operas". Korngold's "complicity", epitomised by
the love triangle scenario of Deception and the role of his Cello Concerto
both in and out of the film is particularly interesting. In the film, if the

:,

concerto is performed, it will expose the illegitimate but true love between
the two characters who represent the artist and American culture. In
order to retain her marriage to the Schoenbergian "high art" composer,
American culture kills the artist and makes her deed look like suicide.
The composer, living in "aristocratic decadence", conspires to conceal the
)

>

'/
.f

crime. Out of the film, Korngold' s "judiciously" autonomous concerto,
deprived of its "semiotic" links to the film, still carries the film's
symbolism and any stigmata which may be associated with that artistic
context. By staging this concerto in the concert hall, Korngold seeks to

\'

J >

revive and legitimise a dying "high art" which the popular world of "film
subjects to historicizing critique".

•.
,,

Aesthetic idealism seems conclusively unmasked as an instrument of

,\

patriarchal domination.

'

'·'

Born and Hesmondhalgh summarise Franklin's hypothesis.
[Deception] probes the "deceptions" of the dominant discourse of

>)

twentieth-century music history, which, [Franklin] contends, has tended

I ;

I
I

to occlude its own vicissitudes, ideological character, contradictions, and
f

social elitism, all of which emerge when attending to its constructions of

?

difference from its others, its founding ambivalences and denials.273

Buhler274 notes from a film perspective, that "concert composers
11

;x
;

like Korngold, though "imported" by Warner Bros for their prestige,

> .\

"sullied" their reputations in the film industry. Unlike Franklin, Buhler

•y

1\
[j

273

Georgina Born & David Hesmondhalgh. Western Music and Others. Berkeley:
California Press, 2000. Introduction, 18.
274
James Buhler. Ed Music and Cinema. London: Wesleyan University, 2000. 19-21.
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notes the advances of film music independent of "high art". "Today",
when economics and a "series of cracks [appear] in the critical monolith"
which supports only professional orchestras, film composers have their
J

"best opportunity" for albeit "grudging" acceptance and thus recognition
in another canon.
Journals that serve soundtrack collectors ( ... ) play a significant role in this
pattern of change, as well as they do in the process of canonization that

),

>

has been under way since the first burst of soundtrack recordings.

In Grove 2000, Carrol1275 significantly revises his conclusions of
1980 and 1986. Korngold's film scores were perhaps written to satisfy
~

\.

!

;.

,,

Truscott' s "schizophrenic" ancillary and autonomous roles, but when
"divorced from the moving image" were destined to "stand alone" in the
concert hall. Carroll, like Palmer, acquiesces in what he considers
dominant thinking, by describing Korngold' s style as "completely out of

~

,7

>

step with the post-war era", while arguing its relevance in the late
twentieth century as perhaps a symptom of a generally renewed faith in

I /
f

humanity.
After decades of neglect, a gradual reawakening of interest in his music
occurred. At the time of his centenary (1997) his works were becoming
~

increasingly popular, appearing on major recordings and concert
programmes around the world.

·'

Here the equation of "popular" and "concert hall" not possible in the

I\
~\

),

4

1950s is part of revelatory cyclic processes and a natural fulfilment of
Korngold's destiny.
In 2002, Duchen276 describes Korngold' s Hollywood career as

;,,

"sav[ing] him from the Nazis" and though not entered into willingly, it

f'

?'

provided an opportunity to make his name "afresh". "Dismissed" by the
"musical establishment", his "cause", if not his refreshed reputation, is
"championed" in the centennial of his birth by a number of serious

1

.1

"artists". While his film music, "now considered a significant genre", is

)

'\ ··""\
l

275

Brendan G. Carroll. "Komgold, Erich Wolfgang" in The Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians. Ed Sadie. London: MacMillan, 2000. 823-4.
276
Duchen, Jessica. Erich Wolfgang Komgold. (1897-1957): From Vienna to
Hollywood" in Gramophone. March 2002. 40-1.
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"celebrated", his concert works and operas are "belated[ly]" resurrected.
In the same year, Tim Ashley277 resurrects Komgold as Schoenberg's
equal, whose partly expedient "American film music" career causes his
reputation to "suffer". His revival, suggests Ashley, coincides with a late
twentieth-century interest in Nazi Germany's "entartete Musik", and
f

engenders a major reappraisal of" one of the finest post-Romantic
composers.

,,

By the end of the twentieth century several writers are resurrecting

y

views held in the early decades of the century, valuing Komgold for his
ability to compose music enjoyed by concert audiences. Adulatory
·'
.l

terminology returns, if not at quite the same level of hero-worship. Midcentury views, in which his music was considered either trivial (because it

"

was composed for the cinema) or out-of-date (because it failed to follow
the dictates of modernism) have now largely vanished. The weight and

!

volume of serious thought now given to Komgold's career represents a re-

f

evaluation of the Romantic use of tonality as a valuable contemporary

>

idiom. In the discussion, writers with differing views tend to talk past
(>.

>

each other, and sometimes blame each other for Korngold' s loss of
reputation. Nonetheless there is growing agreement that he is a composer
of significance.

,\

;.

},..

.)

"'
K

r
·.r

\'

l
:,

277

TA. (Tim Ashley) "Komgold. Erich Wolfgang" in The Oxford Companion to Music.
Ed. Alison Latham. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002. 459.
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Critics' Descriptions of Korngold' s Music

J

Issues raised by musicologist writers are reflected in the articles
written by critics who reviewed performances of Komgold' s works.

1910-1922
~

By the age of thirteen, Korngold was already attracting the
-~

attention of critics. The earliest review available is of Komgold' s First

·"

Piano Trio, performed in New York's 1910-11 season. Richard Aldrich 278

L

hears in the work the "antimelodiousness"[sic] of Strauss's Ein Heldenleben
",.

and his suspicious are aroused. Komgold's lack of the "naturalness,
~

simplicity and directness of boyhood" seemed sufficient proof that in

/

"such cases" of "remarkable genius"

r

it is so easy for their elders to help out with retouchings and much more.

In 1912, both the anonymous author of a Hamburger Woche279 promotion
~

and Bekker have few suspicions. The former proudly acknowledges the
glowing appraisals of several "masters" and to Bekker' s ear there is

.

}

"nothing borrowed", "imitated" or worthy of suspicion.

-~

[Komgold] looks at the world with a new face with innocent features.280

Two years later Englishman Ernest Newman281 confesses his confusion.
1

.

The adolescent Komgold challenges normal concepts of human progress
with his gifts of maturity in youth and individuality in precocious genius.

,'<

Komgold, a "most amazing phenomenon", displays skills above even the
~

<7

-,
:r

\,
!'
j

early genius exhibited in the juvenile works of Mendelssohn, Mozart,
278

Richard Aldrich. Concert Life in New York: 1902-1923. New York: G. P. Putnam's

Sons, 1941. 294-5.
279

"Urteile Hamburger Meister tiber Erich Wolfgang Komgold" in Hamburger Woche,
March 1912. 16. Published in Julius Komgold Die Korngolds in Wien. Zurich: M&T
Verlag, 1991. 174.
280
Bekker, 1910, as quoted by Carroll, 1997, 45.
281
Ernest Newman. "The Problem of Erich Komgold" in The Nation. 24th August 1912,

20th

762-3.
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Schubert and Wolf as well as Bach and Beethoven which all required a
11

certain tolerance". Even compared to elder contemporaries such as the

"subtle" Schoenberg and the "mere[ly] classic" R. Strauss,282 Komgold,
I

with perhaps the boldness of "uncanny maturity", is "already a master".
Echoing Strauss' 1910 sentiments, Newman's excitement is mingled with
apprehension whether Korngold' s
brain [will] last out to ripe manhood( ... ) but if Komgold's development

)

is not arrested, there is no saying to what amazing heights he may reach.

If Komgold' s integrity is accepted and assuming that evolutionary
advance implies progress from the simple to the complex, perhaps
Komgold' s potential will be similarly augmented. However, the risks
·"

associated with hybridity mean it is equally possible that Komgold will

_J

suffer from a premature decline. Because he can find no precedent for

I

I

"

Komgold's gift, Newman is simultaneously openly admiring and fearful.
One year later, at Harvard, Moderwell is disparaging of Newman's

;'
"(

argument that genius is inherently flawed. He interprets Newman's

;,

observation that "Komgold seems to have begun where the others left
off",283 to mean that Korngold will become, perhaps like Schoenberg, the
:,.
~

"terrible bad boy of modem harmony". Moderwell argues for common
sense. Korngold is an uncomplicated "little Mozart",

'
•'

not a specialist in nasty discords( ... ) trying to shock the world( ... ) He is
simply a genial, very talented little boy, full of tunes and enthusiasm,

).

who has studied many different sorts of good music and consequently
4

has had musical ideas in many different idioms.

Komgold incorporates the best of popular, classical and

1,
:

(
I

contemporary avantgarde, including the Viennese light opera tradition
.y

,

Strauss. While others have chosen to concentrate upon Komgold' s

IT
\ -1

\

i

II

"best tradi tions" 285 of Beethoven, Bach, Wagner "as well as" Mahler and R.

y

I

and the "better conservative French style" .284 He is grounded" in the

~

282

Here Newman points to R. Strauss's Elektra as compared to Salome.
Hiram K. Moderwell. "Erich Korngold - Prodigy and Artist" in The Harvard Musical
Review 1913.1 (10): 7- 7.1
284
As shown in Der Schneemann. Hiram K. Moderwell, 1913.1 (10): 7.1.
285
As shown in Miirchenbilder. Hiram K. Moderwell, 1913.1 (10): 9.2.
283
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"powerful harmony",
[his] reputation has been untruly collared by the fact that his remarkable
harmonic precocity has always been stressed to the exclusion of his

.

~

I

invention.

•

Moderwell hears something greater:

I,

an exceptional richness in development and something approaching high
constructive ability( ... ) He goes with his audience and not with specialist
theories.( ... ) We may not as yet [have] found in him anything that
cannot be traced to music already in our possession. We may perhaps,
find in him( ... ) the composer of a higher synthesis.286

"

According to Moderwell, Komgold has the enormous potential to carry

·'
,.

the Great Tradition forward without losing his audience .

.

Other critics variously agree with this assessment. In 1914 Dent287
believes that Korngold's "fertile imagination which admits nature"
>

J

;1

already makes him the "founder of a new order". Despite his earlier
misgivings, Aldrich288 finds Korngold' s Fairy Pictures "dainty, graceful

-r

[and] original." In Vienna Wittmann289 believes Komgold's first two

~1

operas supersede the works of his elders. Kalbeck.290 in Vienna and
Specht291 in Berlin suggest that musical society should be satisfied just to

'

i>

286

:,

"'
~

\

1

;'

~y

f /

1.:
1~ ~

. .,
\

J_
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Hiram K Moderwell, 1913.1 (10): 9.2.
w Quoted in Carroll, 1997, 91.
288
Richard Aldrich. Concert Life in New York: 1902-1923. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1941. 481-2.
289
Dieser Jtingling steht heute schon auf einer Rohe, wo er jeden Tadel vertragen kann,
vielleicht sogar jedes Lob. Das groBte Lob aber liegt wohl in der Tatsache, daB man
beim Anhoren seiner Musik seines Alters ganz und gar vergiBt, um nur an der Wert der
kilnstlerischen Gabe zu denken. Hugo Wittmann. "Hofopemtheater. Violanta, Der Ring
des Polykrates" inNeue Freie Presse. Nr 18548. Thursday, 11th April 1916. 1.
290
Max Kalbeck. "Erich W. Komgold's Violanta und Der Ring des Polykrates". In Neues
Wiener Tagblatt, 11th April 1916.
291
"Es ware schlimm, wenn dieser Siebzehnjahrige vollkommen ware, unredlich, wenn er
sich Stoffen, die ihm noch nicht gema.B sind, zuwenden wollte, unnatilrlich, wenn ein
Kind dieser Zeit sich ganzlich dem blendenden EinfluB StrauBischer Eroberungen,
Puccinischer Sinnlichkeit und Strawinskyscher zornig-wilder Rhythmik zu entziehen
vermochte. Ware es anders, so stilnde es bedenklich um die gerade und gesunde
Entwicklung einer Personlichkeit, die sich mit solcher Bestimmtheit und mit solch
entscheidenden Ziigen meldet. Hier spricht eine der starketn Hoffnungen unserer Musik,
vielleicht die starkste. Nicht nur, was er kan, sondem was er hat, gibt hler den
Ausschlag. In seinen Klangen rauschen neue Quellen." Richard Specht. " Erich W.
Komgold als Opernkomponist'' in Der Merker. 1916.7. (8) 295-9. 298.
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have these two operas rather than attempting to undermine Komgold' s
potential with cynicism. Komgold blends idioms of those living
European composers Kalbeck considered the best, that is, Strauss, Puccini
:r

and Stravinsky, in the search of his own, and thus represents the strongest
hope for German music as a synthesis within the acknowledged Great
Tradition.
Reviewing the premiere of Die tote Stadt, the Viennese critic
Reitler292 finds in Komgold' s meld of Strauss, Debussy and Reger' s
theatricality, melody and modernism a uniquely "Komgold" idiosyncratic
expression. Die tote Stadt is the "latest product and proudest peak of
achievement in an amazingly structured development" of a

.,

"thoroughbred musician"293 capable of extending even the Italian idiom .
Similarly Kralik:294 believes Korngold' s unique inner logic", is drawn
II

"

from such "involuntary influences"295 as Puccini and Strauss. Thus,
following the unhappy end of the First World War, Komgold has

~I

sufficient independent sovereignty to resurrect patriotic pride within a
still vibrant Viennese tradition.296
Aldrich, on the other hand, noting that Die tote Stadt297 is the first
I>~

Germ.an opera to be performed in America since the war, chooses to give
an ambivalent picture of Korngold. Though his wartime "greater
successes were not apparently( ... ) phenomenal", his
remarkable talent has not flickered out on his arrival at young manhood.

"Conclusively( ... ) one of the most significant of living German
1
292

,,

.
~

.\

\

Josef Reitler. "Erich Wolfgang Korngold's Die tote Stadt" in Neue Freie Presse,
Wien, Dienstag, den l1 1h Januar 1921. Nr20248.1-4.
293
[So stellt sich] "Die tote Stadt als leBtes Glied und stolze Gipfelung einer tiberraschend
organischen Entwicklung dar", "Vollblutmusiker". Reitler, 1921, 3.2.
294
Heinrich Kralik. "Die tote Stadt" in Neues Wiener Tagblatt. 11th January 1921. 2-3 .
295
" lnnere Logik", "automatische Wirkendes", "untrtigliches musikalisches
Sprachgefiihl, die naive Durchftihrung einer eigenartigen musikalischen Syntax." Kralik ,
1921, 3.
2
% "Uberhaupt moduliert der Komponist in riihmlichen totalpatriotischen Eifer mehrfach
aus den Hannonien des toten Briige in den musikalischen Bereich der Wienerstadt,
glticklicherweise nicht in des toten oder sterbendnen, sondem des immer noch sehr
lebendigen hoffnungsseligen Wien." Kralik, 1921, 3.
297
Richard Aldrich. "Die tote Stadt'' in Concert Life in New York. New York: G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1941. Nov 20 1921-22. 682-5.
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musicians'\ 298 Komgold has "real fertility of invention( ... ) genuine
melodic gift( ... ) highly developed technical skill( ... ) and mastery of
detail". Yet, where there was no need for a renewing synthesis, there are
:I

also "frank quotations from The Valkyrie- or even Puccini" and "such
influences as Strauss". Komgold is "yet to show originality", has "almost
cloying" melodies, and a "skill in making dissonances seem possible and
effective". Aldrich is uncertain what audiences "might consider" of the
structure, thematic development, and though they extend "cordial
manifestations of applause", to Aldrich these "passing amusements"
apparently lack substance. He finally doubts that Die tote Stadt has the
potential for "a long popularity" .

,

.

By the early 1920s, European critics seem agreed that Erich has the

"

potential to create a synthesis and renewal of modem trends, excluding
the emerging Schoenbergian idiom, and therefore hope from him a future

'j

for the Great Tradition which can retain audience appeal. The earlier
concern that Korngold's talents will not reach maturity, either because he
is just a nine-day wonder, or because his talent is flawed, seems to have
dissipated. However, in Aldrich's post-war New York review the

:,.
)._

question is raised of Komgold' s relevance to the contemporary world.
Perhaps the composer's ability to produce a synthesis of the past means he
is too deeply rooted in that past or has nothing of his own to offer.

t,

1922-1934

1

Through the 1920s Paul Bechert' s reviews of Komgold' s work pick
up on and expand this perspective: here earlier questions of Korngold' s
'\'

authenticity are resurrected in a different form. Komgold lacks the

·y

<

integrity of a "real" contemporary modern composer like Schoenberg. In
1922, Bechert believes that Strauss' and Julius' "chronique scandaleuse" 299 is

.\

298

Richard Aldrich, 1941, 682.
Paul Bechert. "Komgold, Strauss and Others: 'Subjective Criticism"' in The Musical
Times. London, !81 August 1922. Vol 63. 547. See Chapter Two.
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a serious indicator of general critical impropriety, which effectively
undermines the positive attributes in Erich's music.
Let it be stated from the outset that [Korngold's] early fame is due not
J

only to his talent - which was, and still is, remarkable in one so young but chiefly to a rigorously-conducted advertising campaign waged on his
behalf by the larger portion of the German press in general and of Vienna
in particular, a campaign made possible by the influential position
occupied by the young composer's father.300

Strauss deserves respect for his II one-time genius" but his directorship has
resulted in a "once-perfect" State Opera being "underscor[ed] by a
deplorable process of disintegration". The Komgolds' protagonists
become their "clique". European critics' "tolerance" reportedly turns
"caustic" against the "over-zealous father" and Bechert's version of "the
facts" is that Die tote Stadt is "but mildly successful". "Many", such as

~
~

;t

Vincent d'Indy and an unnamed Frank.fort critic who "dared" to pass
"frank judgement'', found the opera
rather crude( ... ) [and] replete with a more or less successful
theatricalism .

.7

Its "disappearance" from the repertoire merely two years after its
I

C;

f

premiere, is put down to a "waning" public interest, which vindicates
critical disillusionment and Bechert's "facts".
Bechert' s disgust 301 continues, and colours his appraisal of Erich's
1923 Piano Quintet. Here Komgold' s admirers, perhaps akin to

' ;:,
·1

Schoenberg's at the same period, are "vociferously enthusiastic" while the
unbiassed [sic] hearers( ... ) voiced their regret at the deplorable
development of Korngold' s great talent.

"'
C\
,Y

By comparison, Bechert' s review of Schoenberg's "Private Musical
Society" "'propaganda concerts'" 302 is deferential. Avoiding commenting.
at length upon the music or its musicality, beyond an excuse that as "one
of the most original and singular in all musical literature" it requires a

f

J

\

300

Paul Bechert, 1•1 August 1922, Vol 63. 547.
Paul Bechert. "New Chamber Music and Instrumental Works" in The Musical Times
London. Vol 64. I81 May 1923. 364.
302
Bechert' s quotation marks.
301
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specialised "comprehensive study", forbidden by the limitations of his
review. Instead he congratulates the "performance, flawless beyond
description" 303 of Pierrot Lunaire. In the following year, Bechert assures
J

the reader with covert sarcasm that given the powers of concentration
commensurate to the work's assumed value, he could detect thematic

ll

material within Schoenberg's Wind Quintet3°4. However, Bechert, here

r/
I

>

I

uncensored, finds the "increased assurance" of Komgold' s chamber music
a superficial "outward development"
abound[ing] with self-plagarisms ( ... ) decidedly 'rhapsodic' and devoid

I,

of thematic development or polyphonic treatment.305

Komgold's inventive "powers" are "here rather weak", his melodies

f
>-

"quite obvious", while his "strong rhythmic effects" remain "the one
redeeming feature". Similarly, Korngold' s "new" Quartet Op 16, though a
surprisingly "fortunate experience", is tainted by less favourable aspects

"

of earlier works.

'/

For if all signs fail, it marks Komgold' s departure from his former

I,);

methods of playing on superficial, alHoo-grateful melodies to the

,,

detriment of sincerity and depth.306

Perhaps predictably, Bechert's expectation in 1928 that Das Wunder der
I>

·,
;>

:,
I; <>

,J

Ii
'}

1 '~

,,I.
•-;

;

,,. J
r .,
1,

Heliane would produce "tangible proof( ... ) of ultimate advancement" is
unfulfilled for reasons unrelated to the music. While Korngold's "talent is
unquestionable", his" 'genius'" is "plastered with prejudice" from
another "fatal gift'' "germinated" by "enthusiastic press propaganda"
from which Bechert understandably disassociates himself. Heliane 's
insubstantial "cinema type" characters labour as a romantic antidote to
Krenek's modernism, leaving Das Wunder "too weak" to dispel Bechert's
partisan "mistrust". Korngold is a product of his environment,
"unconditional(ly] conservative" and curiously both a "bulwark" against
303

Paul Bechert. "Musical Notes From Abroad. Vienna. "Schonberg" in The Musical
Times. London. Vol 63. pt November. 1922. 883.
304
Paul Bechert. "Chamber Music and Soloists" in The Musical Times. London. Vol 65.
pt June 1924. 557-8.
305
Paul Bechert. Vol 64. 1st May 1923. 364.
306
Paul Bechert. "Korngold's New Quartet" in The Musical Times. London. Vol 65. 1st
March. 1924. 269-70. 270.
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contemporary advances in musical language and too shackled" by his
fl

agents to fend them off. Because Romanticism is an idiom of the past and
because an artist is a product of his time, Bechert rationalised that
Korngold is,
like any young man of his period,( ... ) inherently unromantic.

His idiom is therefore unnatural, "laboured, far-fetched and laden with
problems". If he could be freed from his musical conditioning, Korngold
would develop "a musical idiom of his own."
In similar vein, Olin Downes307 in New York finds the pre-war
opera Violanta "crudely sensational, strained and exaggerated". He
regrets that nobody had sufficient "discretion" to stop Korngold from
publishing it.

·'

The music is remarkable for its technical precocity and its lack of
~

originality. Infant prodigies, like mushrooms, are best allowed to mature
in the dark.

'/

,

}

In 1927, Das Wunder der Heliane, the product of Korngold's maturity, falls
short of Viennese critic Kralik' s expectations. Such "earthy material'1

y

demands "somewhat theatrical" efforts to "attain the heavens 11 • Such

~

"clawing'1 at the heights, "glowingly melodramatic songs", "hot breath",

)

"ostentatious language" and "monumental" staging, perhaps tolerable in
t

his youth, "diminish every sentiment and expression" in his maturity. 308

,>

·,

>
307
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\
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Olin Downes. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold. Violanta at the Metropolitan Premiere" in
New York Times. 5th November 1927. Quoted by Hans Heinsheimer. "Gone with the
wind'? (Alexander von Zemlinsky and Wolfgang Korngold" in Opera News, July 1984
v49 p18 (4). 20.
308
"Wortprunk und Kulissenhaftigkeit der Aktion, alles Erstarrte und Versteinerte
schmilzt aber vollig dahin im heiBem Atem der Komgoldischen Komposition. Wenn sich
der Komponist den Stoff zunacht auf die Erde hat schaffen lassen, so tat er das offenbar
nur, um ihn in umso groBartigerer Elevation auf den Fltigeln seines gltihenden
melodramatischen Gesanges wieder himmelwarts zu tragen. Mag sein, daB der
sinnenfrohe Biihnenmensch, der in ihm steckt, ein biBchen Theatralik braucht, um sich zu
entzunden, daB der Lowe, <lessen Klauen und Pranken sich j~ schon beim Kinde, beim
Jungling so bedeutungsvoll gezeigt hatten, sozusagen Blut lecken muB, um in Galt zu
geraten; das Eigentliche und Wesentliche seiner musikalischen Erfindung schopft
gleichwohl aus jenem lichten Schein und blauen Dunst des Mysteriums, aus der Vision,
und tragt alles Geftihl und alien Ausdruck wieder dorthin zuriick." Heinrich Kralik. "Das
Wunder der Heliane" in Neues Wiener Tagbl,att, 30th October 1927. Nr 297.2.3.
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')

)

Das Wunder in Vienna and Violanta in New York are seen to be too
Modem for the contemporary age. The qualities so admired by earlier
critics (except Aldrich, perhaps) are now seen to be overblown, oversentimental, too neurotic and too theatrical to suit contemporary taste.
Komgold's language has remained more or less constant, but critics are
now hearing it in a different light. Korngold' s previous role as a
synthesiser of contemporary trends seemed to have lost its importance.
1934-1957

>

In 1934, on his way to Hollywood and backed by popular success

'r

in a European operetta Renaissance, Korngold emphasised the seriousness
of his creative enterprises to New York journalists, who like New York
critics generally retained their dismissive attitude towards film music. In
.(

January 1935, for example, Downes finds Komgold's Quartet

"
? ..

"dexterously scored", but its idiom is only "effective in a modem popular,
(... )rather theatrical" style and therefore its "actual substance" is
"disappointing" and

,Y

far from what is hoped of Erich Korngold, formerly a child prodigy
composer, who now writes for Hollywood. 309

):

Meanwhile, a fraternity of film critics was emerging in Los Angeles

I" ~

and New York. Most appear to concentrate upon film plots, scenery,

>

special effects and actors rather than the film's music or its composers.

i

"

~

·~
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\
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I

I

'
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However, A Midsummer Night's Dream presented a special event. The New

York Times journalist uPepo"310 finds the production "brave, beautiful and
interesting" and, "whatever its flaws", its" high ambitions" provide a
"stimulating evening". Though it is a credit to "Warner Bros and the
motion picture industry", it remains ''no masterpiece". Korngold' s

/
j

contribution is appreciated but succinctly described as a "rearrangement
of Mendelssohn's music [which] weaves a rhapsodic spell". An unnamed

;,
309

r .\

Olin Downes." Komgold's Quartet Given." in New York Times, 24th Jan. 1935. 22:1
" 'Pepo' at the Cinema. Warner Brothers Present the Max Reinhardt Film of A
Midsummer Night's Dream at the Hollywood" in The New York Times l01h October 1935.
31:1,4.

310
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\
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journalist writing on Hollywood events311 praises the cinematography, the
"notable wealth of detail and the special effects "trickery", but neither the
use of Mendelssohn's music nor Korngold' s techniques are discussed
because, in the opinion of the reviewer, the "layman could not conceive
j

what part sound played" in the production. Journalist P.W. Wilson312
ponders larger issues raised by this production. "Cecil de Mille [is]

·{

Shakespeare's twin-soul", but the movie's appeal to "Main St" rather than
Broadway means that Shakespeare has either "outgrown" or been
"rescued" from the "trammels of the stage". Through this "humanizing"
process and provided his "words have prominence", Shakespeare's
popularity "might again encircle the globe". A London correspondent,313
.>

however, disagrees. While it might appeal be educationally beneficial to a
wider public unfamiliar with Wilson's "trammelled" stage, cinema fails to

1.

capture the "divine afflatus which the poet had breathed into his work''.
A staff journalist for the Los Angeles Times 314 reports upon Charlotte

~y

j

}

and William Dieterle' s important "elaborate international experiment" to
open 11 simultaneously in twenty different countries". Here it is the

';,

Dieterle' s who are responsible for persuading W amer Bros to mount the
film, and for "sweat[ing]" over the "adaptation and cull[ing] the

(>

I

Mendelssohn musical score". Two months later, the Los Angeles Times 315

'

\

reports that the "enthusiastic reception of the "filmed version" of A

Midsummer Night's Dream proves that there is" a taste here" to support
'

;,

:,

Korngold's musical contribution in fact gained little critical attention and
~

-~

less status outside the industry in his first venture into film.

>

311

r

'
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Max Reinhardt's "finer taste" for things "poetic and beautiful".

"The Solid fabric of a Midsummer's Dream" in The New York Times October 20,
1935, IV, 8:3.
312
P. W. Wilson. "Hollywood tries out Mr. Shakespeare" in The New York Times October
13 1935. VII, 9.
313
Ernest Marshall, "The Word From London: Reaction to the Shakespeare-Reinhardt
'Dream' is Not Entirely Favorable" in The New York Times. Sunday 1st December 1935.
XI, 8.5.
314
"Wife of Director inspired Midsummer Night's Dream" in Los Angeles Times.
California, 15th September 1935. pA2.
315
"A School of the Theater" in Los Angeles Times. 2nd November 1935. pA4.
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This experience was to be repeated in subsequent films. A

Newsweek review of the film Captain Blood 316 mentions Komgold, albeit
with high praise, succinctly as
said by many to be the finest of all film composers.

The New York Times 317 review of the same film makes no mention of
the music or its composer. Joseph O'Sullivan, 318 film critic in Hollywood,
headlines Korngold' s II accurate" and "intelligent" application of
"authentic operetta" in Give Us This Night (1936). Korngold's "screen
operetta" is distinguished from "just a musical" through its reliance upon
tradition. As Arvey's interview of late 1936 captures Komgold's unease
with Hollywood in general, a 1937 review of Liederzyklus far Sopran und

Klavier in Vienna319 makes it clear that Komgold' s reputation as the "world
renowned man of melody"320 survives equally among conventional
European audiences and in Hollywood, where James Francis Crow 321
concludes his unenthusiastic review of Anthony Adverse (1936) with the

.,

single observation that:
{Korngold] endowed the picture with a grandly melodious musical score.

Los Angeles musicologist and columnist Dr Bruno Ussher aspired
11

r>

to highlight the "good composers available to Hollywood. He finds the
"disappointing score" for Anthony Adverse" (for which Komgold was
awarded an Oscar) is compensated by Komgold's "widely engaging
qualities and(. .. ) experience." 322 Robin Hood [sic] (for which he received

~·
j

316

,·
'y

-;
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I

··\

).

"Captain Blood" in Newsweek 28 Dec 1935. 24. Reprinted in Magill's Survey of
Cinema, 15th June 1995.
317
" A Newcomer named Errol Flynn in a Handsome Film Version of 'Captain Blood' at
the Strand" in The New York Times. 27th December 1935. 14.
318
Joseph O'Sullivan. "Current of Song Moves Story in "Give Us This Night". Komgold
Shows How Screen Operetta Can Be Done." In Motion Picture Herald. 14th March 1936.
18.
319
"weltbekannte Melodik", "Konzerte" in Neues Wiener Tagblatt, 7th November 1937.
13.2.
320
Bruno Ussher. "Music in Current Pictures" 30th April 1938. Reprinted in Hamann,
2002, 33.
321
James Francis Crow. " 'Anthony Adverse': Reviews of Previews" in Hollywood
Citizen News. 9th May 1936.
322
Dr Bruno Ussher. "Good Composers Available" in Hollywood Spectacular 16th
October 1937. Hamann, 2002, 7.
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his second Oscar) reveals an "amazing" and "exquisite" "natural
melodist" with appropriate "spontaneous eloquence and emotional
sweep". Ussher "salutes" Korngold's "symphonic dramatic score" for

Juarez (1939), though with reservations over its functionary role. 323 The
/

score exceeds the film's artistic and technical boundaries.
[It is a] more artistic piece of workmanship than first hearing may reveal.

J

In this virtue is hidden a certain weakness. ( ... )Quite a few ingenious and
touching effects have been lost in the (... ) 'dubbing'.

Thus studio "pressures" and "unfavourable acoustics" result in a less than
perfect collaboration between Korngold' s complicated score and the
"weighty problem film" .324 The score for The Private Lives of Elizabeth and

Essex325 is however "as sumptuous, as soaring and tragic as the story" and
l '·

advances Korngold's initial ambitions

It

a step nearer that which I might call songless music drama( ... ) [with] a
score which bids fair to make history in film music.

:r

Othman,326 taking a different view finds the score of Anthony Adverse ;,one

'(

,'

of the finest( ... ) Hollywood ever produced" but gives the final credit to
the industry for employing Korngold rather than to Korngold himself.
In the same year as Korngold' s letter, "Some Experiences in Film

[>.

Music" enjoys the first of several reprints,327 Ussher welcomes the

:,.

l

>

innovations "should prove extremely interesting" and represent an

!,
i>

>
~
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;
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I
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important step in the widening recognition of "music for the screen" as an
323

,\

~

composer Eisler to Hollywood though with reservations.328 While Eisler's

Ussher's Review in Los Angeles Daily News 2nd May 1939. Hamann, 2002, 60-1.
Bruno Ussher. "Music in the Films" 2nd May 1939. Hamann, 2002, 60.
325
Bruno Ussher. "Music in the Films" in Los Angeles Daily News 18th Nov 1939.
Hamann, 2002, 81.
326
Othman, Frederick C, "His Music Painful To Korngold" in Hollywood Citizen-News
9th May 1939 [accessed through Online Magazine of Motion Picture and Television
Music Appreciation. http://www.filmscoremonthly.com [accessed 2nd March, 2002]
327
Erich Wolfgang Korngold. "Some Experiences in Film Music" in Music and Dance in
California, edited Jose Rodriguez, 137-39. Hollywood Bureau of Musical Research.
1940. Reprinted in Tony Thomas Film Score: the Art and Craft of Movie Music. The
Career and Views of25 Eminent Composers. Revised edition of "Film Score: The View
from the Podium"(l979). San Diego: Tony Thomas, 1989. Burbank. CA Riverwood
Press, 1999.
328
Bruno Ussher. "Music in the Films" in Los Angeles Daily News. 161h Sept 1940.
Hamann, 2002, 113-4.
324
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outlet for American composers, Ussher foresees difficulties in putting
idealism before studio practice.
Of course, these working conditions benefitting [sic]329 Eisler are certain to
J

provoke a sardonic smile in Hollywood film music studios. There,
composers have to write 50 minutes of film music a week. Eisler can take
a year or so and may write as he thinks best from a music-dramatic
angle. 330

Komgold, Ussher reminds the reader, also enjoys such "favourable
conditions. He then proceeds to blame Sea Hawk's director for lacking the
"courage" to use orchestral instruments instead of gunpowder for sound
effects.
[Korngold's music] would have moments of soaring fierce beauty and
also of power [but] for the sake of pseudorealism it sounds tattered,
slashed and drowned.
;,

Komgold' s score is found lacking in other respects as well. Although it
contains "two appealing songs" and "vivid sentiment[al] melodies", Sea

~

Hawk should have been composed in the idiom of Tudor England.
As Korngold's ambivalence towards Hollywood turned to
weariness, he revisited East Coast stages. Journalist Alma Lubin's 1944

i>-

promotional article in The Cincinnati Enquirer331 for Helen Goes to Troy
reports that Komgold's lack of enthusiasm for further films is only
"saved" by his ability "to cast the gloomiest conversation into a joke".
Similarly, Irving Spiegel of The New York Times 332 promises that the
Broadway hit by the "quondam wunderkind" [sic] can "satisfy" the

>
-.\

audience's "nostalgic inclinations" for pre-Hitler "lilting waltz,
wienerschnitzel [sic] [and] creamed coffee" with "streamlined( ... ) Strauss

~

melodies".

r
329

7

.~.'

Hamann excuses his unwillingness to correct the proofreading preferring to leave the
articles as first printed, as an indication of the "rough and ready" atmosphere in the
Hollywood press of that era. Hamann 2002, Foreword.
330
Bruno Ussher. "Music in the Films" in Los Angeles Daily News. 16th March 1940.
Hamann, 2002, 95.
331
Alma Lubin. "Mainly About Musical Manhattan" in The Cincinnati Enquirer. 26th
March 1944. III:2.
332
Irving Spiegel. "The Return of the 'Wunderkind"' in The New York Times 161h April

1944. II 1:5.
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[After 520] lucrative performances the( ... ) work is still hitting on all
cylinders.

Spiegel describes Korngold's "easy going" nature and "flamboyant
)
,;

gestures" and suggests the latter contributed to the way that Die tote Stadt
was able to "bring down the rafters" in 1920s Europe.
In the eleven years between Korngold' s arrival and the end of the
Second World War, American critics had given him little recognition.
New York critics tended to trivialise the cinematic arts and failed to take
seriously the film com.posers' contribution and while Hollywood writers
are more forthcoming they avoid any attempt to judge the music
according to the criteria which Komgold him.self would like to see
established. There is still nervousness about regarding film music as a

"

,,

~!'

,,-

However, perhaps through Eisler's and Ussher's work and
growing amateur interest, film music was beginning to gain some
specialist attention in both New York and Los Angeles. While The New

(
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'
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serious contribution to the art of music.

Yorker 333 review of Deception finds the music simply "fine", Frank :Miller,
First Cellist in the NBC Symphony Orchestra334 then conducted by
Toscanini, analyses Komgold's handwritten sketch for Deception's cello
concerto for the new magazine Film Music Notes whose editorial board
members "lament" that these "excellent film scores are not published".
"Tailor written" for film, Korngold's score would require only "slight
revision" to become "legitimately playable" and "not sound faked" in a
concert performance. Readers were asked to "bring pressure to bear" so
that film music is not "scrapped". Penguin Film columnist John Huntley335
shifts the discussion of the value of film music to the employment
opportunities offered by film studios as "the most profitable outlet for
com.position of serious music today", and com.pares them favourably with
333

John McCarten. "The Current Cinema. In Deception" in The New Yorker. 28 1h
October 1946. 103.
334
Miller, Frank. 1'Analysis of the Komgold Cello Concerto" in Film Music Notes 8, no4
February-March 1947.
335
John Huntley. "Film Music" in The Penguin Film Review, No.2, 1947. 21.
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the court contracts enjoyed by Bach, Mozart and Haydn. In 1949 Huntley
notes that though Korngold "periodically announces his intention of
leaving [films]( ... ) within a few weeks he is back in Hollywood", and
suggests that such divided loyalties in "Wolfgang Korngold" raise
questions about his integrity. Huntley concludes that Hollywood is the
most comfortable and therefore his preferred venue. While Korngold
hoped that Deception's Cello Concerto would pave his way back to the
concert hall, Huntley finds it "tabloid".
[Korngold's] thematic material has often left much to be desired, but his

,-

orchestration for the microphone is always carefully calculated to suit the
requirements of the studio recording theatre.336

In the Hollywood Citizen News

-"

337

preview of Rosalinda, Korngold is

again a "Viennese Composer". His reception in St Louis is cited, where
his violin concerto "inspired eight minutes applause" from the audience
and the critics "compared its melodiousness [sic] to the Mendelssohn
Concerto". For St Louis critics, the" cool" reception given by the New

·~

York critics to the work is an endorsement. Allowed a performance in
1949 in Los Angeles' avantgarde "Evenings on the Roof" 338 Komgold won

t,_

>

unqualified approval for his third String Quartet from Margaret
Harford339 of the Hollywood Citizen News. Though she is embarrassed to
admit her preference for Korngold over the "rather dehydrated" and
"rough ride" of Toldi' s "contemporary idiom".
[T]o the sentimental likes of me, the beauty of its sounds and the clean

>-

unhurried lines of its construction were more than welcome.

~

~

'

In 1950, when Ross Parmenter' s article "He's Fed up with Music for the
Movies" was reprinted in New York's Musical Digest340, Marcel Prawy341

-,-

336

,

--/
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A

John Huntley. "British Film Music" in The Penguin Film Review, No 6, 1949. 94-5.
"Viennese Composer to Conduct: Korngold on Podium for 'Rosalinda' Debut" in
Hollywood Citizen News Thursday, May 15 1947. 9.
338
"Yates did not particularly like Korngold's works but thought he should be allowed to
perform there". Dorothy Lamb Crawford. Evenings on and Off the Roof· Pioneering
Concerts in Los Angeles, 1939-1973. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995. 90.
339
Margaret Harford. "Evenings on the Roof: New Art Quartet Presents Works of
Korngold and Toldi." In Hollywood Citizen News. 4th January 1949. 13.
340
The New York Times. Musical Digest VII, 1950. 117-8.
337
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writing for Opera News reviews the premiere of Die Katrin in Vienna and
believes it fulfils Komgold' s "miracle". His synthesis of Puccini, Strauss
and "modem operetta" with a 1950s "touch of jazz" has "never a tired
/

moment". In a reminiscence of Bekker's 1910 assessment Komgold again
presents
something genuinely new on the musical horizon.

Though "critically rejected" elsewhere, the public acclaim awarded the
opera testifies to its importance despite the dominant opinion.
[It is a] good, solid, effective operatic music written by a master for the

theatre for the theatre lovers. Old fashioned? Maybe unfortunately so? 342

In the same year, Joseph Marx343 in Austria who had known

"

Komgold as a fellow composer in the early years of the century, gives him
high praise as "perhaps the last great artist from the rich lineage of
Vienna." The "Weltstadt der Tonkunst" "cultivated" his "masterful

>

,,
,,,

technique" from which the Violin Concerto (1947) is a "direct
development'' and a "great American success". Korngold's film music is
both "exceptionally valuable", composed among "first class colleagues",
and a "fashionable way to make a living". Korngold' s exceptional gift is

>-

fulfilled and his talents have matured without the loss of his "pure
Viennese (... )musical heart'' .344

>--

This tribute rounds out the critical reviews of Komgold' s work:
little appeared in print during the last six years of his life. The suggestion
that his compositions in America were a valid continuation of the Great
Tradition was, however not echoed universally. Frederick Stemfeld, in

~

A

Musical Quarterly, endorsed Aaron Copland's favourable appraisal by
both his "fellow composers in the East and his Hollywood associates" as a

r
341
.),

--,

'
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Marcel Prawy. "Erich Wolfgang Korngold's Die Kathrin at the Vienna State Opera" in
Opera News. Vol 15, No 8. 11th December 1950.12-15.
342
Marcel Prawy, 11th December 1950, 14.
343
Joseph Marx. "Zur Erinnerung an Erich Wolfgang Korngold" in Oesterreichische
Musikzeitschrift (OeMZ) 22: July 1967. 424-5. (Reprinted from Neue Oesterreich, 14th
Oct.1950).
344
"Auch zahlreiche ausgezeichnete Filmmusiken": "eigenartigen Branche bei
erstrangigen Fachleuten": "zeitgemaBen Erwerbszweiges": "'richtigen' ": "ein
Cellokonzert und anderes": "echt osterreichisch": "aus musikantischen Herzen
entspringt" Joseph Marx, 1967, 425.
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film composer who, unlike Korngold, "does not rely upon an excess of
emotional and instrumental lushness." 345

Korngold's Obituaries and Memorial Decade
Most of the obituaries that appeared after Korngold' s death in
November 1957 merely chronicle his fame in Vienna and decline in
Hollywood.346 "H-d" of the Neues Oesterreich 347 alone proposes a tribute
performance of Die tote Stadt. 348 The Los Angeles Examiner merely lists his
funeral service, bluntly and with a misspelt name:
KORNGOLD, Arich Wofgang, [sic] Professor. Services 2 pm., Monday at
the Hollywood Cemetery Chapel, Wilton Mortuary, directors.

The Los Angeles Times 349 reports more fully with a headline referring to
'~

"Erich Korngold: Noted Film Composer". The subheading describes Erich
as an "Academy Award Winning Arranger, Known as Musical Prodigy

>

Early in 1900s". "Mr" Komgold's "first work", The Snowman, was
performed by the royal "order of Kaiser Franz Josef"(!) The Dead City is

r

his "most widely known opera" and he is "credited with composing"

Anthony Adverse and Robin Hood [sic], the two films for which he had won
~

Oscars.
However, Kralik writing for Die Presse350 in Vienna explained

>

Korngold's "tragic fate" as the natural outcome foreseen by those writing
three decades earlier. Korngold's "Wunderkind" skills presented him
"
"
r

>

r

''
A

345

Frederick Sternfeld. "Copland as a Film Composer" in Musical Quarterly, Vol 37.
1951. 161-75.
346
For example: Joseph Wulf "Erich W. Komgold Gestorben" in Oesterreichische Neue
Tagezeitung. Obituary. 1 December. 1957: Staff Writer for The Musical Times. Vol
99,38: "Erich Korngold Composer, Dead" in The New York Times. 30th November 1957.
21:2:
347
H-d, "Erich Wolfgang Korngold starb in Hollywood" inNeues Oesterreich, 1st
December 1957. 11.
348
"Es ware mehr als ein biBer Akt der Pietiit, ja ein dringendes Gebot der Stunde, diese
Melodischgestattigte, reichste vokale Entfaltungsmoglichkeiten bietende Werk so bald
wie moglich an der Wiener Staatsoper herauszubringen". H-d, "Erich Wolfgang
Korngold starb in Hollywood" in Neues Oesterreich, 1st December 1957. 11.
349
"Erich Korngold, Noted Film Composer, Dies". Los Angeles Times, 301h November
1957.3:1.
350
Heinrich Kralik. "Erich Wolfgang Korngold zum Gedenken: Das tragische Schicksal
eines Unzeitgema.Ben." in Die Presse. Wien. 3rd December 1957. Nr 2776. 8.
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with every accomplishment yet denied him firstly the initiative required
to create the new idiom desperately needed to replace the depleted tonal
system and secondly the stamina to counteract his father's influence. The
J

allegiance to tonality of father and son kept them "old fashioned". 351
Instead of trying to catch up with the times when unshackled by Julius'
>

";

death, Komgold became embittered. Kralik finds it a poetic justice that
Komgold's "simple", "good heart" causes the end of his life and his art. 352
A review of the 1959 memorial concert in Los Angeles resurrects
him as the neglected champion of natural order.
[The concert] brought to our attention a musical voice which may be
regarded when the smog of controversy rolls away, as one of the most
civilised and gracious of the twentieth century.

~

Thirty years ago Korngold' s idiom seemed advanced. Then came the
schools of atonalism, polytonality and general chaos, and Komgold was

l._

suddenly placed into the category of the reactionaries. Among those who

)-

discarded them, there are a few survivors. Komgold spoke forth last

~f

I

night with a richness of melody and a luxuriance of harmony that marked

'Y

him for survival. 353

y
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"Wunderkinder mogen Vollender einer musikgeschichten Epoche werden, in deren
vorbereiteten Entwicklungsgang die Vorschung sie stellen mag, an der mtihsamen Arbeit
des Suchens, Tastens und Experimentierens, um eine Epoche in Gang zu bringen, konnen
sie schwerlich teilhaben". ( ... ) Wie sie sich im BewuBtsein ihres guten Gewissens und
dennoch schuldig-unschuldig tief und tiefer in ihre tragische Situation verstricketen. ( ... )
Trotzdem wurde davon das personliche Verhliltnis zwischen Vater und Sohn in keiner
Weise bertihrt" Heinrich Kralik. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold zum Gedenken: Das
tragische Schicksal eines UnzeitgemaBen." in Die Presse. Wien. 3rd December 1957.
Nr2776. 8.2
352
"Naivtat, seinen Lieben, einfachen, unverstellten Kindersinn bewahrt hat. ( ... ) Wenn
auch dieses Herz( ... ) ihm nun Krankheit und schlieBlich das Ende gebracht hat".
Heinrich Kralik. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold zum Gedenken: Das tragische Schicksal
eines UnzeitgemaBen." in Die Presse. Wien. 3rd December 1957. Nr2776. 8.4.
353
Duchen, 1996. 218-9. A Memorial Concert dated June 71h 1959 was held in the
Schoenberg Hall. The review appeared in the Los Angeles Examiner, but is uncited, and
not attributed by Duchen, and to date has not been found. Other notices for the memorial
celebrations have also been hard to trace.
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In 1960 Roger Sessions354 echoes remarks made by Korngold in his
interview with Arvey when he suggests that the purity of the "genuinely
adventurous" composer will be tested by mass media. Meanwhile, "the
)

devotion of Komgold' s admirers" was already putting pressure on
Wamer Bros to release recordings of Korngold' s new genre of
)

"filmusic".355 In 1962, Thomas' review acknowledges George Korngold's
role in commissioning the recordings and claims them as a "signal
victory". Korngold, eulogised among Hollywood's connoisseurs as
Schoenberg's equal, but elsewhere immutably "branded" as a film
composer, had found in film music
a new way of getting serious music across to millions all over the world.

Sessions' warning might not have been answered here but it was
heeded elsewhere. A January 1964 performance of Das Ring der Polykrates
>
I
;/

in which it shared the programme with Puccini's Suor Angelica, is listed in
the April edition of Opera,356 but it was apparently not reviewed. Indeed,
very little was written about Korngold in the Sixties until 1967. The
debate over the relative value of avant-garde music, Schoenberg's
innovations, the great tradition, popular music, and even film music,

:>-

flourished, but Komgold was not mentioned in these debates.

>

1967
Luzi Korngold's Biography.
As Korngold's death provided critics with an immediate
!,,

opportunity to review his life, Luzi's posthumously published biography
allowed them to do the same ten years on.

:r

;y

On one hand, Hermann Ullrich in Oestereichische Musikzeitschrift
observes that Erich wrote "far better than average original film music for a
354

.\

,,'
.)s

Roger Sessions. "Problems and Issues Facing the Composer Today" in Musical
Quarterly. No2 Vol 146 1960. 159-71.
355
Anthony Thomas. "Music by Erich Wolfgang Komgold". Album review in Films in
Review, March 1962. 177-8.
356
Joseph Wechsberg. "World Reports. Das Ring der Polykrates. zznct January 1964",
Opera. April 1964. 241.
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living" .357 Komgold' s attempts to reintroduce his "inexhaustible" tonality
into post war Vienna ignored the intervening twenty years of
"fundamentally different" modernism. Despite his "suppress[ion]" by
j

II

critics predisposed to atonality, the public remains "friendly and
"interested".358 Professor Dr. Alfred Spannagel 359 sees Korngold's decline
;,

as a nafve act of fate, " his star seemed not to want to shine any more".
However, with his "sympathies awakened", Spannagel hopes Luzi's book
enlightens its readers and "stimulates the cultivation of [Korngold's]
works".
Mosco Camer360 took a less sympathetic view. When Korngold
.~

side-stepped into operetta, he

~

virtually ceased to count as a serious composer in the 1930s and complete
silence has now settled on him.

His return to "more serious work" and his attempts to extend a popular
'_';--

German tradition merely proves that Korngold had "written himself out".

;'

No more than an eclectic who tried to achieve a synthesis( ... ) [hel
'1

cultivated a lavishness and luxuriance( .•. ) which in Das Wunder der

Heliane grew to excess( ... ) Perhaps the main trouble with Korngold was
the fact that he hardly developed. His essential style was formed early in
/>-

life and he later repeated himself in an almost stereotyped manner. ( ... ) If

~

something of the inner man emerges from his wife's pages, it is the
>

hedonist with a strong dose of typically Viennese-Jewish sentimentality.

Hans Redlich361 argues similarly that Luzi's "tragic story" illuminates
'I'
,1

Komgold as a "forgotten phenomenon" of

/:.,s

357

.v

r
:;"

\

"'
),

"unpartelisch", "zweckgebundene", "weit tiberdurchschnittlich gute und originelle
Filmmusik um des Erwerbs willen schreiben mu.Bte". Hermann Ullrich. "Oestereichische
Komponisten des XX. Jahrhunderts. Erich Wolfgang Komgold, ein Lebensbild von Luzi
Komgold", Review in Oesterreichische Musikzeitschrift (OeMZ) 22: July 1967. 425-6.
358
"Vor allem verhielt sich ein Teil der atonal eingestellten Kritik ablehnend, wahrend
clas Publikum freundlich und interessiert blieb." Hermann Ullrich, (OeMZ) 22: July
1967. 426.
359
"scheint sein Stem nicht mehr leuchten zu wollen": "erweckt Sympathien": "Mage es
auch zur Pflege seines Werken anregen!" Alfred Spannagel. "Luzi Korngold, Erich
Wolfgang Komgold" Review in Musikerziehung: Zeitchrift der Musikerzieher.
Oesterreichs 21:206 n4, 1968.
360
Mosco Carner, "Erich Wolfgang Komgold, ein Lebensbild". by Luzi Komgold in
Music and Letters XLIX/2 April 1968. 188-89.
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lightening success followed by decades of disenchantment.

"Already out of the running as a serious composer" with the "advent of
Schoenberg, Bart6k and Stravinsky" and before Hitler "drove" them all
',I

/

out, Korngold "succumbed" to the "temptation" offered by Viennese
operetta before entering the "devil's kitchen" of Hollywood. Here, his
fame "evaporated" with his youth.
The middle-aged composer( ... ) discovered that he was a forgotten
fashion of yesterday.

A composer writing in Korngold' s style was unlikely to find favour with
critics who held allegiance to the modernist view of twentieth-century

"

music.

Revivals and Releases

-'

1967-1980
r

The revivals of Komgold' s works in live performance and
recordings provided a further opportunity to reviewers to discuss the
"/

composer.
Hermann Ullrich admits to finding the 1967 revival of Die tote Stadt
t,._

"cinematographic", but attributes to "other critics" the opinion that the
resurrection of a "dated" and "irrelevant" opera is merely a "respectful

I>

gesture" to a once famous master. Positively it has "thick and masterfully
worked, sensitive instrumentation", but negatively it is "often too thick"

)'-

,,

with the "orchestra too prevalent". Apparently unperturbed by this
inconsistency, the audience is "wholehearted[ly]" and "unsentimental[ly]"
appreciative. While not a totally accurate indication of value, a full house

;y

represents a welcome financial relief for the Volksoper and perhaps an

1

aesthetic relief for Ullrich in a time of "sterile" productions and "forced
~,.

.\
-~

archaeological experiments" with "long-forgotten" works.362

361

Hans Redlich. "A Phenomenon Forgotten" in The Musical Times, January 1968, 41-2.
"Kritik freilich, oder ein Teil davon, erkfart das Werk fiir veraltet": "der nicht mehr fiir
uns ist": "Geste des Respekts": "Kinodramatik Musik", "dicht und meisterlich gearbeiet,
sensitive instrumentiert": "Instrumentation oft zu dicht, das Orchester zu pravalent ist":
"Durch herzliche, vollig reminiszenzenfreie": "kein Geringes in einer Zeit zunehmender

362
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For Horst Koegler, the 1970 Ghent "undertaking" of Das Wunder der

Heliane,

363

"seems" to result in the same "minor success" as in 1927.

Although he enjoys the way Das Wunder der Heliane "strives unashamedly
,/

for effect" with "unbridled exhibitionism" and "prehistoric( ... ) blood and
thunder" and finds it an "exhilarating" and "spectacular extravaganza",
)-

Koegler also enjoys the wisdom of hindsight in remarking that the opera
"clearly pre-echoes Komgold's stint composing for Hollywood".
In 1973, Hammond364 wrote to the editor of Gramophone
"exasperated" by some critics and at the general unavailability of
Komgold' s music, resulting, he believed, from. an irrelevant and counterproductive snobbery.

\

It is true there were atonal extremists who frowned on the traditional
order of [Korngold's] ( ... ) heartfelt melody and rich orchestration, but the
bickering of yesterday should not concern record companies now. The
very qualities of expression the radicals condemned endeared Korngold' s

J

music to the greater part of the public.
'7

As part of the "metamorphosis" of Hollywood music from "mere
decoration" to "integral dramatic force", Korngold's "exuberant
symphonic example" is not a "waste of his artistic talent" but fulfilled

~

enlightenment aspirations by "enabl[ing] people all over the world" to
~

"grow to love" symphonic music.
In a similar vein, Barry Fantoni' s "Fields of Korngold" introduces

~

Sea Hawk to the readers of the U.K's New Society. 365 Contemporary film.
music composers such as Henry Mancini, John Barry, and "even Andre

')

'•

Previn" might deserve the "cultural brush-off", but their predecessors
from "Hollywood's heyday" do not. Before technical advances simplified

;.,,

film music's "problem[s]", composers such as Komgold, "perhaps the

j
,,>-

:\

Sterilitat der Operproduktion und forcierter archaologischer Experimente mit
verschollenen Werken". Hermann Ullrich. "Die tote Stadt von E. W. Korngold in der
Volkoper" in OeMZ22:415-16July 1967.
363
Horst Koegler." Reports: Ghent" in Opera News 34: 11th April 1970. 28.
364
Philip Hammond. Letter to the Editor. "Korngold" in Gramophone, Vol 50. January
1973. 1437. Hammond also wrote about "Erich Wolfgang Korngold" to the Max Steiner
Music Society Newsletter, No 27, Summer 1971, 3-6.
365
Barry Pantoni. "Fields of Komgold" in New Society (U.K). znd August 1973. 288.
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greatest( ... ) of all" needed "imagination". Korngold must rely upon
"intuition alone" and his "built in metronome"(!) "Swashbucklers" are a
"natural replacement for the opera stage", but seriously undermine his
integrity.
Korngold' s music is instantly recognisable. Yet to a critical ear, it seems
1>

to contain nothing substantial that one could call essentially Komgold
( ... ) [This] goes a long way to explain Komgold's unrivalled position as
Warners' Bros most successful composer. (... ) But it would be too easy to
dismiss Korngold as a mere plagiarist. Certainly whatever charge one
levels at Korngold, he was always a complete professional.

Fantoni has the same difficulty as his predecessors in differentiating
between an "instantly recognisable" synthesis and plagiarism. Being able
to reach an eclectic movie audience is not the same as being a real
composer. Fantoni therefore "cannot understand" why the "staggering"
recording quality of Sea Hawk is "so rarely found in performances of more
important composers."
[Korngold] re-devoted his creativity to the rigours of composing the

(

currently accepted form of academic music,( ... ) apparently unscathed by
the Hollywood dream world(!) 366
>-

However, Fantoni does attempt to correct others' mistakes. "Tabbing"
Komgold as "film-musiky" is like "calling Renoir chocolate-boxy"(!)
The 1975 Corsaro's restaging of Die tote Stadt used projected

>

cinematic images and blurred distinctions between stage and screen.
Some critics confess their liking for its immediacy. Davis367 from The New

York Times somewhat apologetically promotes the "quintessentially
Viennese" opera as an enjoyable example of high art. Designed to be an
,)

appealing synthesis of cinema's "hey day" and concert music's luxury to
satisfy both audiences' covert desires, it is

;>-

•

366

Including the "late Romantic" Violin Concerto. Barry Fantoni. "Fields of Korngold" in
New Society (U.K). 2nd August 1973. 288.
367
Peter Davis. "A Deliciously Decadent 'Dead City"' in The York Times. 301h March
1975. II.17:1
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[a] perfect example of what used to be called 'movie music', but in the
very best sense- a luminous symphonic sound, luscious romantic themes
and explicitly suggestive musical effects.

Komgold' s cinematic "gifts for wringing the juice out of a melodramatic
situation" combined with cinematic allusions, will
capture the deliciously decadent, hallucinatory tone of the plot( ... ) [in] a
singularly appropriate piece of poetic justice [for the] dean of Hollywood
film composers.

By describing Komgold in academic terms, Koegler moves film music
from the margins closer to the centre of the dominant social formation.
Perhaps this is sparked by Corsaro's provocative synthesis. Certainly the
open attitudes of the 1970s permitted not only a bridging of hitherto
unbridgeable differences but also an unabashed hedonistic enjoyment of

r,

musical sensuality.

The New York Times critic Harold Schonberg368 dismisses Corsaro's
"ambitious( ... ) exploit[ation of] film" for the "once famous" tote Stadt

f,
J ,,

(sic], but finds Korngold's music "attractive". Like Koegler, Schonberg
~

J

admits a certain guilty pleasure in hearing the opera, which though
already "an anachronism" in 1920, is nonetheless

,'.\

l!

an amalgam of extreme skill, expert writing and a direct punch to the

>

emotions( ... ) But if one can ignore the shameless derivations Die tote

>-

Stadt can have a gorgeous late Romantic surge.

Seventeen days later, Schonberg369 has revised his views. He now finds
>

"Films -A New Dimension for Opera( ... ) an exciting step forward" for
an "eclectic" composer surprisingly better than the master of "dash and

r:
I

·!

!y

j

f •'
'

flair".
It is the damndest thing, Komgold wrote better Strauss than Strauss.

Schonberg also experiences Koegler's dilemma: intellectually, he judges
Komgold' s music as out of date, while emotionally he finds it seductive.

r>

368
:}

;,

Harold C. Schonberg. "City Opera 'Tote Stadt' Exploits Film Technique" in The New
York Times, 3,d April 1975. 44:1.
369
Harold C. Schonberg. "Films -A New Dimension for Opera" in The New York Times,
Sunday. 201h April 1975. II, 19:1.
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Composed in the modern, hectic anti.romantic 1920s, (... ) {it] could never
live( ... ) {Korngold's] kind of backward-looking, voluptuous and
sentimental music was ideal for romantic films. (... ) [Tote Stadt] is
nevertheless an evocative, nostalgic throwback( ... ) to when the big
gesture ended up as more important than the intellectual statement.

I ;,

False art? Fake sentiment? Probably. But deuced insinuating and enticing
as sin often is.

?

Raymond Ericson370 admits that the opera's "huge success" creates critical
controversy, perhaps because it is simultaneously "drenched in
Romanticism" and "quite stunning".
Other critics believe that the use of projected images in Die tote
"'

Stadt does nothing to elevate the opera. This "visual attraction" conceals
the score's "feebleness" and the plot's Viennese "kitschy"

\

"implausibility". 371 "Powerful" film images make it "one of the most

I.,

>

I

I~
'

prestigious novelties of the season", but "overwhelm" the opera372 despite
this attempt to revitalise its former '"(Kom)goldrausch"'.373 Heinsheimer
374

~

considers that the revival of Die tote Stadt is part of America's Angst
II

ridden" nostalgia for the 1920s, witnessed in similar revivals of "hit
musicals" such as No, No Nanette and Tea for Two: the "wallowable" and

:,.

"unmemorable" music proves that some "miracles( ... ) do not wear

>

well" .375 Finally, Kurt Oppens 376 remembers Die tote Stadt in 1927, as "the
'

wonder of the Wunderkind" but here in 1975, despite its acknowledged

r.
370

t•
.cl

•

;,

I~
r>

r.
j~
i \

t~
~

Raymond Ericson. "Opera: 'Die Tote Stadt"' In The New York Times. 21st September
1975. 52:5.
371
Donal Henahan." Komgold's 'Tote Stadt' a Visual Attraction" in The New York
Times. 17th April 1975, 48:6.
372
Thomas Lask. "Frank Corsaro Is Projecting A New Image For Opera" in The New
York Times. pt May 1975. 48:1.
373
Robert Breuer. "Die tote Stadt in New York Neuaufgefiihrt. in OeMZ 30: August
1975. 417.
374
"verangstigen", Hans Heinsheimer. "Komgolds 'Tote Stadt"' in Melos/NZ, 1975. n3.
1:220-1.
375
Arthur Jacobs. "New York: The Met Besieged" In Opera 26: 1975. 536-41. 540-1.
376
"Schal", "faul erweisen", "Klangwunder ( ... ) nun verflogen", Kurt Oppens.
"Klischees des Jugendstils" Korngolds 'Tote Stadt' an der New York Opera" in Opern
Welt n7: July 1975. 47-8. Die tote Stadt was enjoying perhaps its 50th staging when Das
Wunder premiered.
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and continued popularity, the klischees des Jugendstils" with its "tonal
0

colour faded" is "insipid".
Two other works placed before the public in the late 1970s received
reviews. Firstly, a performance of Korngold's revision of J. Strauss' Eine
'·t

Nacht in Venedig was undertaken, as reviewer Andrew Lamb attests, with

I

I

>

/

y

11

skill, affection and restraint" and still represents an improvement upon

Strauss's original. 377 Secondly, a recording of Komgold's

I
''
',f
I

378

Quartets was released which Simmons

'f

•
t

rt and 3rd

found "deeply lyrical and well-

worth investigating", for the way they mediate between

~

the conflicting influences of the old order (Mahler and Strauss) and the
new (Schonberg)( ... ) Komgold was endeavouring to maintain a creative

'~

I

stability in a decaying situation.

I "

l

In the same review Simmons classifies Brahms' Oarinet Quintet as an

~

f·

example of a "more authentic mainstream Austrian musical ideology"
than presumably that of Mahler, Strauss or Korngold.
By the end of the Seventies critics are finding Korngold a difficult

I ,

I

I>'

i)'

subject to deal with. He can no longer be dismissed as a mere film
composer nor marginalised as someone writing music that is desperately

.'>-

out of date. At the same time, while reviewers recognise the power of his

I,

music (and some almost succumb to it), there is a sense that to
:,.

acknowledge him completely would be to run counter to received
wisdom, where music is defined by the leaders of informed opinion

,>

(amongst whom critics naturally wish to see themselves) as being of a
different kind. A significant and awkward question is beginning to
ft

;;

it lie in the pathway from the late nineteenth-century German music

\'

towards Schoenberg and his successors? Does it lie in the route through
>
~

I.
,

emerge: where exactly does the mainstream of musical progress lie? Does

"

Mahler, Strauss and Korngold? Or does it lie somewhere else? Korngold
also raises the related issue of popularity and value. His unquestionable
popularity continues to provide theatres with revenue but paradoxically

'\

I -~
.:,

377
378

Andrew Lamb. "Night in Venice" in Musical Times. Vol 117, 1976. 989-92.
David Simmons. "Recent Recordings" in The Strad No 1053. January 1978. 841-2.
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perhaps in a consumer society, allows critics to discredit him as a
composer of no real significance. In the midst of this confusion
Hammond's authoritative voice calls for an end to the "bickering" and for
·/

common sense to prevail.379
1980-1997
The 1980 recording of Violanta provided Carroll with an
opportunity to refresh contemporary knowledge of Komgold' s

.1

background and individuality and to draw attention to his importance as
a mediator in the clash of twentieth-century musical styles. Violanta, 380 he
suggests, is a synthesis of the ambitions of Jugendstil, the complexity of

,;.

the Second Viennese School and Romanticism,
\

steeped in an almost decadent eroticism, [ViolantaJ emerges as an opera of
.),

great power, with( ... ) passages of staggering difficulty and clothed in
shimmering, translucent orchestration.

While his "personal" style is "strong" and "instantly recognisable",
Komgold's "idiosyncratic harmon[ies] are an extension and enlargement"

/ '
.,

~

of Strauss' and Mahler's "dense chromaticism". Praise from Schoenberg,
Wellesz and "even Berg" and the general observation that Komgold's film

,\

scores are "now regarded as classic" run contrary to Carroll's observation

.>--.

that "much prejudice remains". In Carroll's England, none of Korngold' s
operas have been performed since Henry Wood's 1920 Proms and English
music connoisseurs presumably chose not to respond to events qverseas.
During the decade, however, New York critics become increasingly

~.!

•

averse to Komgold' s "Hollywood" idiom if not his talent. Der Ring des

'

Polykrates in 1983 is, according to Rockwell381, "astonishingly well-crafted"
but with music "lavished" upon the plot and "too pretty",382

r
\
'>

'>

'

-\
~

}
.A

379

Philip Hammond. Letter to the Editor. "Komgold" in Gramophone, Vol 50. January
1973. 1437. Hammond also wrote "Erich Wolfgang Komgold" for the Max Steiner Music
Society News Letter. No.27 1971. 3-6.
380
Brendan Carroll. "Komgold's ·violanta' in The Musical Times. Vol 121. November
1980. 695-9.
381
John Rockwell. "Opera: Three Works at Manhattan Music School" in The New York
Times, March 20, 1983. I 52:3. Rockwell's italics.
382
Rockwell's italics .
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one can hear how music of this kind had to provoke an austere reaction
( ... ) and one can understand why Komgold found his true home in
Hollywood.

In the same year, Opera reviewer Sutcliffe builds upon Rockwell's imagery

·/

and retrospective wisdom. Die tote Stadt's "meticulous" presentation
>

resolves Sutcliffe's "nagging( ...) curiosity" by proving that "Komgold's
y

true musical metier was that of the respected Hollywood composer" .363
Reinheimer in "Gone with the Wind?"384 belittles Erich's serious claims to
any other metier by reviving old Viennese gossip: - the rumours of Julius'

:,.
:,-

role in Erich's compositions, accusations Julius made about Strauss and
the opera house, Olin Downes' 1927 dismissal of Violanta as "balderdash"

j.,

and the "malicious swipe" which Reinheimer attributes to Klemperer.
Korngold has always composed for Warner Bros, only he was at first
unaware of the fact.385

"'

During Korngold's "exile" in Hollywood's "gilded cage", he "maintained
a semblance of life as a serious composer" which the F # Symphony,

I

I

•Y

"sounding like movie background music", is too weak to dispel. Rich's

1

I

"'

1984 review in Newsweek, "Revival of the Fittest"386, places Korngold
within a "revival circuit'' similar to the 1970s trivialised nostalgia for "hit

,>-

musicals". He suggests that this trend rises out of sympathy for victims of

:,

political censure rather than enthusiasm for their intrinsic value.
Compared to Weill, who is "unjustly neglected" perhaps because of his
connections with Broadway, and Zemlinsky, who serves less valuably as a
"bridge between Strauss and Hollywood", Komgold remains an

;
~

"interesting second-rater", "deservedly", Rich believes, undiscovered in
the concert hall, as his fame is "secure" in Hollywood.
Gary Graffman, one-armed pianist and member of the Korngold

,'I

·,.

Society founded by Carroll, protested that, IJKorngold was More than a

'>

\

383

",,
),

James Helme Sutcliffe. "Berlin" in Opera il 34. May 1984. 537-8.
Hans Heinsheimer. "Gone with the wind? (Alexander von Zemlinsky and Wolfgang
Komgold." In Opera News, July 1984 v49 p 18(4). 20.
385
Palmer was of the saine opinion,
386
Alan Rich. "Revival of the Fittest" in Newsweek. 271h August 1984. v104 p73 (1).
384
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Movie Composer" .387 Though "not particularly original" and showing
"ghosts" of Strauss, it was Korngold' s turning to "light music" that led to
his "downfall" in the eyes and ears of the critics. Garnering support for
canonic recognition from Julius' reference to the newspaper poll, Strauss'
1910 letter and Slonimsky's verdict on Korngold as "the last breath of the
y

Romantic spirit in Vienna", Graffman suggests that a Schoenbergian
regime of austerity in fact encourages a covert desire for the kind of
instant gratification "light" music might supply.
Lushly orchestrated melodies and murkily chromatic bittersweet
harmonies are as embarrassing to the guardians of our musical fitness as
a gooey fudge banana split to a banquet of Pritikin purists.388 ( ••• ) The
pendulum may at last be swinging back.

"'
.l.,

In the same year, Opera contributor Martin Bernheimer 389 aggressively
claimed that, "no one regarded Die tote Stadt as a masterpiece of art''. Its
''considerable esteem" was gained for "a masterpiece of junk". Even in

·'
I

I~

I:

1920 "it lent new meaning to such words as mawkish and maudlin". The
repeat performances in New York in 1975 and in Los Angeles in 1985 did
not change Bernheimer's view. However, in 1987 Thomas Luys390 from
Dusseldorf invited the critical fraternity to give some value to public taste.
Whatever one's opinion of Komgold' s music as verging on the trivial and

\.

lachrymose, Die tote Stadt is a first rate work which makes an immediate
impact. (... )The delighted audience was a better judge than the few
aesthete critics who carped at it.

When Julius Korngold's German memoirs were published, Robert
Kosovsky from Notes 391 discovers that Korngold's film music requires the
....

same "technical proficiency" as "classical sonatina[s] or early Beethoven
sonata[s]". Demonstrable affiliation to a high art canon enables the "next

-I
387

·,
~

-\

,-,
,1..

>,

Gary Graffman. "Komgold was More than a Movie Composer" in The New York
Times. 151h September 1985. vl34, s2. In 1953 before he lost his right arm and preferring
Rachmaninov's Second Concerto, Graffman had described Korngold's Piano Concerto as
"twentieth-century trivia". Duchen, 1996, 214.
388
Pritikin was responsible for an austere diet regime widely popular during the 1980s.
389
Martin Bemheimer. "Los Angeles" in Opera il.36. December 1985. 1383-4.
390
Thomas Luys. "Diisseldorf' in Opera 38. May 1987. 556.
391
Robert Kosovsky. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold: Unverganglichkeit fur Singstimme und
Klavier" in Notes. Vol 47.2.1991.
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stage in the gradual acceptance of film music as musical art". The "time is
right", Kosovsky proclaims, to take "film music out of the trash heap".
"Whether one enjoys or detests this music" he is aware that there has been
'/

a validating "blossoming of film scholarship" but dates it to the 1970s.
While the value of Komgold's film scores lies simply in being "fun to

;.

play", more importantly they allow recognition for a Viennese influence
other than Schoenberg's "triumvirate". Attempting a similar perspective,
Tamar Witkin's book review392 enthuses over Palmer's The Composer in

Hollywood, which, eroding "the granite block of ignorance and elitism",
makes it possible for Hollywood film music to be taken "seriously" by
"critics of 'serious' music and concert goers". "Conservatory-trained1'

"

I

.!_

film composers have been denied "legitimate" critical appraisal firstly

"

because the genre is "dependent" upon a //composite medium11, secondly

"

because studios "fear of atonality" made them "reluctant to use "unique

·•

1

11

11

voices and finally because refugee composers "conform[ed]° to

'

,>
1

Hollywood s "suppression".
By 1994 the number of recordings of Korngold's music were
providing evidence of his popularity. Anderson s survey for Tempo 393
1

traces a linear development in Komgold's "wonderfully human musical

·'

language11, culminating in Das Wunder der Heliane.

':,.

In less expert hands the sheer richness of it all might sound overindulgent; with Korngold it is married to a nobility of utterance that is
deeply affecting.

New York Times writer, Alex Ross 394 neatly blends praise and denigration
with his description of Korngold as an
·'

unsurpassed master of romantic kitsch and( ... ) textbook case of a child
prodigy come to nought.

~

Despite being condemned by "experts", Korngold has not "ended up in
oblivion11 , but survives as

"
"'
~

392

Tamar Witkin. Book Review The Composer in Hollywood by Christopher Palmer" in
Musical Quarterly Vol 75 No2. Summer 1991. 218-9.
393
Martin Anderson. Record Review. In Tempo June 1994, Vol 189. 56-9.
394
Alex Ross." A 'Serious' Composer Lives Down Hollywood Fame" in The New York
Times Vol 145. 2. 261h Nov 1995.
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first and foremost one of the most formidable composing prodigies in the
history of music.

Komgold's early works "stretch[ed] the outer boundaries of tonality" but
while the 1952 F# Symphony "redeemed" his reputation after Die tote

Stadt, its "lacklustre' music ensures that
a love of Korngold will always be a guilty pleasure.

Events in 1996 show an increase in articulate considerations of
popular music and of those twentieth-century Romantics "forgotten" in
serious circles. Jon Burlingame interviewed Tony Thomas in The Cue
,>

Sheet' 395 on his "landmark collection" of special interest to "Korngold
buffs". "Such classic film music" from Wamer Bros archives is given the
"lavish treatment" it deserves, /Jbut only rarely gets". In an interview,396
Jessica Duchen, Korngold's biographer, reports that
'Die tote Stadt' received its very first British performance, in concert, in
autumn 1996- by an amateur orchestra, the very accomplished
Kensington Symphony Orchestra( ... ) The hall was sold out! And the
reception was completely ecstatic. Everyone was crazy about it!

'"'

In 1997, David Mermelstein, a Los Angeles resident writing for the

New York Times,3w congratulates Weiser-Most for "bucking a tired system"
with a recording of Komgold's "under-appreciated" F# Symphony.
Though it is a "proud product'' by the "established dean of Hollywood",
that association seems enough to undermine the producer's bravery.
Bold, cinematic gestures( ... ) add up to little more than a programmatic
pastiche.
A

Although there is an increasing evidence of a revival of Komgold' s
fame and fortune, during the 1980s and 1990s critics are divided over his
significance.
395

Jon Burlingame. ''The Komgold Anthology: An interview with Tony Thomas" in The
Cue Sheet: Journal of the Society for the Preservation of Film Music. Oct 1996. Vol XII
(4). 25-30.
396
Jessica Duchen. Interview. http://www.komgold-society.org/indexl.html. Accessed
l81h March 2002.
397
David Mermelstein. "Maverick Comes to Mosey" in New York Times, Sunday. 4th
May 1997. 17.
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Carroll's 1997 Biography and its Aftermath.
While, Myers writing for Opera News398 repeats Carroll's conclusion
that Korngold was "doomed" by both "changing musical tastes" and
Nazism, the Publishers' Weekly is less certain.
J
I

It remains to be seen whether [Carroll's] assessment of Korngold as one

I,

of the great composers of the century is accurate. 399

Benser400 dismisses Korngold with Slonimsky' swords, as being too weak
to save tonality from being swept aside. Komgold was one of "those"
composers who
maintained their belief in the validity of tonality, which in their hands

.',

breathed its last sigh before falling dormant in the wake of atonality and
serialism.

\
,~

His "bon vivant" personality and Romantic idiom "pave[d] his way( ... ) to
an easier assimilation as an exile in Hollywood". Carroll's "advocacy"
and "enthusiasm" are here wasted on a composer who was ''eclipsed by
music foreign to( ... ) romantic lyricism".
Brown commends Carroll for presenting Korngold as a

),,,

"sympathetic human being", but reproaches his "bias" in presenting
Korngold as a concert composer who unfortunately happened to get

',-

involved in film music.

I/>

Komgold's "totally unique" redefinition of scoring has "political"
implications for the art of film music.
What is important, is not that he 'invented' the symphonic score-( ... )
-but that the composer somehow managed to adapt the entire idiom of
postromantic, [sic] 'classical' music to the compressed time spans of the
movie-music 'cue' while maintaining total musical integrity. While other

:,.

composers were clumsily repeating the same material over and over
again, Korngold, in the space of ten or so seconds, could jump back and

)

t
398

1
'-,
'\

J'

_\

Eric Myers: Book Reviews "The Last Prodigy" in Opera News, 14th Feb 1998. Vol 62
nll p51.1.
399
"The Last Prodigy: A Biography of Erich Wolfgang Komgold". Book Review in
Publishers Weekly, 181h August 1997. v244 n34 p77 (1).
400
Caroline Cepin Benser. "The Last Prodigy" Book Review in Notes 1998. vol 55 i2
p366 (4).
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forth between leitmotifs while maintaining a flow that miraculously
makes musical sense. Komgold somehow managed, better than any
other composer working in cinema, to bring the sumptuous musical style
spawned by the elitist culture of turn-of-the-century Vienna into synch

I

with the dramatic demands of a popular art form.

401

Myers, reviewing Die Katrin in 1999402 claims this is its first

/

performance since" it was laughed off the stage" in 1950.403 The 1999
performance regrettably lacks the "sense of period style" sufficient to
"throw modern emotional constraint to the winds" as Korngold's
"refulgent" musical language demands.
Finally, Holland, writing for The New York Times in 1999 and being

.~

retrospectively wise, sees Korngold as a "lurker [sic] on the sidelines of
~

"'

greatness". Firstly, he was "born with Hollywood in his blood" and
secondly his idiosyncrasies worked within two musical spheres,
the simpler language of American popular entertainment( ... ) filled with

;,

subtle harmonic touches and cleverly interrupted versification. 404
l

.

In a world of "real" music, Korngold inspires "an avid coterie of fans"
perhaps drawn initially to his film music, while there is "a wider public
that nevertheless refuses to take him seriously". This seemed to be the

.~

reverse of the situation in his early career when he was taken very

~

seriously indeed by a "wider public" while another special interest coterie

"'

I

"nevertheless refused to take him seriously".

Conclusion
Despite an increased critical acceptance of the secret appeal of
•
401

"
\
">
~

Royal S. Brown. (Review). "The Last Prodigy: A Biography of Erich Wolfgang
Korngold. (Review)" in Cineaste, Summer 1998 v23 i3 p50(1). Electronic Collection:
A54421804 RN: A54421804. Brown credits Max Steiner with composing the first score
to use symphonic forces. Brown's landmark considerations on the overtones and
undertones of film music are discussed here in chapter Four.
402
Eric Myers. "Komgold: Die Katrin". Review in Opera News, March 1999 v63 i9 p77
(1)
403

l..
~

"

Refer to Marcel Prawy' review. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold's Die Kathrin at the
Vienna State Opera" in Opera News, Vol 15 No8. ll 1h December 1950.12-15.
404
Bernard Holland. "Maybe Greatness, Surely Hollywood". Review in New York Times.
23rd January 1999. 7.
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Conclusion
Despite an increased critical acceptance of the secret appeal of

I

entertainment and its ability to fill the theatres, and despite recognition of
similarities between the materials of popular and serious music, most

/

critics did not take popular film music seriously. Their allegiance to a
received II official" view of what music was important impeded their
ability to accept other definitions of value. Komgold was placed in an
uncomfortable position. On one hand, his serious qualities placed him on
the outskirts of an entertainment world and prompted references to his

"'

prestigious company and early promise, while his entertainment role
prompted disparaging references from serious critics to the illusions and

\

"'

subsequent downfall of a decadent society's ambitions. Because he was
successful in both musical worlds and because aesthetic issues remained
unresolved in twentieth-century Western society, Komgold was banished
to an artistic no-man's-land.

~

~

:1,.

',
l
·\

'\

.;,
>-
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Conclusion
'/

Placing Korngold
,f

In Chapter One the purpose of this research was identified: to
investigate the way Komgold's reception and reputation changed during
the twentieth century, and to find explanations for his changing fortunes.
As a child prodigy, Erich Korngold was seen as a person through
whom the great Viennese tradition of classical music would continue .

.,,

With the endorsement of composers Mahler and Strauss, musicians
.\

"'
',

Walter and Nikisch and musicologist Hanslick, and the relentless
advocacy provided by his father, the expectation was that Erich would
contribute to the ongoing line of Great Viennese Composers stretching
back to Haydn and Mozart. He was singled out as the successful,
important, pure, modem and experimental synthesis of the high and

~

middle idioms. He would provide the next generation with leadership in
a culture which looked for leaders, the "great men" who revered the past

-~•.

and created the future in its image. The reception given to his early works
confirmed this view although the critical fraternity, including Newman,

:,..

.

Dent, Bekker, Aldrich, Marx and Bechert also expressed some doubts over
firstly his ability to sustain the quality of his work into adulthood, and
secondly the authenticity of his work.

"

The general ambivalence within musical society, demonstrated by
the attitude of composers such as Schoenberg to the inherited tonal style,
suggests some loss of confidence in the future of the Great Tradition.
While Julius Komgold and his ilk were looking to preserve and renew the

l

,.,.

l
.\

classical tradition, that tradition itself was becoming more populist:
Johann Strauss' s Die Fledermaus was being seen by the public as a more
quintessentially Viennese work than Mozart's Le Nozze di Figaro, for

l._

example. This was both a welcome and a dangerous trend. Audiences
\

"'

were making classical music their own but in so doing might easily
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compromise the quality of such works. Spiritual edification might be
replaced with instant gratification.
The reception given to Die tote Stadt by audience and critics alike,
strongly suggested that Korngold' s position in the tradition, endorsed by
an early biography, was secure. But when he turned to making
.r

arrangements of operettas by Strauss and others he was seen by
Weissmann, Aldrich and Bechert to be taking risks with his reputation.
Although his craft was not in question, there was real nervousness that he
dabbled in this material because his sort of genius was not up to creating
high art. Das Wunder der Heliane was therefore treated with suspicion,
compounded by a deeper suspicion that Korngold was benefiting

~

undeservedly from the support of musicians of influence. His move to
\

{ ~
J"
I

Hollywood, then the epitome of America's cultural desert, merely
confirmed in the eyes of Thompson, Downes, Ewen and Kralik that with
his music rated as superficial, sentimental and overblown balderdash
Korngold was no longer worthy to be held up as the next Great Man in

l
'r

the classical tradition. The precocious, inconsequentially luxurious, dated
and disingenuous Korngold had betrayed them and therefore himself and
his craft.

.\

For a growing number of musicologists and critics, that role had
been taken now by Schoenberg, who was seeking to create a new music

~

out of a German tradition he traced back to Bach. At least some of
--.

\.,
l
.

)..

1~

Schoenberg's appeal was that he was creating something radically new,
which was seen by many to be necessary in the circumstances of European
culture between the Wars. Korngold' s relatively unchanging style placed
his music at the disadvantage of being seen as sensational rather than
revolutionary. Furthermore, the popular appeal accorded to Korngold in

I~

' \.
Il

~

j

\
\

comparison with Schoenberg raised questions about the real integrity of
Erich's music. From a high art perspective, to compose music that
audiences found easy to listen to was an indication that the music lacked
integrity and the kind of contemporary authenticity that could only be
appreciated in the future.

.>.
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Between the wars, the Great Tradition had almost as widespread
support as did its revolution. However, the need for an hierarchy
continued to be a symptom not only of the power granted to music but
also of the danger perceived in independent exploration. While the
imperative for new and challenging expression dominated and while
Schoenberg's austerity captured some sympathy from across musical
I>

society, it was generally suspected by the dominant musical formation
that Korngold' shift to Hollywood was proof that he had always belonged

,.

in the theatres of low middle, mass society.
Schoenberg's move to the USA in 1934 confirmed that the division
in attitudes was not one between America and Europe but between

·"·

different schools of thought within Western culture as a whole. During
},

"-

and after the Second World War it also became apparent that America
enjoyed a youthful energy and exuberance denied a European continent
that had endured physical and political ruin.
For some Korngold had always remained in a valid strand of the

'l'

great tradition. Representatives of popular culture were generally
dismissive of elitist principles. Between the wars in Vienna, Korngold's
popularity in opera and operetta had made him important and his genius
;).

for audience appeal was described in the language of the Great Tradition.
Similarly in Los Angeles, film reviewers used the same terminology to
express the value they found in a somewhat mythologised and belittled

;,

I~

traditional and contemporary lyricism. A Midsummer Night's Dream, while
not the masterpiece fit for Shakespeare's high-art stages, showed Warner

l~
l~

Bros as well as Avrey, O'Sullivan, Ussher and Crow thatKomgold's

i

fundamental gift was his ability to conjure up his heritage. Los Angeles

I'

art critic, Harford, confessed her preference for lyricism over the aridity of

I:.

the avant-garde, while New York critics remained cautious of Johann
Strauss' appeal but grateful for his impact on their theatre's viability when
art music concerts survived via a beneficent society. By the 1950s,

A

\

Vienna's and Los Angeles' critics seemed to agree that Korngold's appeal

'~
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was a positive mark of his talent and that his synthesis presented
something refreshingly new and a welcome return to beauty. While the
ivory towers on either side of the Atlantic remained sceptical of film
music1 s contribution to art, Thomas and Behlmer invited evaluation of the
art in film music as an enjoyable combination of nineteenth-century
symphonic idiom with twentieth-century harmonic flexibility.
/)

The Re-evaluation Begun in the 1970s
~

,)

''

The analysis of Komgold1 s legacy in film music provided a
resource for a disciplined approach to the genre. Freyenfels, Prendergast

I

r:
\

and Thomas shared Marx's pride in the Great Tradition for largely
sentimental reasons and initiated research into a music they regarded as
unjustifiably neglected. At the same time, analysis of Schoenberg's legacy
by art musicologists provided evidence of the genius in his constructions
as well as an educational resource for the next generation. Sessions,

er

Pfannkuch, Slonimsky, Stuckenschmidt, Mordden and Carner took the
view that even if the Great Tradition had found a comfortable home
within the Hollywood machine, Korngold had betrayed his early genius.

\

His disconcerting eclecticism, in their view, bore no consistent
;,.

resemblance to a pure art. Each group articulated its perspective with
~

'

determination; the latter revealed a passionate sense of justice, and the
former, a more moderate sense that an injustice had been done.

/ ·,

Corsaro' s 1975 staging of Die tote Stadt appears to have been a
catalyst for the critical fraternity. While some were shocked by the

k

r

association of high and low genres, others such as Koegler, Pantoni and

l

;,
~

Schonberg confessed that the pleasure they shared with the audience was
due as much to music's sentiment as to its technical complexity. For them,
the successful union between those qualities was worth the risk of
breaking with formality. It seemed as though there might after all be
value in a musical style that otherwise had been written off by other critics

,

..
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and musicologists. The use of projections reminded them of a plausible
connection between the Great Tradition and the music associated with the
silver screen.
It was therefore also possible that one universal authority of taste
t

and value no longer held sway. Musicologists from Dahlhaus and Le
Motte-Haber, Griffin, Carroll, Truscott, Palmer, Steiner and Marks to
Christopher Small began to argue for a more relative approach to musical

>

experiences. The dividing lines between high and low and between
European and non-European musics were becoming blurred. It was just
as inappropriate to rank musical theatre against a concerto as it was to
judge Black African in terms of White European music. In the meantime,

l~

revival circuits for Komgold and others of a lost nineteenth-century

'i

tradition were seen on one hand to break down twentieth-century

i

r

prejudices and on the other to verify Modernists' negative reactions to

.

Romantic trivia. But Truscott' s analysis of Korngold' s art music

.

hegemony was recognised as a determinant of value which took its

I

}

I

recognised the schizophrenic world in which Erich had worked. Cultural
criteria from outside the materials of music. Korngold became the
epitome of the forgotten Romantic hero and the last of his line.

·"
C>

By the 1990s, dictionaries such as Gammond' s and Ganzl' s which
specialised in popular genres were published by university presses and

;,

several factors were operating in the consideration of the Great Tradition's

'

role in film. Film music analysts confirmed that Komgold's scores

"I
~

}

:j

provided performance difficulties and complexity commensurate with art
music. Schoenberg and Komgold were more generally seen as being
equally valuable. Film musicologists including Royal Brown, Kalinak,

J

l •

Van der Lek and others addressed the question that such parity begged.
Using a complex language commensurate with Adorno' s and Eisler' s,

·,

Brown argued that Komgold's film music could be approached from a
musicological perspective. Several detailed analyses of his scores used the

-1
)

I

.;_,

principles of art music to reveal significant correlation between the
materials in Komgold' s two genres and therefore verified his creative

.\
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integrity. Komgold's film music, affectionately described by Brown in
language indicative of the Great Tradition, had once dominated film
production aesthetics and still held significant public appeal. Art
musicologists such as Dace, Rode-Breymann and Mauceri, while
t

/

recognising the value in Komgold' s film music, saw film as a medium
very different from the concert hall and also argued that the artistic value
of film music depended on whether or not it could succeed orrce removed

\·;.,

>

from the commercial, populist stigma associated with Hollywood.
However, Korngold's decline in Hollywood could no longer be regarded

I•

as a reflection of a decline in his talents, but rather of the shift of aesthetic
affiliations from Vienna to The Second Viennese School and, after the war,
>-

,

from Europe to America. Korngold became a somewhat misplaced highart film composer.

~

·,

.

I'.

Art-music biographers, even those with confessed film-music
leanings, were inclined to distinguish between high and low and
discussed the dilemma of film composers who wanted to be associated
with high art while gaining from pure entertainment. Film biographers
with confessed leaning to classical music credit Korngold's reputation in

I

both art worlds without feeling any need to take account of modernist or

,.>..

I),

Schoenbergian imperatives. Critics such as Witkin, Ross, Teachout and
Mermelstein were ambivalent about lifting a commercial product out of

:,.

the trashcan, the legitimacy of a conservatory-trained dean of Hollywood

.,

.

,.

"

and the domination of the Schoenberg triumvirate. They remained
doubtful about the contemporary merits of Korngold' s idiom while
commending the bravery of musicians who crossed taste boundaries by
performing on the concert stage art works by film music composers.

~

.

I,

I~

I

·'

i
.l

These perspectives jointly expose the irony that Korngold should wish to
regain a reputation in a 1950s art music world when those principles had
been tellingly challenged by the art world of film where he already
enjoyed sovereignty. They also reveal that issues present at the start of
Komgold' s career were still alive.

~
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Nevertheless, while Korngold's dilemma remained unresolved,
both sides accepted that Korngold' s popularity was the means by which
he had avoided oblivion. Although some might question its value as an
expression of contemporary culture, his music was heard in the concert
hall as a welcome intrusion onto what Teachout and others saw as a
/

cultural hegemony .

.'

,

For much of the twentieth century Korngold' s place was seen as the
one which had shifted. From being the art-music Wunderkind he moved
into the position of operetta arranger, and then across the Atlantic and
>-

~

s

.
';r

•

•

I

across the American continent to a new location and position as a
Hollywood composer. This progress was generally regarded as a
movement down from high to low art. Korngold' s forays into composing
opera while working in operetta, and into concert-hall music while
engaged in film music, were regarded as rather foolish and probably futile
attempts to climb back to a position of higher status. This interpretation

't

was, by and large, governed by a particular perspective among members
of the dominant social formation in music: that the Great Tradition of

·"
/>,

Western tonal symphonic music had reached an impasse during the First
World War from which recovery was only possible through the

).

emergence of a new musical direction which avoided the emotionalism of

~

romanticism and the tired idioms of tonality. This perspective continued
>

"

to assert its validity at least partly because it met the needs of the
dominant social formation in music to assert its own validity as a select
group distanced from the masses, whose appreciation of music was

.,.

,.

limited and who were seduced by the trivial and the sentimental.
Komgold' s promise was to be part of that social dominant formation, and

'>

~

to create a synthesis between the old and the new, but the promise was
broken when he shifted position and apparently abandoned the elite for

f

d

the world of the masses.

.;,
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By the end of the century, however, a different perspective was

emerging. Writers were beginning to suggest that the Great Tradition had
succeeded in renewing itself in a quite different way. The nineteenthcentury Romantic tradition of emotional tonal symphonic music, which
included the world of European operetta, had migrated to Hollywood
where it continued to flourish in the genre of film music. From this
1

perspective, Korngold had indeed fulfilled his promise, and his place,

r

despite and because of his relocation, had not changed at all. The
(

'>

dominant social formation in music, according to this model, is not the

I ,

!

musicological and critical elite, the connoisseurs, but the music-loving
public. In the nineteenth century this group had taken over the role of

L

.

(

"

'

audience from the aristocratic elite, populating the concert halls and the
opera houses and thus determining the development of the canon, and

.'..

\,

.,
7

•f

now it was perpetuating this function as musical leader through the
cinema as well. As this perspective gained momentum, so Korngold came
to be recognised as enjoying a central and influential place in twentiethcentury music.

'!

II.-~

Where we place Korngold depends, therefore, upon which

,)

t>

perspective we wish to take. Each is a model for continuity and renewal,
and each reflects am important stand in contemporary Western society.

;:,.

"'

Wherever he is placed, Korngold enjoys a significant position. Finally,
however, the task of placing Korngold tells us as much about the musical

>

:,.

world he inhabited as it does about the man himself.

"
r

"
;,

A
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